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Due to the serious impact wind damage has on homes in the Gulf Coast region, policy
makers, community developers, and homeowners are seeking ways to lessen impacts. One
potential tool to increase properties’ resiliency in the event of a periodic and catastrophic event is
wind mitigation, the process of adding features to a building, i.e. a house, to increase the strength
of the structure amid a storm such as a hurricane. In this research, I evaluate the tiers of
FORTIFIED homes as the mitigation strategies. I use Zillow ZTRAX and Institute of Business
and Home Safety data to estimate how each level of FORTIFIED home designation affects
property value. The results show FORTIFIED Gold designation on a new home has a 0%-8.4%
increase on property value. I place my finding into a BCA of FORTIFIED designation to
evaluate how this one benefit fits into the greater picture.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Wind damage is a major peril faced by property owners. Properties in coastal areas are
particularly at risk due to hurricanes, as are properties in areas vulnerable to tornadoes. With
40% of the United States population living in a coastal county, the government, insurance
agencies, and homeowners are looking for ways to alleviate some of the risk coastal homeowners
face (NOAA Office for Coastal Management, 2019). One way to potentially lessen risks from
destructive coastal storms is through mitigation. Mitigation is the use of structural techniques to
reduce the severity of event such as a hurricane. I focus specifically on the FORTIFIED Home
Program as the mitigation strategy of choice for homeowners.
The Insurance Institute of Business and Home Safety (IBHS) established the
FORTIFIED Home Program in 2010. The FORTIFIED Home Program is designed to give
homeowners the opportunity to make their new or existing home more resistant to wind
damages. Homeowners may choose to participate in the program by selecting a set of mitigation
techniques for which their homes can be designated. Smart Home America, a partner of IBHS,
states that there are multiple benefits of a FORTIFIED home including: increase in property
value, decrease in expected damages, and decrease in insurance premiums (Smart Home
America, 2020). I estimate the effect that FORTIFIED Home designation has on property value.
Currently, there is limited research regarding how wind mitigation strategies affect resale
property values. The paper that is most similar to my research is Awondo et al. (2019). They
1

examine how IBHS’s FORTIFIED designation affects home values in Baldwin County Alabama
from 2004 to 2017. Using CoreLogic and IBHS as sources of data, their data contain 14,134
observations with 236 homes being FORTIFIED designated. Due to the lack of FORTIFIED
Roof and FORTIFIED Silver designations in their dataset, Awondo et al. (2019) are only able to
look at FORTIFIED designation as a whole instead of individual level effects on home resale
value. Awondo et al. (2019) reduces the number of non-FORTIFIED homes in the dataset by
keeping only non-FORTIFIED homes located in the same subdivision as FORTIFIED homes,
whereas I use nearest neighbor matching. Using a hedonic method, they find that if a home meets
the FORTIFIED designated standards, then the home value will increase by 7%, but this
percentage decays the further a home resides from the coast. My main difference from Awondo
et al. (2019) is I evaluate how the individual levels of FORTIFIED designation affect home
resale value. Additionally, my research expands both the time of data collected and the counties
included compared to previous studies. My research also contains over ten times the number of
FORTIFIED homes in the dataset, which allows for a larger sample size. By understanding the
individual level effects of FORTIFIED designation on a larger dataset, individuals such as
homeowners or builders will gain a better understanding of how a level of FORTIFIED
designation affects home sale value.
Other researchers such as Simmons and Kruse (2000) and Simmons et al. (2002) have
evaluated how mitigation techniques have affects resale value. In both studies, they find that
mitigations techniques have a positive impact on resale value. Scott and Liang (2016) find that
homeowners are likely to pay more for homes that have undergone mitigation efforts in order to
achieve a reduction in loss from wind damage. They state that individuals are likely to pay a
premium regardless if they receive insurance premium discounts from the efforts. Another route
2

to potentially decrease damage to a home is through stricter building standards, and in 2019,
Dumm et al. evaluated how these stricter building codes affect property value. They find that
homes built to higher building codes had a 10.4% increase in property value compared to homes
set to lower standards. Although building code may increase property value, Alabama does not
enforce building codes for residential homes in Alabama (Texas A&M AgriLife Extension,
2020), therefore, I focus on mitigation techniques that homeowners may opt to participate in.
Walls et al. (2017) use a hedonic model to estimate the effect of energy efficient features
on home resale value. When testing energy efficient features, they use both local and national
certifications. By having various certifications, Walls et al. (2017) allow for resale price to vary
from both certification and type of certification. Due to sales data not being a true experiment in
which the research can randomize treated and untreated groups, Walls et al. (2017) use matching
and regressions to elevate standardize bias within the study. Propensity score matching allows
Walls et al. (2017) to compare homes that have not be certified to homes that are certified when
sold. Due to the likelihood that covariate bias remains after matching, Walls et al. (2017)
estimates the effect of energy efficient feature certification on a home value using hedonic price
regression. Like Walls et al. (2017), I use housing market data to estimate individual levels of
FORTIFIED designation on home property value.
My research estimates how each level of FORTIFIED designation affects property value.
I use Zillow ZTRAX and IBHS Fortified Homes data to estimate the effect. I perform nearest
neighbor matching to mitigate potential biases that exist between non-FORTIFIED and
FORTIFIED homes and estimate hedonic regressions. My results suggest that FORTIFIED Gold
designation has a range of effects on property value for new homes. This result implies that it is
builder who is receiving the increased in resale value associated with FORTIFIED Gold
3

designation. Increased property value is only one perceived benefit of FORTIFIED home
designation. I input the property value results into benefit cost analyses for each level to
understand what role increased resale value plays in the total net present value of FORTIFIED
home designation.
In Chapter 2, I describe FORTIFIED homes more in depth by providing background
information, benefits, and costs of the FORTIFIED designation. The following chapter discusses
the data I am working with. I describe both the Zillow and FORTIFIED homes data. I describe
the nearest neighbor matching procedure in Chapter 4 followed by the conceptual framework in
Chapter 5. The conceptual framework chapter provides information regarding the hedonic model
and how this model gives rise to estimating the effect of FORTIFIED designation on resale
value. The empirical model chapter follows with details regarding the model. I present the
finding in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 gives insight into how the effect of FORTIFIED designation on
resale value plays into a broader benefit cost analysis of FORTIFIED home designation. Lastly, I
conclude in Chapter 8.

4

CHAPTER II
FORTIFIED HOME PROGRAM
2.1

Origins of Program
The Insurance Institute of Business and Home Safety (IBHS) was founded in 1977 in

Tampa, Florida as a nonprofit organization with goals to build resilient communities. IBHS
officially established the FORTIFIED Home Program in 2010 with goals of increasing resilience
of new and existing homes against severe weather events. These weather events may include
both coastal and inland catastrophes, such as tropical storms, hurricanes, and tornadoes.
FORTIFIED homes are in several states across the United States. As of February of 2020, there
are 16,009 FORTIFIED homes (Figure 2.1) (Insurance Institute of Business and Home Safety,
2020).

5

Figure 2.1

February 2020 FORTIFIED Homes Across the United States,

Source: Institute of Business and Home Safety, 2020

2.2

Levels of FORTIFIED Designation
There are three levels of FORTIFIED Home designation: Roof, Silver, and Gold. Each

level progressively builds upon the previous. The most basic level is FORTIFIED Roof level
(previously known as the FORTIFIED Bronze level). The main goal of this level is to minimize
roof damage and water intrusion for hurricane wind. FORTIFIED Roof level designation
involves improving the roof sheathing attachment, sealing roof deck, and reducing the chance of
attic ventilation system failure through roof vents and gable end wall vents. Leatherman (2011)
emphasizes that wind-driven rain intrusion is a major concern when it comes to protecting a roof
during a storm. By adding extra protection to the roof, IBHS claims that this level of designation
aids in keeping water from entering the ceilings and walls and provide additional support to keep
the roof intact. An existing home or new home can achieve FORTIFIED Roof level designation.

6

Retrofit is the term IBHS uses to describe replacing existing features of a home with upgraded
prevention features.
The FORTIFIED Silver level includes all FORTIFIED Roof level components in
addition to improving the strength of openings such as doors and windows. This level also
involves strengthening gable ends and anchoring attached structure such as carports. The
FORTIFIED Silver level designation can be achieved for either a new or existing home that
undergoes the FORTIFIED Silver level designation process.
FORTIFIED Gold level designation includes all FORTIFIED Roof and Silver level
components plus requires techniques to allow the home to have a continuous load path. A
continuous load path refers to the act of connecting the roof down to the foundation to give the
home more unified stability. Unlike the previous levels, only new construction can achieve
FORTIFIED Gold level designation. The Insurance Institute of Business and Home Safety
(2020) released the number of each level of FORTIFIED home designation across the United
States. Thirty-eight percent of FORTIFIED homes are designated as FORTIFIED Roof level and
59% are FORTIFIED Gold level designations, which leaves only 3% of FORTIFIED homes in
the nation being FORTIFIED Silver level designated (Figure 2.2).
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Figure 2.2

Percentages of the Three FORTIFIED Level Designations Nationally

Source: Institute of Business and Home Safety, FORTIFIED Monthly Update, 2020A

2.3

FORTIFIED Home Designation Process
For a home to achieve FORTIFIED designation, homeowners must follow the following

steps. The first step is for a homeowner to seek out a FORITIFED designated evaluator in their
area and decide on a level of FORTIFIED designation. Next, the evaluator inspects the home and
documents a review called the Current Condition Report (Smart Home America, 2020). The
evaluator then identifies what changes need to be made to the home to achieve a designation.
These suggested changes are made using the IBHS’s evaluator checklist. Once construction or
renovation is underway, the evaluator works with the homeowners or construction companies to
document changes. Once construction or renovation is complete, the evaluator compiles all the
details regarding the home’s process to report to IBHS engineers. The engineers designate the
home as FORTIFIED (Smart Home America, 2020). The designation is valid for 5 years, and
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home must be inspected by a FORTIFIED Evaluator after 5 years in order to re-designate the
home as FORTIFIED.
2.4

Perceived Benefits of FORTIFIED Homes
There are three perceived benefits of FORTIFIED Home designation. The first benefit is

lower expected damages to a home in the case of a typical storm or hurricane (Insurance Institute
of Business and Home Safety, Post Hurricane Investigations). The second benefit is lower
insurance premiums. The last benefit is FORTIFIED homes may offer is an increase in resale
value.
By setting the building codes of FORTIFIED homes to a higher standard than nonFORTIFIED houses, IBHS hypothesizes that FORTIFIED homes can withstand higher wind
speeds (Insurance Institute for Business & Home Safety, 2019). IBHS’s research center in South
Carolina allows researcher to test residential homes using diverse wind calibrations. One study
by IBHS states that a non-FORTIFIED home experienced loss of $16,935, while a FORTIFIED
Roof level home only experienced $5,408 worth of damages. This is a 68% decrease in damage
costs. Therefore, IBHS claims that FORTIFIED Home homeowners can expect a decrease in
expected damages in the case of a windstorm compared to non-FORTIFIED homeowners.
The second benefit hypothesized by IBHS is decreased insurance premiums. Some states
have put forth effort to incentivize homeowners to participate in the FORTIFIED Home
Program. Alabama was the first state to pass legislation to offer discounts to homeowners for
mitigation efforts. AL 2009-SB 500 Act was established to provide homeowners in Mobile Bay
insurance premium discounts for FORTIFIED certification. Following this act, Alabama signed
into law AL 2015-SB 254, which extended the AL 2009-SB 500 Act (2009). This act took effect
in 2018 and put in place statewide insurance discounts for homeowners whose homes are
9

FORTIFIED designated. The Alabama Insurance Underwriting Association (AIUA) is an
association that provides wind insurance to homeowners along the coast who are unable to obtain
private insurance. They offer 20-55% premium discounts to homeowners with FORTIFIED
homes. AIUA’s discount percentages vary depending on the age of the roof. If the roof is less
than 5 years old, the homeowner will receive a higher premium discount than if the roof is
greater than 5 years old. Table 2.1 shows how the discount percentages are allotted to homes
based on age of the roof and level of FORTIFIED designation in Alabama.
Table 2.1

Insurance Discount Percentages

FORTIFIED Level

Existing Home
Roof > 5 Yrs. Old

New or Existing Home
Roof  5 Yrs. Old

Roof

20%

35%

Silver

35%

45%

Gold
40%
Source: Alabama Department of Insurance, Bulletin 2013‐07, 2020

50%

Like Alabama, Mississippi officials have put forth effort for individuals to consider
FORTIFIED certification for their home. In 2012, Mississippi legislature signed into law MS
2012-HB 1410, which provides insurance premium discounts to homeowners who mitigate. The
Mississippi Windstorm Underwriting Association (MQUA) provides homeowners with
FORTIFIED designation an insurance premium discount between roughly 20-30%. South
Carolina, North Carolina, and Georgia are the three other states that currently offer premium
discounts for FORTIFIED designation. In 2016, South Carolina Department of Insurance
released a brochure based on survey results to discuss the insurers’ discounts realized by
homeowners. They report homeowners within South Carolina see an average savings of 13% on
insurance premiums when participating in mitigation techniques. The South Carolina
10

Department of Insurance also released that homeowners have seen a maximum premium
discount of 48% for mitigation efforts. For North Carolina, a range of discount percentages are
given for each level of designation. FORTIFIED Roof level receives a premium discount of 6%8%, FORTIFIED Silver level receives a premium discount of 13%-15%, and FORTIFIED Gold
level receives a premium discount level of 16%-19%. FORTIFIED designated homeowners in
Georgia also received premium discounts: 5% for FORTIFIED Roof level, 7.5% for
FORTIFIED Silver level, and 10% for FORTIFIED Gold level. Table 2.2 lays out the discounts
for each level of FORTIFIED designation for the different states.
Table 2.2

FORTIFIED Insurance Discount Percentages per State

State
Roof Level
Silver Level
Gold Level
Alabama
20%-35%
35%-45%
40%-50%
Mississippi
20%
25%
30%
South Carolina
13%-20%
North Carolina
6%-8%
13%-15%
16%-19%
Georgia
5%
7.5%
10%
Source: United Policyholders (2017), Mississippi Windstorm Underwriting Association (2015),
South Carolina Department of Insurance (2016), Smart Home America (2020), and The Georgia
Underwriting Association (2019)
IBHS’s third perceived benefit of FORTIFIED home designation is the increase in
property value. Currently, there is limited research on this benefit, but my research looks to
explore this hypothesized benefit.
States encourage homeowners to participate in the program through other incentives. In
2011, Alabama signed into law AL 2011-SB 395: Retrofit Tax Deduction. This act provides tax
deductions for mitigation upgrades to new or existing homes in Alabama. Another way Alabama
promotes mitigation efforts is through the Strengthen Alabama Homes program (SAH). The
SAH program provides $10,000 grants through an application process to homeowners in Mobile
11

and Baldwin Counties to retrofit their home to meet either FORTIFIED Roof level or
FORTIFIED Silver Level (Strengthen Alabama Homes, 2019). Some insurance companies in
Mississippi also provide reduced deductibles, credit rate differential, or both in order to
encourage mitigation.
2.5

FORTIFIED Home Designation Costs
There is very limited publicly available information regarding FORITIFIED homes, in

particular, the cost of FORTIFIED construction. IBHS provides some information regarding the
cost to achieve designation. They state that the price varies depending upon the level a
homeowner seeks to attain. For FORTIFIED Roof level, one factor that affects price is the shape
of the roof. Other factor that affects the cost to is the square footage of the roof. IBHS states that
a new roof for a 2,000 to 3,000 square-foot home ranges from $9,000-$12,000. Besides IBHS,
other individuals state the cost associated with FORTIFIED homes. Awondo et al. (2019) found
that the cost of FORTIFIED Roof level construction of a FORTIFIED home is roughly $4.74 per
square foot. Using Awondo et al. (2019) estimate, the cost associated with a 2,000-square foot
home to is $9,480. Table 2.3 shows other sources who have reported the price of a FORTIFIED
home. The Multihazard Mitigation Council (2017) released that FORTIFIED Silver level costs
between $3,000 and $4,000 for a 2,000 square foot home depending on wind speed risk and
distance from the coast. The cost of designating a home to FORTIFIED Gold level costs roughly
1%-3% of construction cost (Green, 2020). In addition to the initial cost to achieve FORTIFIED
designation, there are renewal costs every five years. Inspectors must evaluate the home every 5
years to guarantee the structure is meeting the standards set by IBHS (Insurance Institute of
Business and Home Safety, 2020). Therefore, over the lifespan of a given roof (i.e. 30 years),
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evaluators renew the designation 5 times. The evaluator fee falls between $175 and $600. Table
2.4 shows the different reported costs associated with evaluator fees.
Table 2.3

Reported Cost Estimates of FORTIFIED Roof Level Construction
Replacing Roof +
FORTIFIED

FORTIFIED
Added to New
Construction

Home Size
(Square Feet)

$10,000

-

-

$9,000-$12,000

-

2,000-3000

$12,000

-

-

Kathy Jumper (2019)

-

$500-$1,500

2,400

Fred Malik (2017)

-

$1,200-$2,100

-

Source
Sarah Breitenbach, PEW
(2017)
IBHS (2019)
Ramsey Green, My Strong
Home COO & CoFounder (2017)

Table 2.4

Evaluator Fee Estimates
Source

Cost

Dennis Duffy (2020)

$175-$300

Spencer Rogers (2018)

$150

Fred Malik (2017)

$450 and up

IBHS (2019)

$300 - $600
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CHAPTER III
DATA
The data for this project are obtained from Zillow and the Insurance Institute of Business
and Home Safety. The Zillow Transaction and Assessment Dataset (ZTRAX) is the dataset for
real estate containing roughly 150 million records of property characteristics and geographic
knowledge for properties across approximately 3,100 in the United States. (Zillow, 2020). The
dataset contains transactional and characteristic information regarding home sales in Alabama
between 1960 and first quarter of 2019. IBHS’s FORTIFIED Homes dataset contains a complete
list of all FORTIFIED-designated homes, including address and designation level (FORTIFIED
Roof, FORTIFIED Silver, or FORTIFIED Gold). The merging of these two datasets results in a
dataset containing transactional and characteristic information for both FORTIFIED and nonFORTIFIED homes in Alabama. The reasoning for focusing only on Alabama is that 86% of all
FORTIFIED homes are in Alabama (Insurance Institute of Business and Home Safety, 2020). I
further focus on the two coastal counties in Alabama, Baldwin and Mobile. Within Alabama,
over 99% of FORTIFIED homes are in these two counties. Figure 3.1 shows the area of study.
The red county is Mobile, and the yellow county is Baldwin. Mobile County has a population of
approximately 414,000 people living across the 1,233 square miles. There are 11 cities located in
Mobile County including Mobile, Prichard, and Saraland. Baldwin County, Alabama is located
east of Mobile County. Baldwin County is home to 182,265 residents. According the Baldwin
County Commission (2020), most of the county’s population lives in rural areas.
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Figure 3.1

Map of Baldwin and Mobile Counties, Alabama

Source: Wikimedia Foundation, Inc., 2018

3.1

Zillow Data Preparation
The original Zillow data consist of two distinct datasets: characteristic and transactional,

each containing multiple files and sub-files. All files within each dataset are connected by
identification numbers. Beginning with the characteristic dataset, I clean the building
information file which contains 3,066,948 initial observations for the state of Alabama. An
observation in this dataset is an individual building on a property. I omit 1,567,107 nonresidential observations. Zillow uses an improvement number variable to track improvements or
developments made to a building. For example, if the building is in its original form, Zillow
denotes that building’s improvement number as 1; if the building is remodeled once, it is coded
as a 2. Given that 99.09% of observations are in their original state, I made the decision to omit
13,581 observations that are subsequent improvements. Without dropping the building with
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improvements, serious challenges arise when merging the data in later steps. This step brings the
number of observations to 1,486,260.
Within the characteristic dataset, there is another file I refer to as the central file. As
mentioned previously, the central file is connected to building characteristic file through each
observation’s shared identification number. There are initially 3,034,336 observations in the
central file. These observations refer to an individual property. I keep only observations in the
central file whose observations’ identification numbers are found in the building characteristic
file. This step omits observations within the central file that are not residential properties in their
original form. Therefore, I drop 1,548,076 observations. I then merge the central and building
characteristic files. No observations drop in the merging process.
The characteristic dataset also provides information for other independent variables. I
obtain square footage for the home located on the property. The pool variable gives information
regarding the type of pool a home, otherwise blank. I use the categorical pool variable later to
create a binary variable, where 1 indicated the property has a pool and 0 otherwise. Multiple
garage variables provide information regarding the number of cars the garage holds and square
footage. Each observation also contains a garage code. This code gives information like whether
the garage is attached, a carport or covered. Since an observation may have more than one garage
with different standard codes, I take the standard code for the largest garage square footage
listed. I later use these garage variables to create a binary garage variable where 1 indicated the
home has a garage and 0 otherwise.
I now discuss the transactional dataset, which contains 4,939,361 observations. An
observation in the transactional dataset is refers to the sale of a property. The dataset provides
information regarding the closing price of the property and sale date. I drop 2,262,293
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observations that are not deed transfers. A deed transfer refers to the act of legally transferring
the property’s deed from the seller to the buyer. Next, I import the property information file
within the transactional dataset. I merge the property information with the main transactional file
using a transactional identification number. This command keeps only property information that
matches with observations in the main transactional file. Number of observations stays the same
as the previous main file number of 2,677,086.
Since the end goal is to merge the characteristic and transactional data, I drop 1,181,052
transactional file observations whose identification number are blank or do not have common
identification numbers to the characteristics dataset. The resulting number of observations after
merging the characteristic and transactional datasets is 1,496,034. This process of merging
allows the combined dataset to be composed of individual property sales. Thus, for a property
that is sold multiple times, each sale is a separate observation. Below is a table of all the
variables obtained from the Zillow dataset (Table 3.1) (Appendices C.1-C.2).
Table 3.2

Variables Obtained from Zillow

Variable
Row ID
Street Address
City
County
State
Zip Code
Census Tract

Type
Continuous
Nominal
Nominal
Nominal
Nominal
Categorical
Categorical

Year Built
Number of Stories

Continuous
Continuous

Description
Unique identification number given to each property
Street address
All cities in located in Mobile and Baldwin Counties
Two counties: Mobile and Baldwin
Alabama
Zip code / postal code of home
Uniquely numbered, relatively permanent statistical
subdivisions of a county
Year the home was built
Number of stories
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Table 3.1 (continued)
Variable
Bedrooms
Full Bathrooms
Half Bathrooms
Total Bathrooms
Fireplace
Square Footage
Pool Code
Garage Code
Sale Date

Type
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Nominal
Continuous
Nominal
Categorical
Continuous

Description
Number of bedrooms
Number of full bathrooms
Number of half bathrooms
Number of total bathrooms
(Y/N) of fireplaces
Square footage of home
Descriptive codes to denote types of pools
Descriptive codes to denote types of garages
The exact month, day, and year the home sold

I further clean the data by dropping 525,755 observations whose document types are not
deed or warranty deed. I also drop 12,500 observations with missing address, and 164,535
observations with missing sales price. I drop 30,358 observations involving homes that sold 10
or more times over a 25-year period, under the assumption that such properties may have some
inherent issues. I drop 171,665 observations if the sales price is less than or equal to $10,000.
Since the research is limited to Baldwin or Mobile counties, I drop 494,929 observations outside
of the counties. Lastly, I clean drop observations with other missing key variables. Lastly, I drop
2 observations with erroneous prices. The final dataset contains 87,564 observations (Appendix
C.3).
3.2

IBHS Data Preparation
After cleaning the Zillow dataset, I clean the FORTIFIED Homes dataset. The

FORTIFIED Homes dataset contains observations representing a particular home with a
particular FORTIFIED designation. This dataset contains observations from 2011 through 2019.
This dataset contains 24,374 FORTIFIED homes in Alabama. The variables in the dataset
include address, state, zip code, FORTIFIED code, FORTIFIED date, and expiration date. The
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FORTIFIED code variable contains information on which level of FORTIFIED designation a
home achieves. The FORTIFIED date variable indicates the date when the home is designated as
FORTIFIED, and the expiration date is on March 31st of the year following the 5-year
designation period. For example, if an evaluator designates a home in November of 2013, then
the expiration date is on March 31, 2019.
Within the IBHS dataset, there are multiple homes that have multiple entries. This is
because a home may be designated or re-designated as FORTIFIED multiple times. Some homes
with multiple entries had slightly different addresses (e.g., “123 East A Street” versus “123 A
Street East”). I implement Wasi and Flaaen’s (2015) method of matching addresses to reconcile
these. I also correct typographical errors.
I drop 11,109 exact duplicates. These are observations with an exact match of all
variables. Observations with duplicate addresses but different FORTIFIED designation
information mean that the home was re-designated. Two potential cases are possible: overlap redesignation and lapse time re-designation. Overlap recertification refers to a home that is
recertified as FORTIFIED before the previous designation expires. In this case, the home never
experiences a gap in time between designation and re-designation. For example, if a home is
designated as FORTIFIED on September 25, 2015 then re-designated in November 29, 2018, the
original expiration date did not expire before the home is re-designated as FORTIFIED.
Therefore, in order to get a single observation for a single FORTIFIED home, I use the earliest
designation date and the latest expiration date to create one observation. For the previous dates,
the new observation contains a designation date of September 25, 2015, but an expiration date of
March 31, 2024. The second case is lapse re-designation. Lapse re-designation means there is a
time period between initial designation expiration and re-designation. For example, if a home’s
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first designation is set to expire March 31, 2010 then re-designated on November 29, 2017, the
originated expiration date did expire before the home was re-designated as FORTIFIED. With
lapse observations, I make the decision to keep the most current time period information and
drop previous observations. In addition, if the home experiences different levels of FORTIFIED
designation (e.g., a change from FORTIFIED Silver to FORTIFIED Gold). I keep the most
recent observation. This process results in a single observation for a given home.
Table 3.2 describes the variables I use from IBHS. The final IBHS dataset contains 13,142
observations (Appendix C.4).
Table 3.3

Variables Obtained from Insurance institute of Business and Home Safety

Variable
Street Address
City
County
State
Zip Code
FORTIFIED Code

Type
Nominal
Nominal
Nominal
Nominal
Categorical
Categorical

FORTIFIED Date
FORTIFIED Expiration Date

Continuous
Continuous

3.3

Description
Street address
All cities in Mobile and Baldwin Counties
Two counties: Mobile and Baldwin
Alabama
Zip code / postal code of home
Level of FORTIFIED designation: Roof,
Silver, & Gold
Date home is designated FORTIFIED
Date home’s FORTIFIED designation
expires

Merging ZTRAX and IBHS Datasets
ZTRAX and IBHS FORTIFIED Homes datasets are then merged by street address. There

are 82,325 observations of sales without any connection to the FORTIFIED Home Program
(Appendix C.5). There are 9,071 FORTIFIED homes that were never sold during this time
period. There are 5,239 homes that are both sold and FORTIFIED designated during the time
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period. I drop the 9,071 FORTIFIED homes that are not sold during the time period because
there are no observed transactions with which to associate them.
There are various categories of homes within the dataset. The first type I refer to as “nonFORTIFIED homes”. These are the 82,325 homes that are never FORTIFIED designated during
my study period. Of the 5,239 FORTIFIED homes identified, 2,065 of them were FORTIFIED
designated at the time of sale. I refer to these as “FORTIFIED homes”. The remaining 3,174
FORTIFIED designated homes are sold during the study period but were FORTIFIED
designated at some date after they are sold. I refer to these observations as “Future FORTIFIED
homes”. Table 3.4 breaks down the type of home and the number of observations associated with
each type. Future-FORTIFIED homes are unique because they represent a treatment observation
but observed prior to treatment. Therefore, future-FORTIFIED homes are a link between the
treatment group (i.e. FORTIFIED homes) and the control group (i.e. non-FORTIFIED homes).
Table 3.3 breaks down the various types of homes in the dataset.
Table 3.4

Number of Each Type of Home
Home Type

Number

Non-FORTIFIED
Future-FORTIFIED
FORTIFIED
Total Homes

82,325
2,065
3,174
87,564

I use the future FORTIFIED homes to test for pre-treatment bias in the dataset and to
determine the efficacy of the matching procedures, discussed in subsection 4.1, Pre and Post
Matching t-tests Example.
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3.4

Variable Redefinition
I create new variables. I create a garage dummy variable. The observation’s garage value

is equal to 1 if the garage description is "garage", and the value is denoted as 0 if the garage
description is "carport", "mixed garage type", or NA. I create a pool dummy variable, where the
value equals 1 if the home if the pool description variable indicates the pool is heated, indoor, or
vinyl. The pool variable is also denoted as 1 if the description does not specify a pool type,
otherwise, the variable is given the value of 0. I create a real sale price (2013$) variable using the
Bureau of Labor and Statistic’s (2020) Consumer Price Index (CPI) inflation calculator.
I create sale month and sale year dummy variables using the sale date variable given in
the Zillow data (e.g. sale year 95 and monthjan). I also create a quarter of a year variable. This
variable compiles the individual sale months into 4 quarters (e.g. January through March). The
quarter of the year variable allows for the inclusion of seasonality into the hedonic regression
model. I generate an age variable by subtracting year built from sale year. The variable indicates
the age of the home when it is sold. I generate a variable referred to as new if age is less than 2
years old.
I create a census tract variable using the census track block variable from the original
Zillow dataset by sorting out the census identification number. Figure 3.2 demonstrates how zip
codes differ from census tracts. The census tract information is an alternative measurement of
located to zip code. According to the University of Central Florida (2020), there are several
reasons why researchers may prefer to use census tracts over zip codes. One reason is there are
more geographic values when using census tract information. In fact, there are “50% more
census tracts than zip codes” (University of Central Florida, 2020). Hibbert et al. (2009) find that
there is a median of 4 census tracts in each zip code. Therefore, using more precise geographic
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location allows for homes in a census tract to be more similar than homes within the same zip
code.

Figure 3.2

Stnadard Hieracrchy of Census Geographic Entities

Source: Katy Rossiter, 2014

I generate a continuous coastline distance variable. Due to Baldwin and Mobile counties
having islands and the bay, I use the convex hull approach to find the distance in miles to the
nearest coastline. I first find the convex hull of the two counties (Figure 3.1), and then I calculate
the distance from the observations to the most southern line of the convex hull. Using the latitude
and longitude variables given by Zillow and overlaying a FEMA flood map, I created a flood
zone variable (Appendix C.6). This variable identifies homes that are in a designated flood zone
in order to observe if flood risk explains a portion of a home’s sale price.
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I create squared terms for several variables for square footage, bedrooms, full bathrooms,
half bathrooms, age, number of stories, and coastline distance because of the non-linear
relationship between these variables and real price.
I create multiple FORTIFIED variables to capture the effect of FORTIFIED designation
on resale value. I create the FORTIFIED Roof/Silver and FORTIFIED Gold variables. These
variables identify FORTIFIED Roof/Silver and Gold homes that are designated to that level
before the sale of the home. If the home’s FORTIFIED designation date falls within 1 year of the
sale date, the home is considered FORTIFIED when sold. Therefore, some of the homes that
were previously designated as future-FORTIFIED are now considered FORTIFIED. I assume
this to be true since numerous new homes that are in the process of being built by builder are
designated as FORTIFIED Gold homes before selling. I also create an interaction variable
between new and FORTIFIED Gold.
3.4.1

Incomplete Observations
I drop observations with incomplete observations. I drop 480 observations whose census

tract information are missing. I omit 347 observations with missing values for year built. Seven
hundred and seventy-five observations are dropped due to missing square footage values. There
are 1,921 observations that are omitted due to empty values based on bedrooms. I drop 4,398
observations that lack values for full bathrooms. One thousand two hundred and thirteen
observations are dropped due to empty values for number of stories. Fifty-five observations lack
information regarding if they have a garage or not.
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3.4.2

Outlier Observations
I drop 848 observations in which the structure does not contain at least 1 total bathroom. I

drop 17,287 observations with total bedrooms less than 1 or greater than 12. I drop eight
observations whose transactions occurred between 1960 through 1994. I drop 17 observations
whose number of stories is less than 1 or greater than 5. I omit 20 observations with square
footage values less than 400 or greater than 15,000. I drop 2,742 homes with negative age values.
Lastly, I drop homes whose prices fall below the 1st percentile and above the 99th percentile
(following Walls et al. 2017). This drops 1,141 observations whose price falls below $16,005 or
above $637,000.
3.5

Summary Statistics
Table 3.4 describes all the variables from Zillow, IBHS, or created from the two. After

omitting outliers, 56,326 observations remain with 2,007 homes being FORTIFIED designated
(Table 3.5). Due to the low number of FORTIFIED Silver level designations in the dataset, I
pool FORTIFIED Roof level and FORTIFIED Silver level together and call this group
FORTIFIED Roof level (Table 3.5). Therefore, there are 219 FORTIFIED Roof level designated
homes and 1,788 FORTIFIED Gold level designated homes.
Table 3.5

Variables Used

Variable
Real Price (2013$)
FORTIFIED
FORTIFIED Roof
Level
FORTIFIED Gold
Level
Year Built
Age

Type
Description
Continuous Price of home adjusted for inflation
Binary
1 if home is FORTIFIED designation at the time of sale;
0 otherwise
Binary
1 if home is FORTIFIED Roof level designated at the time
of sale; 0 otherwise
Binary
1 if home is FORTIFIED Gold level designated at the time
of sale; 0 otherwise
Continuous Year home is built
Continuous Year built minus sale year
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Table 3.5 (continued)
Variable
Square Footage
Pool
Stories
Bedrooms
Full Bathrooms
Half Bathrooms
Fireplace
Garage
Coastline Distance
Flood Zone
New
Latitude
Longitude
Census Tract
Sale Year
Sale Year
Sale Month

Table 3.6

Type
Continuous
Binary
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Binary
Binary
Continuous
Binary
Binary
Continuous
Continuous
Categorical

Description
A measurement of area of a home
1 if property has a pool; 0 otherwise
Number of stories in a home
Number of rooms intended for sleeping
A room containing: sink, shower, bathtub, and toilet
A room containing: sink and toilet
1 if home contains a fireplace; 0 otherwise
1 if home has a garage; 0 otherwise
Distance in miles a home is to the coastline
1 if home is in a flood zone; 0 otherwise
1 if home is less than 1 years old; 0 otherwise
In degrees
In degrees
Uniquely numbered, relatively permanent statistical
subdivisions of a county
Continuous The year the house closed
Binary
1 if home is sold in that year; 0 otherwise
Binary
1 if home is sold in that month; 0 otherwise

Number of FORTIFIED Homes in Each Category before Matching (N = 56,326)

FORTIFIED Level

Number

Roof
Silver
Gold

200
19
1,788

Table 3.6 shows details regarding the summary statistics of the 2,007 FORTIFIED
observations.
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Table 3.7

Summary Statistics of FORTIFIED Homes before Matching (N=2,007)

Variable
Real Price (2013$)
FORTIFIED Roof Level
FORTIFIED Gold Level
Year Built
Age
Square Footage Per 1000
New
Pool
Number of Stories
Bedrooms
Full Bathrooms
Half Bathrooms
Fireplace
Garage
Miles to Coastline
Flood Zone
Sale Year
Sale Quarter
Sale Month

Mean

Std. Dev.

Minimum

Maximum

229,587
0.10
0.89
2013
3.25
2.69
0.75
0.03
1.13
3.70
2.32
0.23
0.55
0.02
19.40
0.02
2016.24
2.44
6.39

97,958
0.30
0.31
8.76
9.17
0.79
0.43
0.18
0.32
0.81
0.66
0.43
0.50
0.13
9.91
0.14
1.18
1.04
3.12

16,150
0
0
1928
0
1.03
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0.23
0
2012
1
1

631,236
1
1
2018
90
11.23
1
1
4
10
5
3
1
1
47.90
1
2019
4
12

The mean real price (2013$) is $229,587. The mean home 3.25 years old when sold and
year-built range between 1928 and 2018. The mean home is 1.1 stories with the number of
stories ranging from 1 to 4 stories. Roughly 75% of FORTIFIED homes are considered new
when purchased. The number of bedrooms range from 1 to 10 with a mean value of 3.7
bedrooms. The average FORTIFIED home has 2.3 full bathrooms and .23 half bathrooms. The
average house is 19.4 miles from the coastline. The mean observation is sold in 2016, but the
range of sale years range from 2012 to 2019.
The average non-FORTIFIED home is considerably different than the average
FORTIFIED home. The summary statistics for non-FORTIFIED homes are shown in Table 3.7.
The average home’s real price is $167,039, which is $62,548 less than the FORTIFIED home’s
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mean real price. The mean year built is 1992, with the year-built ranging from 1800 to 2017. The
average age of a home is 19.4 years old when it is sold, and approximately 11% of homes are
new when bought. The non-FORTIFIED homes mean miles to a coastline is roughly 7 miles
further than the average FORTIFIED home. The mean value for garage is larger in this dataset
than the FORITIFED dataset with a value of 0.18 compared to 0.02. This means that 18% of
non-FORTIFIED homes have a garage, whereas only 2% of FORTIFIED homes have a garage.
Table 3.8

Summary Statistics of Non-FORTIFIED Homes before Matching (N=54,319)

Variable
Real Price (2013$)
Year Built
Age
New
Square Footage Per 1000
Pool
Number of Stories
Bedrooms
Full Bathrooms
Half Bathrooms
Fireplace
Garage
Miles to Coastline
Flood Zone
Sale Year
Sale Quarter
Sale Month

Mean

Std. Dev.

Minimum

Maximum

167029
1991.65
19.38
0.11
2.15
0.10
1.12
3.27
1.61
0.15
0.58
0.18
28.68
0.05
2011.03
2.48
6.45

98829
17.07
17.23
0.31
0.90
0.30
0.30
0.79
0.76
0.37
0.49
0.39
10.15
0.23
5.66
1.06
3.22

16005
1800
0
0
0.4
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0.10
0
1995
1
1

637000
2017
213
1
13.75
1
5
11
8
5
1
1
64.36
1
2019
4
12
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CHAPTER IV
MATCHING
4.1

Pre and Post Matching t-tests Examples
The main goal of performing pre-matching versus post matching t-tests is to verify that

matching helps alleviate some of the potential bias that exists in the data. I suspect that bias
exists between FORTIFIED homes and non-FORTIFIED homes because homes that get
FORTIFIED could have higher prices due to FORTIFIED designation, but it could be that they
were already higher priced to begin with due to other unobservable factors.
Our dataset is unique in that we can observe the relationship between non-FORTIFIED,
Future-FORTIFIED, and FORTIFIED homes (Table 4.1). The table shows how FutureFORTIFIED homes are pre-treatment FORTIFIED observations. This relationship allows me to
compare how pre-treatment FORTIFIED homes compare to non-FORTIFIED homes. Therefore,
the mean sale price of Future-FORTIFIED homes should not be statistically different from the
mean sale price of non-FORTIFIED homes if the homes are similar. If the mean price of FutureFORTIFIED homes is statistically different from the mean sale price of non-FORTIFIED homes,
then natural bias exists between the two groups. I run t-tests on Future FORTIFIED home prices
compared to non-FORTIFIED homes to understand how the two groups compare.
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Table 4.1

Relationship between Non-, Future-, and FORTIFIED Homes
Group Type
Treatment
Control

3 Nearest Neighbor
Before
Future-FORTIFIED

After
FORTIFIED

Non-FORTIFIED

In order to perform the pre-matching tests, I split the data into two datasets FutureFORTIFIED homes and non-FORTIFIED homes. I find the 10 closest non-FORTIFIED
neighbors in terms of geographic distance to match with each Future- FORTIFIED home. After
identifying the non-FORTIFIED home neighbors, I test to see if the price of each FutureFORTIFIED home is statistically different from the average price of its 10 non-FORTIFIED
neighbors.
Table 4.2 presents the results of the two t-tests. The pre-matching t-test shows that the
mean difference in price between each Future-FORTIFIED home verses each Future FORTIFIED home’s 10 neighbors is statistically difference in mean price between the two
groups. The results demonstrate that non-FORTIFIED homes have an average price of $204,735,
while the Future-FORTIFIED homes have an average price of $190,589. The mean difference
between the two groups is -$14,146, and this value is statistically different from zero. This result
shows that there is a natural price discrepancy between the two groups in that non-FORTIFIED
homes are more expensive that Future-FORTIFIED homes. For this research to mimic a lab
experiment, the t-test needs to show that the two groups, Future-FORTIFIED and their 10
neighbors are not statistically different in price. I perform nearest neighbor matching to ensure
that the data for the regressions are not statistically biased.
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Table 4.2

Matching
Pre
Post

t-tests Results for Future-FORTIFIED and non-FORTIFIED Pre and Post
Matching
Mean Difference
($)
-14,145.89
1,241.49

Degrees of Freedom

p-Value (Two-Sided)

2264
2264

0.00
0.56

After performing the nearest neighbor matching technique, I run the t-tests again to verify
that the matching procedures eliminated natural discrepancies in prices between the nonFORTIFIED and future FORTIFIED homes. I chose several variables to match on including:
price, square footage, square footage squared, bedrooms, full bathrooms, pool, latitude,
longitude, and i.sale year. The results for the post-matching t-tests are found in Table 4.2. The
results show that future FORTIFIED homes and non-FORTIFIED homes have a mean difference
of $1,241, but this value is not statistically different from 0. This example displays how nearest
neighbor matching in fact reduces standardized bias validates (i.e. the difference in the mean
covariate value divided by the standard deviation of the FORTIFIED homes) (Harder et al.
2010).
4.2

Nearest Neighbor Matching Procedure
I use nearest neighbor matching to allow the data to assist in mimicking a randomized

experiment. Matching allows the treatment group, FORTIFIED homes, to match with the control
group, non-FORTIFIED homes using various independent variables within the dataset (Abadie et
al., 2004). The goal of matching it to reduce the number of non-FORTIFIED homes in the
dataset so “that the remaining data have better balance between the treated and control groups”
(Iacus et al., 20012). Matching assists in reducing covariate imbalances that exist between the
FORTIFIED homes and non-FORTIFIED homes (Iacus, et al. 2012). In order to properly
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compare the different matching options in terms of variables, I use a set list of variables for the
imbalance tests. After performing a variety of matching procedures, I use the imb Stata
command to provide the measurement of imbalance still existing between the FORTIFIED
homes and nearest neighbor non-FORTIFIED homes (Iacus et al. 2012). By nearest neighbor, I
am referring to the 3 or 4 non-FORTIFIED homes that are most similar in terms of
characteristics to the FORTIFIED home. The measurement of imbalance is displayed by the L1
output (Iacus et. al, 2011) The closer the L1 measurement is to 0, the better. I choose the 2 best
variable combinations for each 3 and 4 neighbor nearest-neighbor matching based on the lowest
L1 output to run the hedonic models. Table 4.3 shows all the combinations of variables I use in
the matching procedure and the L1 results (Appendix C.6). All matching tests have the following
variables include square footage, square footage squared, bedrooms, and full bathrooms. The
variables listed in Table 4.3 are the additional variables included on top of the 5 previously
listed. The results show that matching procedures 1 and 2 are the best for 3 neighbors, and
matching based on procedures 4 and 8 are the best for 4 neighbors. For simplicity purposes, I
refer to the 3 nearest neighbor matching test 1 as 3 Nearest Neighbor A (3NNA), and 3 nearest
neighbor test 2 as 3 Nearest Neighbor B (3NNB). I do the same for the 4 nearest neighbor tests
by referring to 4 nearest neighbor test 4 as 4 Nearest Neighbor A (4NNA) and 4 nearest neighbor
test 8 as 4 Nearest Neighbor B (4NNB) for the remainder of the paper. I use these 4 models to
run hedonic regressions as well as regressions on the unmatched sample.
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Table 4.3
Test
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Matching Tests and Results
Variables Unique to Each Model
Pool, Latitude, Longitude, Age, Sale Years (Dummy Vars.), Sale Month (Dummy Vars.)
Pool, Latitude, Longitude, Age, Age Squared, Sale Years (Dummy Vars.), Sale Month
(Dummy Vars.)
Pool, Latitude, Longitude, Age, Age Squared, Sale Years (Dummy Vars.), Sale Month
(Dummy Vars.), Number of Stories
Pool, Latitude, Longitude, Age, Age Squared, Sale Years (Dummy Vars.), Sale Month
(Dummy Vars.), Number of Stories, Flood
Pool, Latitude, Longitude, Age, Age Squared, Sale Years (Dummy Vars.), Sale Month
(Dummy Vars.), Number of Stories, Flood, Census Tract
Pool, Latitude, Longitude, Age, Age Squared, Sale Years (Dummy Vars.), Sale Month
(Dummy Vars.), Number of Stories, Flood, Census Tract, Year Built
Pool, Latitude, Longitude, Age, Age Squared, Sale Years (Dummy Vars.), Sale Month
(Dummy Vars.), Number of Stories, Flood, Census Tract, Year Built, Fireplace
Pool, Latitude, Longitude, Age, Age Squared, Sale Years (Dummy Vars.), Sale Month
(Dummy Vars.), Number of Stories, Flood, Census Tract, Year Built, Fireplace, Garage
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L1 Results
(3 Nearest
Neighbor)
0.9964
0.9970

L1 Results
(4 Nearest
Neighbor)
0.9985
0.9984

0.9978

0.9978

0.9974

0.9974

0.9987

0.9980

0.9887

0.9979

0.9972

0.9978

0.9972

0.9974

4.3
4.3.1

Nearest Neighbor Summary Statistics
3NNA Summary Statistics
The summary statistics are reported is the difference between FORTIFIED homes and

their 3NNA non-FORTIFIED neighbors (Table 4.4). These differences are based off 2,004
FORTIFIED homes and 10,839 non-FORTIFIED homes, and the differences reported are the
FORTIFIED homes summary statistics values minus the non-FORTIFIED homes summary
statistic values. Evaluating the difference between the two groups allows for a better
understanding of how matching works. The average non-FORTIFIED homes are roughly 7.8
years older than the average FORTIFIED home when sold. There is a higher percentage of new
non-FORTIFIED homes in the dataset after the match with only a 0.55 difference compared to
before 0.64 difference prior to matching. The mean square footage of a FORTIFIED home is
roughly 160 more square feet than the mean non-FORTIFIED home. The results show that more
non-FORTIFIED homes reside in a flood zone compared to FORTIFIED homes.
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Table 4.4

Difference in Summary Statistics of Non- & FORTIFIED Homes after Matching

Variable

Mean Difference

Year Built
Age
New
Square Footage Per 1000
Pool
Number of Stories
Bedrooms
Full Bathrooms
Half Bathrooms
Fireplace
Garage
Miles to Coastline
Flood Zone
Sale Year
Sale Quarter
Sale Month

4.3.2

3NNA
10.34
-7.78
0.55
0.16
-0.04
-0.01
0.22
0.30
0.03
-0.08
-0.10
-3.66
-0.01
2.54
-0.02
-0.04

3NNB
9.53
-6.96
0.49
0.17
-0.04
0
0.22
0.31
0.04
0.04
-0.09
-3.74
-0.01
2.56
-0.02
-0.04

4NNA
9.75
-7.24
0.51
0.20
-0.04
0.01
0.23
0.32
0.05
-0.05
-0.10
-3.81
-0.01
2.50
-0.02
-0.04

4NNB
9.87
-7.40
0.52
0.22
-0.04
0.02
0.26
0.23
0.05
-0.07
-0.07
-3.75
-0.01
2.46
-0.02
-0.04

3NNB Summary Statistics
Table 4.4 displays the differences between non-FORTIFIED and FORTIFIED homes

after 3NNB match. The 2,004 FORTIFIED homes are compared to the 10,839 non-FORTIFIED
observations. The difference in the mean home is 0.22 bedrooms and 0.04 half bathrooms. There
is no mean difference in number of stories. The results show that non-FORTIFIED homes have a
high mean value of garages compared to FORTIFIED homes. Unlike the 3NNA sample,
FORTIFIED homes have an more fireplaces than non-FORTIFIED homes, on average. This
sample of non-FORTIFIED homes is also closer in age to FORTIFIED homes compared the
3NNA sample.
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4.3.3 4NNA Summary Statistics
The summary statistics for the 4NNA matched FORTIFIED and non-FORTIFIED homes
are shown also in Table 4.4. This difference table compared the 2,004 FORITIFED homes to the
4NNA matched non-FORTIFIED homes. The results show that FORTIFIED homes are built, on
average, 9.75 years after non-FORTIFIED homes. On average, non-FORTIFIED homes have
more garages and fireplaces. On the contrary, FORTIFIED homes have larger square footage,
more bedrooms, and more bathrooms than 4NNA non-FORTIFIED homes. The mean difference
in flood zone, sale quarter, and sale month are consistent across this model and the previous two.
4.3.3

4NNB Summary Statistics
The difference in summary statistics between FORTIFIED homes and the 14,062 4NNB

matched non-FORTIFIED homes are displayed in Table 4.4. Non-FORTIFIED homes are, on
average, built 9.87 year before FORTIFIED homes. There are 52% more FORTIFIED that are
considered new compared to non-FORTIFIED homes. The average difference between the
groups show that FORTIFIED home has 0.26 more bedrooms, 0.23 full bathrooms, and 0.05 half
bathrooms. The mean non-FORTIFIED home resides 3.75 miles closer to a coastline than the
mean FORTIFIED home.
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CHAPTER V
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
5.1

Economic Theory

The hedonic method allows researchers to use the variation in prices of homes that are attributed
to a collection of characteristics of the home. These characteristics are composed of both market
and non-market values within a house. For example, the price variation between homes may be
partly attributed to differences in market values such as square footage, number of bedrooms,
among others. On the other hand, the method allows researchers to impute the willingness to pay
(WTP) for non-market value characteristics such as air quality, water quality, and other values
than may be significant when evaluating various homes (Haab and McConnell, 2002;
Mendelsohn et al., 1994)
The use of the hedonic method in the housing market has been used for roughly a century
(Waugh, 1926). Ridker and Henning (1967) as well as Nourse (1967) used the hedonic method
to calculate the effect of air pollution on housing prices. Ridker and Henning (1967) give
additional suggestions of what determinants affect property values. Although their paper focuses
on how air pollution affects property value, air pollution is just a negative non-market value that
affects property value. Following them, several other researchers have also used the method to
study non-market valuation on the housing market such as Smith and Haung (1993). According
the Haab and McConnell (2002), various studies have used the hedonic method to capture the
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price differences in the housing market caused by as a result of characteristics such as noise
pollution and hazardous waste sites.
Dahal et al. (2019) use the hedonic method to estimate the marginal value of a home
associated with different waterfronts for homeowners in Alabama. In their paper, they find that
various types of waterfronts have different effects on the price of the home. Anderson and West
(2006) estimated the effects of proximity to open space on sales price using a hedonic model of
MLS data. They find that the marginal effect of distance to open space (such as a public park) on
sales price is dependent on the home’s location and neighborhood characteristics. Anderson and
West controls for various characteristics of the actual home in order to capture the effect of
distance to open spaces on home value. Bin et al. (2011) use hedonic modeling to evaluate the
effect of sea-level rise on property value. They find that low-lying areas and highly developed
areas are most at risk in the state of North Carolina.
Simmons et al. (2002) uses the hedonic method to examine how mitigation techniques
taken by homeowners in a Gulf Coast city affect resale values of homes. The results from their
research show that storm blinds add roughly 5% to the resale price of the home. Similarly,
Simmons and Kruse (2000) use the hedonic method to find that mitigation techniques on homes
along the coastline have a positive effect on resale values of homes. These two studies add to the
limited research on how mitigation techniques affect values of homes located along the Gulf
Coast. By holding all other characteristics of the home constant, researchers are able to use the
method to capture the willingness to pay by the consumer for an attribute, in particular nonmarket attribute (Haab and McConnell, 2002).
To arrive at the willingness to pay for a particular attribute of a house, the hedonic model
assumes that the price of a home ( p ) is dependent on a collection of characteristics ( z ), which is
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a function of multiple individual characteristics ( C ). This hedonic price equation can be written
as:

p = h( z) , where z = {z1 ,..., zc }

(5.1)

The hedonic price is the equilibrium price that emerges from the market of sellers and
buyers at the point at which buyers and sellers agree on a price given the house’s characteristics
(Rosen, 1974). Sellers have the intentions of maximizing profit, while buyers seek to maximize
utility subject to a budget constraint. A buyer’s utility maximization can be defined as:

max U ( x, z;  ) s.t. y = h( z) + x .

(5.2)

In this equation, the goal is to maximize the buyer’s utility by finding the optimal level of
attributes of a home ( z ) and other goods and service ( x ). Lancaster (1966) found that it is not
the home ( h ) itself that gives a buyer utility, but the attributes of the home ( z ) that gives a buyer
utility. Therefore, it is important to find the optimal level of the attributes of the house. The beta
(𝛽) in the equation represents the different parameters of the preference function. The budget
constraint can be explained by stating that the buyer has income ( y ) that can be spent on either a
home with z or x . The Lagrangian function is as follows:

L = U ( x, z;  ) +  ( y − h( z) − x)
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(5.3)

Therefore, in order to find the how the different attributes of a home affect an individual’s utility
function, the derivative of the Lagrangian function must be as follows:
U ( x, z;  )
h( z )
=
, where c = 1,...C
zc
zc

(5.4)

The lambda (  ) in this function represents the marginal utility of income for the buyer. By
knowing the equation above, I can state that the relationship between the hedonic price and the
marginal willingness to pay for a particular attribute of the home can be written as:
h( z )
U ( x, z;  )
=  −1 
zc
zc

(5.5)

In my model, the FORTIFIED attribute is the focus in the model. I will be able to find out the
willingness to pay of a buyer to have the attribute of FORTIFIED by solving for the following
equation:
h( z )
z FORTIFIED

=  −1 

U ( x, z;  )
zFORTIFIED

(2.6)

In this equation, the marginal price of the home with respect to the FORTIFIED attribute is
equivalent to the marginal utility gained from the FORTIFIED attribute times the inverse of the
marginal utility of income.
5.2

Hypothesis Testing

The main hypothesis that I evaluate is:
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𝐻0 : There is no marginal effect of wind hazard mitigation (FORTIFIED designation) on
home values (i.e. the  values for FORTIFIED designation are not statistically different
from 0)
𝐻𝐴 : There is a marginal effect of wind hazard mitigation (FORTIFIED designation) on
home values (i.e. the  values for FORTIFIED designation are statistically different from
0)
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CHAPTER VI
EMPIRICAL MODEL
I use the hedonic regression model to estimate the marginal effect of FORTIFIED
designation on home resale value. In the model, I use the natural log of real price (2013$) of the
home as the dependent variable of the equation. As for the independent variables, I include
multiple variables that contribute to the value of a home. In order to find the willingness to pay
for a homeowner to have the FORTIFIED designation attribute to a home, I control for the
independent characteristics that may alter the resale value of a home.
6.1

Hedonic Regressions
I estimate 50 regression models. In the models, I use different measurements of distance

to interact with each FORTIFIED designation level to evaluate if distance lessens FORTIFIED
designation further from the coast. After assessing the models, I find that the interactions terms
between each distance variable and FORTIFIED designation levels caused the model
performance to suffer. Therefore, I did not include interaction terms between distance to a
coastline and FORTIFIED designation levels in the models.
There are two regression models that are used to understand how real price (2013$) is
affected by FORTIFIED designation and other independent variables (Appendix C.7). The first
model excludes coastline distance variables as independent variables. The model is shown below
(Equation 1). The second model included the coastline distance variable (Equation 2).
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Equation 1:

ln(real priceijt ) = 1 Future + FORTIFIED Roof Levelijt +  2 Future + FORTIFIED Gold Levelijt
+ 3 FORTIFIED Roof Levelijt +  4 FORTIFIED Gold Levelijt
+ 5 FORTIFIED Gold Level  Newijt +  6 Square Footageijt
+  7 Square Footage Squaredijt + 8 Bedroomsijt + 9 Bedrooms Squaredijt
+ 10 Ageijt + 11 Age Squaredijt + 12 Poolijt + 13 Number of Storiesijt
+ 14 Number of Stories Squaredijt + 15 Floodijt + 16Garageijt + 17 Fireplaceijt
+ 18 Full Bathroomsijt + 19 Full Bathrooms Squaredijt +  20 Half Bathroomsijt
+  21 Half Bathrooms Squaredijt +  22 Newijt +  jt +  ijt
Equation 2:

ln(real priceijt ) = 1 Future + FORTIFIED Roof Levelijt +  2 Future + FORTIFIED Gold Levelijt
+ 3 FORTIFIED Roof Levelijt +  4 FORTIFIED Gold Levelijt
+ 5 FORTIFIED Gold Level  Newijt +  6 Square Footageijt
+  7 Square Footage Squaredijt + 8 Bedroomsijt + 9 Bedrooms Squaredijt
+ 10 Ageijt + 11 Age Squaredijt + 12 Poolijt + 13 Number of Storiesijt
+ 14 Number of Stories Squaredijt + 15 Floodijt + 16Garageijt + 17 Fireplaceijt
+ 18 Full Bathroomsijt + 19 Full Bathrooms Squaredijt +  20 Half Bathroomsijt
+  21 Half Bathrooms Squaredijt +  22 Newijt +  23 Miles to Coastlineijt
+  24 Miles to Coastline Squaredijt +  25Coastijt +  jt +  ijt
The description of each variable is as follows. The dependent variable real priceijt represents the
real price of home i in census tract

j during the quarter/year t . The fixed effect census tract x

year x quarter is designated by  jt . Lastly, the error term  ijt is included to capture the
unobservable home characteristics that may affect the resale value of a home i in census tract
during the quarter/year t .
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CHAPTER VII
RESULTS
The hedonic regression raw results are shown in Table 7.1 and 7.3. Both tables contain
the regression results from all datasets: unmatched and the four nearest neighbor matched
samples. Table 7.1 reports regressions that exclude coastline distance variables, and Table 7.3
reports regressions that include them. The fixed effects -- census tract x year x quarter -- are
consistent across all models. Since the hedonic regression is considered a log-level regression,
the coefficients of the independent variables must be exponentiated before interpretation
(University of California, Los Angeles, 2020). Therefore, I use Tables 7.2 and 7.4 for the
discussion of the effects of each independent variable on the natural log of real price (2013$).
7.1

Hedonic Regression without Distance Included
In order to compare the models, I first discuss the hedonic regression results for the

model not including coastline distance (Table 7.2). According to the results, FORTIFIED Roof
level designation is not significant at any level for the five different models. The results show
that FORTIFIED Roof level designation, whether the home is a Future-FORTIFIED home or
designated as a FORTIFIED Roof home at the time of sale, does not affect resale value. The
interaction term between FORTIFIED Gold level designation and new is the variable of interest
in order to determine how FORTIFIED Gold level designation affects resale value. This is due to
the fact that FORTIFIED Gold level designation is not typically available as a retrofit.
Therefore, the 498 FORTIFIED Gold level homes that are not new when designated, according
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to the data, may be due to human error when inputting the dates or other reasons. The various
models for the regression vary in terms of the statistical significance of FORTIFIED Gold level
designation for a new home on resale value. The results from the models show that if a new
home is designated as FORTIFIED Gold at the time of sale, the increase in sale value could be as
high as 8.4%, while another model indicates there is not a difference in resale value between a
new FORTIFIED Gold home and a non-FORTFIED home. Therefore, these results imply that it
is not the homeowner that is receiving the benefit of increased resale value, instead it is the home
builder who is accruing the benefit.
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Table 7.1

Regression Results without Distance Included (Raw)

Natural Log(Real Price)

Unmatched

3 Nearest Neighbor
A
B
0.012
0.014
(0.016)
(0.016)

4 Nearest Neighbor
A
B
0.007
0.004
(0.015)
(0.015)

Future + FORTIFIED Roof Level

0.018
(0.013)

Future + FORTIFIED Gold Level

-0.148**
(0.069)

-0.197***
(0.068)

-0.198***
(0.065)

-0.198***
(0.068)

-0.206***
(0.069)

FORTIFIED Roof Level

-0.042
(0.040)

-0.041
(0.044)

-0.037
(0.043)

-0.037
(0.044)

-0.043
(0.045)

FORTIFIED Gold Level

0.113
(0.077)

0.117
(0.079)

0.111
(0.076)

0.150*
(0.077)

0.144*
(0.078)

FORTIFIED Gold * New

0.072**
(0.036)

0.075*
(0.042)

0.081**
(0.040)

0.053
(0.039)

0.066*
(0.039)

Square Footage Per 1000

0.570***
(0.021)

0.476***
(0.038)

0.430***
(0.036)

0.470***
(0.031)

0.495***
(0.031)

Square Footage Per 1000 Sq.

-0.048***
(0.003)

-0.038***
(0.005)

-0.034***
(0.004)

-0.036***
(0.004)

-0.039***
(0.004)

Bedrooms

0.076***
(0.013)

0.025
(0.040)

0.020
(0.037)

-0.022
(0.033)

-0.021
(0.034)

Bedrooms Sq.

-0.006***
(0.001)

-0.002
(0.004)

0.002
(0.003)

0.002
(0.003)

0.003
(0.003)

Age

-0.012***
(0.001)

-0.019***
(0.002)

-0.018***
(0.002)

-0.016***
(0.002)

-0.016***
(0.002)

Age Sq.

0.000***
(0.000)

0.000***
(0.000)

0.000***
(0.000)

0.000***
(0.000)

0.000***
(0.000)
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Table 7.1 (continued)
Natural Log(Real Price)
Pool

0.039***
(0.008)

3 Nearest Neighbor
A
B
-0.043*
-0.024
(0.025)
(0.025)

Number of Stories

0.213***
(0.058)

-0.500
(0.082)

0.016
(0.073)

-0.247
(0.175)

-0.297*
(0.175)

Number of Stories Sq.

-0.051***
(0.019)

0.017
(0.020)

0.006
(0.022)

0.077
(0.056)

0.088
(0.056)

Flood

0.071***
(0.016)

0.031
(0.056)

0.086
(0.057)

0.153***
(0.049)

0.128**
(0.055)

Garage

0.037***
(0.006)

0.041*
(0.023)

0.059***
(0.023)

0.069***
(0.018)

0.058***
(0.018)

Fireplace

0.084***
(0.005)

0.083***
(0.014)

0.078***
(0.012)

0.086***
(0.011)

0.066***
(0.012)

Full Bathrooms

-0.241***
(0.024)

-0.114
(0.072)

-0.115*
(0.070)

-0.188***
(0.066)

-0.151**
(0.061)

Full Bathrooms Sq.

0.057***
(0.006)

0.030*
(0.016)

0.031*
(0.016)

0.045***
(0.015)

0.038***
(0.014)

Half Bathrooms

0.0260***
(0.017)

0.108*
(0.061)

0.136**
(0.064)

0.121**
(0.061)

0.093***
(0.029)

-0.013
(0.014)

-0.045
(0.050)

-0.072
(0.058)

-0.048
(0.054)

-0.017
(0.018)

-0.39***
(0.010)

-0.061**
(0.024)

-0.059**
(0.026)

-0.055**
(0.022)

-0.065***
(0.021)

56,326
0.361

12,846
0.196

12,846
0.190

16,069
0.199

16,069
0.210

Half Bathrooms Sq.
New
Observations
Adjusted R-squared

Unmatched
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4 Nearest Neighbor
A
B
-0.031
-0.048**
(0.021)
(0.022)

Table 7.1 (continued)
Natural Log(Real Price)

Unmatched

3 Nearest Neighbor
A
B
1,266
1,266
Yes
Yes

N. Treatment
1,266
Tract Census Tract,
Yes
Quarter/Year FEs
Note: *, **, *** indicate statistical significance at a 10%, 5%, and 1% level.
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4 Nearest Neighbor
A
B
1,266
1,266
Yes
Yes

Table 7.2

Regression Results without Distance Included (Converted)

Natural Log(Real Price)

Unmatched

3 Nearest Neighbor
A
B
1.012
1.014
(0.016)
(0.079)

4 Nearest Neighbor
A
B
1.007
1.004
(0.015)
(0.015)

Future + FORTIFIED Roof Level

1.018
(0.013)

Future + FORTIFIED Gold Level

-1.160**
(0.069)

-1.218***
(0.068)

1.219***
(0.041)

-1.219***
(0.068)

-1.229***
(0.069)

FORTIFIED Roof Level

-1.043
(0.040)

-1.042
(0.044)

-1.038
(0.043)

-1.038
(0.044)

-1.044
(0.045)

FORTIFIED Gold Level

1.120
(0.077)

1.124
(0.079)

1.117
(0.076)

1.162*
(0.077)

1.155*
(0.078)

FORTIFIED Gold * New

1.075**
(0.036)

1.078*
(0.042)

1.084**
(0.040)

1.054
(0.039)

1.068*
(0.039)

Square Footage Per 1000

1.768***
(0.021)

1.610***
(0.038)

1.537***
(0.036)

1.600***
(0.031)

1.640***
(0.031)

Square Footage Per 1000 Sq.

-1.049***
(0.003)

-1.039***
(0.005)

-1.035***
(0.004)

-1.037***
(0.004)

-1.040***
(0.004)

Bedrooms

1.079***
(0.013)

1.025
(0.040)

1.020
(0.037)

-1.022
(0.033)

-1.021
(0.034)

Bedrooms Sq.

-1.006***
(0.001)

-1.002
(0.004)

1.002
(0.003)

1.002
(0.003)

1.003
(0.003)

Age

-1.012***
(0.001)

-1.019***
(0.002)

-1.018***
(0.002)

-1.016***
(0.002)

-1.016***
(0.002)
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Table 7.2 (continued)
Natural Log(Real Price)

Unmatched

Age Sq.

-1.000***
(0.000)

Pool

1.040***
(0.008)

-1.044*
(0.025)

-1.024
(0.025)

-1.031
(0.021)

-1.049**
(0.022)

Number of Stories

1.237***
(0.058)

-1.649
(0.082)

1.016
(0.073)

-1.280
(0.175)

-1.346*
(0.175)

Number of Stories Sq.

-1.052***
(0.019)

1.017
(0.020)

1.006
(0.022)

1.080
(0.056)

1.092
(0.056)

Flood

1.074***
(0.016)

1.031
(0.056)

1.090
(0.057)

0.165***
(0.049)

1.137**
(0.055)

Garage

1.038***
(0.006)

1.042*
(0.023)

1.061***
(0.023)

1.071***
(0.018)

1.060***
(0.018)

Fireplace

1.088***
(0.005)

1.087***
(0.014)

1.081***
(0.012)

1.090***
(0.011)

1.068***
(0.012)

Full Bathrooms

-1.273***
(0.024)
1.059***
(0.006)
1.026***
(0.017)
-1.013
(0.014)

-1.121
(0.072)
1.030*
(0.016)
1.114*
(0.061)
-1.046
(0.050)

-1.122*
(0.070)
1.031*
(0.016)
1.146**
(0.064)
-1.075
(0.058)

-1.207***
(0.066)
1.046***
(0.015)
1.129**
(0.061)
-1.049
(0.054)

-1.163**
(0.061)
1.039***
(0.014)
1.097***
(0.029)
-1.017
(0.018)

Full Bathrooms Sq.
Half Bathrooms
Half Bathrooms Sq.

3 Nearest Neighbor
A
B
1.000***
1.000***
(0.000)
(0.000)
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4 Nearest Neighbor
A
B
1.000***
1.000***
(0.000)
(0.000)

Table 7.2 (continued)
Natural Log(Real Price)

Unmatched

New

-1.477***
(0.010)
56,326
0.361
1,266
Yes

3 Nearest Neighbor
A
B
-1.063**
-1.061**
(0.024)
(0.026)
12,846
12,846
0.196
0.190
1,266
1,266
Yes
Yes

Observations
Adjusted R-squared
N. Treatment
Tract Census Tract,
Quarter/Year FEs
Note: *, **, *** indicate statistical significance at a 10%, 5%, and 1% level.
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4 Nearest Neighbor
A
B
-1.057**
-1.067***
(0.022)
(0.021)
16,069
16,069
0.199
0.210
1,266
1,266
Yes
Yes

The unmatched model shows that if a home is new and FORTIFIED Gold, the sale value
increase by 7.5%, which is significant at the 5% level. For additional 1,000 square feet increases
the value of the house but at a decreasing rate. This is illustrated by the square footage per 1,000
coefficient being positive but the square footage squared coefficient being negative. Both values
are statistically significant at the 1% level. Bedrooms and bedrooms squared also demonstrate
the same relationship with resale value as the square footage variables. In this model, for every
additional bedroom in a home, the home resale value increases by 7.9% but this value diminishes
by 0.6% each additional bedroom. Therefore, the relationship between bedrooms and resale
value of a home is increasing at a decreasing rate. Age and age squared are also statistically
significant at the 1% level in this model given that all else is held constant. The results show that
as a home’s age increases by one year, the resale value of the home decreases 1.2%, but this
value increases by an infinitesimal value. If a pool is on the property, the resale value increases
by 4%, all else equal. Ceteris paribus, the model’s results demonstrate that if a home has a
garage, the resale value of the home increases by 3.8%. This coefficient is statistically significant
at the 1% level. The characteristic of fireplace is also statistically significant. If a home contains
a fireplace, the resale value of the home increases by 8.8%, holding all else equal. Both full and
half bathrooms are statically significant at the 1% level. If a home is considered new, the home
resale value decreased by 47.7%, ceteris paribus.
The 3NNA model results show that if a new home is designated as FORITIFIED Gold at
the time of sale, the resale value of the home increases by 7.8%, holding all else equal, at the
10% significance level. Other independent variables are also statistically significant when
holding all else constant. For each addition 1,000 square feet in the home, the resale value
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increases by 61% which is statistically significant at the 1% level, but it is diminished by 3.9%
for each addition 1,000 square feet. Age and age squared are statistically significant at the 1%
level. Unlike the previous model, pool has a negative effect on resale value. This negative effect
of a pool on property value is 4.4%, holding all else equal. A fireplace in a home increases the
resale by 8.7 %, ceteris paribus. Although full bathrooms are not significant at any level, half
bathrooms are significant at the 1% level. If a home is considered new, the resale value decreases
by 6.3%. This value is an increase from the previous model with a value of -47.7%.
The 3NNB model displays the highest effect of new homes with FORTIIFED Gold level
designation on resale value at 8.4%, ceteris paribus. The model is also the only matched sample
model that displays a coefficient statistical significance level of 5% for this effect. The 3NNB
results are like the 3NNA results in terms of other statistically significant independent variables
and their effects on resale value. A marginal increase in square footage per 1,000 increases resale
value by 53.7%, holding all else constant. The significant square footage per 1,000 squared term
indicates that there is a diminishing effect of increasing square footage on resale value. In this
model, an additional half bathroom increases resale value by 14.6%, ceteris paribus. Lastly, if a
home is new, the resale value of the home decreases by 6.1%.
The 4NNA hedonic regression results do not show an effect of new FORITIFIED Gold
level designated homes on resale value. For an additional 1,000 square feet affects resale value
by 60%, ceteris paribus. The relationship between square footage and real price is non-linear
since the square footage squared has a negative effect on resale value. Unlike previous matches,
the flood variable is statistically significant. If the home is in a flood zone, the resale value
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increases by 16.5%, holding all else equal. The new characteristic leads to a 5.7% decrease in
resale value.
The last model for the regression without distance included is 4NNB model. The model
results show that the effect of a home that is new and FORTIFIED Gold level designated does
have an increase on resale value, but only at the 10% significance level. Like all other models,
both square footage per 1,000 and square footage per 1,000 squared are statistically significant at
the 1% level. A marginal change in square footage per 1,000 increases resale value by 64%, with
a diminished effect of 4% per additional 1,000 square feet. Like the 3NNA sample, this model
shows that a pool decreases resale value, holding all else constant. A fireplace in a home
increases the resale by 6.8%, holding all else constant. The results show that an increase in age of
a home decreases resale value by 1.6%, ceteris paribus. Like the previous model, flood is
statistically significant. A home in a designated flood zone increases resale value by 13.7%,
holding all else constant. The model shows that the characteristic of new decreases the resale
value by approximately 6.7%, holding all else constant. This is the largest negative effect of the
attribute new on resale value.
7.2

Hedonic Regression with Distance Included
The results are found in Table 7.4. The regression results from the second regression are

similar to the first regression in terms of which models show the lowest and highest effect of
FORTIFIED Gold designation on resale value. Like the previous regression, the 3NNB displays
the greatest effect of FORTIFIED Gold designation for new homes on resale value. The results
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show that if the new home is FORTIFIED Gold level, the resale value increases between 0% and
8.2%.
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Table 7.3

Regression Results with Distance Included (Raw Results)

Natural Log(Real Price)

Unmatched

3 Nearest Neighbor
A
B
0.012
0.013
(0.016)
(0.016)

4 Nearest Neighbor
A
B
0.007
0.004
(0.015)
(0.015)

Future + FORTIFIED Roof Level

0.018
(0.012)

Future + FORTIFIED Gold Level

-0.145**
(0.068)

-0.198***
(0.066)

-0.120***
(0.064)

-0.198***
(0.067)

-0.207***
(0.067)

FORTIFIED Roof Level

-0.041
(0.040)

-0.040
(0.044)

-0.036
(0.043)

-0.036
(0.044)

-0.041
(0.045)

FORTIFIED Gold Level

0.111
(0.076)

0.120
(0.078)

0.113
(0.075)

0.153**
(0.077)

0.147*
(0.077)

FORTIFIED Gold * New

0.072**
(0.037)

0.073*
(0.042)

0.079**
(0.040)

0.051
(0.039)

0.065*
(0.039)

Square Footage Per 1000

0.569***
(0.021)
-0.048***
(0.003)

0.474***
(0.039)
-0.038***
(0.005)

0.429***
(0.036)
-0.034***
(0.004)

0.466***
(0.031)
-0.036***
(0.004)

0.491***
(0.031)
-0.038***
(0.004)

Bedrooms

0.078***
(0.013)

0.026
(0.040)

0.021
(0.037)

-0.018
(0.033)

-0.017
(0.034)

Bedrooms Sq.

-0.006***
(0.001)

-0.002
(0.004)

-0.002
(0.003)

0.001
(0.003)

0.002
(0.003)

Age

-0.012***
(0.001)

-0.019***
(0.002)

-0.018***
(0.002)

-0.016***
(0.002)

-0.017***
(0.002)

Square Footage Per 1000 Sq.
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Table 7.3 (continued)
Natural Log(Real Price)

Unmatched

3 Nearest Neighbor
A
B
0.000***
0.000***
(0.000)
(0.000)

4 Nearest Neighbor
A
B
0.000***
0.000***
(0.000)
(0.000)

Age Sq.

0.000***
(0.000)

Pool

0.039***
(0.008)

-0.043*
(0.025)

-0.024
(0.025)

-0.031
(0.022)

-0.049**
(0.022)

Number of Stories

0.241***
(0.061)

-0.029
(0.077)

0.038
(0.068)

-0.154
(0.180)

-0.177
(0.181)

Number of Stories Sq.

-0.061***
(0.020)

0.009
(0.017)

-0.002
(0.020)

0.045
(0.057)

0.046
(0.057)

Flood

0.063***
(0.015)

0.014
(0.057)

0.072
(0.058)

0.135***
(0.078)

0.100**
(0.050)

Miles to Coastline

-0.013**
(0.005)

-0.018
(0.014)

-0.019
(0.015)

-0.013
(0.014)

-0.020
(0.013)

Miles to Coastline Sq.

0.000**
(0.000)

0.000
(0.000)

0.000
(0.000)

0.000
(0.000)

0.000
(0.000)

Garage

0.038***
(0.006)

0.042*
(0.023)

0.060***
(0.023)

0.070***
(0.018)

0.060***
(0.018)

Fireplace

0.085***
(0.005)

0.085***
(0.014)

0.079***
(0.012)

0.088***
(0.011)

0.068***
(0.012)

Full Bathrooms

-0.237***
(0.024)

-0.109
(0.072)

-0.111
(0.070)

-0.182***
(0.065)

-0.145**
(0.061)

Full Bathrooms Sq.

0.056***
(0.006)

0.029*
(0.016)

0.030*
(0.016)

0.044***
(0.015)

0.37***
(0.014)
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Table 7.3 (continued)
Natural Log(Real Price)

3 Nearest Neighbor
A
B
0.107*
0.136**
(0.060)
(0.064)

4 Nearest Neighbor
A
B
0.119**
0.090***
(0.060)
(0.028)

-0.012
(0.014)

-0.043
(0.049)

-0.071
(0.058)

-0.047
(0.053)

-0.016
(0.018)

Coast

0.255***
(0.055)

0.298***
(0.116)

0.184
(0.126)

0.264***
(0.096)

0.343***
(0.100)

New

-0.039***
(0.011)

-0.060**
(0.023)

-0.057**
(0.025)

-0.054**
(0.021)

-0.063***
(0.021)

12,846
0.191
1,266
Yes

16,069
0.200
1,266
Yes

16,069
0.212
1,266
Yes

Half Bathrooms
Half Bathrooms Sq.

Unmatched
0.060***
(0.017)

Observations
56,326
12,846
Adjusted R-squared
0.363
0.198
N. Treatment
1,266
1,266
Tract Census Tract, Quarter/Year FEs
Yes
Yes
Note: *, **, *** indicate statistical significance at a 10%, 5%, and 1% level.
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Table 7.4

Regression Results with Distance Included (Converted)

Natural Log(Real Price)

Unmatched

3 Nearest Neighbor
A
B
1.012
1.013
(0.016)
(0.016)

4 Nearest Neighbor
A
B
1.007
1.004
(0.015)
(0.015)

Future + FORTIFIED Roof Level

1.018
(0.012)

Future + FORTIFIED Gold Level

-1.156**
(0.068)

-1.219***
(0.066)

-1.127***
(0.064)

-1.219***
(0.067)

-1.230***
(0.067)

-1.042
(0.040)
1.117
(0.076)

-1.041
(0.044)
1.127
(0.078)

-1.037
(0.043)
0.120
(0.075)

-1.037
(0.044)
0.165**
(0.077)

-1.042
(0.045)
1.158*
(0.077)

FORTIFIED Gold * New

1.075**
(0.037)

1.076*
(0.042)

1.082**
(0.040)

1.052
(0.039)

1.067*
(0.039)

Square Footage Per 1000

1.766***
(0.021)

1.606***
(0.039)

1.536***
(0.036)

1.594***
(0.031)

1.634***
(0.031)

Square Footage Per 1000 Sq.

-1.049***
(0.003)

-1.039***
(0.005)

-1.035***
(0.004)

-1.037***
(0.004)

-1.039***
(0.004)

Bedrooms

1.081***
(0.013)

1.026
(0.040)

1.021
(0.037)

-1.018
(0.033)

-1.017
(0.034)

Bedrooms Sq.

-1.006***
(0.001)

-1.002
(0.004)

-1.002
(0.003)

1.001
(0.003)

1.002
(0.003)

Age

-1.012***
(0.001)

-1.019***
(0.002)

-1.018***
(0.002)

-1.016***
(0.002)

-1.017***
(0.002)

Age Sq.

1.000***
(0.000)

1.000***
(0.000)

1.000***
(0.000)

1.000***
(0.000)

1.000***
(0.000)

FORTIFIED Roof Level
FORTIFIED Gold Level
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Table 7.4 (continued)
Natural Log(Real Price)
Pool

1.040***
(0.008)

3 Nearest Neighbor
A
B
-1.044*
-1.024
(0.025)
(0.025)

Number of Stories

1.273***
(0.061)

-1.029
(0.077)

1.039
(0.068)

-1.166
(0.180)

-1.194
(0.181)

Number of Stories Sq.

-1.063***
(0.020)

1.009
(0.017)

-1.002
(0.020)

1.046
(0.057)

1.047
(0.057)

Flood

1.065***
(0.015)

1.014
(0.057)

1.075
(0.058)

0.145***
(0.078)

1.105**
(0.050)

Miles to Coastline

-1.013**
(0.005)

-1.018
(0.014)

-1.019
(0.015)

-1.013
(0.014)

-1.020
(0.013)

Miles to Coastline Sq.

1.000**
(0.000)

1.000
(0.000)

1.000
(0.000)

1.000
(0.000)

1.000
(0.000)

Garage

1.039***
(0.006)

1.043*
(0.023)

1.062***
(0.023)

1.073***
(0.018)

1.062***
(0.018)

Fireplace

1.089***
(0.005)

1.089***
(0.014)

1.082***
(0.012)

1.092***
(0.011)

1.070***
(0.012)

Full Bathrooms

-1.267***
(0.024)

-1.115
(0.072)

-1.117
(0.070)

-1.200***
(0.065)

-1.156**
(0.061)

Full Bathrooms Sq.

1.058***
(0.006)
1.062***
(0.017)

1.029*
(0.016)
1.113*
(0.060)

1.030*
(0.016)
1.146**
(0.064)

1.045***
(0.015)
1.126**
(0.060)

1.448***
(0.014)
1.094***
(0.028)

Half Bathrooms

Unmatched
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4 Nearest Neighbor
A
B
-1.031
-1.050**
(0.022)
(0.022)

Table 7.3 (continued)
Natural Log(Real Price)

Unmatched

3 Nearest Neighbor
A
B
Half Bathrooms Sq.
-1.012
-1.044
-1.074
(0.014)
(0.049)
(0.058)
Coast
1.290***
1.347***
1.202
(0.055)
(0.116)
(0.126)
New
-1.040***
-1.062**
-1.059**
(0.011)
(0.023)
(0.025)
Observations
56,326
12,846
12,846
Adjusted R-squared
0.363
0.198
0.191
N. Treatment
1,266
1,266
1,266
Tract Census Tract, Quarter/Year FEs
Yes
Yes
Yes
Note: *, **, *** indicate statistical significance at a 10%, 5%, and 1% level.
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4 Nearest Neighbor
A
B
-1.048
-1.016
(0.053)
(0.018)
1.302***
1.409***
(0.096)
(0.100)
-1.055**
-1.065***
(0.021)
(0.021)
16,069
16,069
0.200
0.212
1,266
1,266
Yes
Yes

The unmatched model displays that new homes constructed to FORTIFIED Gold level
designation increase resale value by 7.5%, holding all else constant. In addition, the model shows
the nonlinear relationship between square footage and real price (2013$), which is illustrated
through the square footage coefficient being positive and square footage squared coefficient
being negative. Both values are statistically significant at the 1% level. In this model, for every
additional bedroom in a home, the home resale value increases by 8.1% but this value diminishes
by 0.6% each additional bedroom. Therefore, the relationship between bedrooms and resale
value of a home is also nonlinear. Age and age squared are also statistically significant at the 1%
level given that all else is held constant. The results show that as age of the home increases by
one year, the resale value of the home decreases 1.2%, but this value increases by an extremely
small amount. Ceteris paribus, the results reveal that if a home has a garage, the resale value of
the home increases by 3.9%. The regression results display that a pool increases resale value by
4%, ceteris paribus. The characteristic of fireplace is also statistically significant. If a home
contains a fireplace, the resale value of the home increases by 8.9%, holding all else equal.
Holding all else constant, the results show that half bathrooms increase the value by 6.2%,
holding all else constant. If a home is considered new, the home resale value decreased by 4%,
ceteris paribus. For a one-mile increase in coastline distance, the resale value of the home
decreases by 1.3%. In addition, if a home resides on the coast (i.e. less than 0.25 miles to a
coastline), the resale value increases by 29%, holding all else constant.
The 3 nearest neighbor A results show slightly different results in terms of significant
variables as the unmatched model. Holding all else constant, if a new home is FORTIFIED Gold,
the resale value increases by 7.6%, which is significant at the 10% level. For each addition 1,000
square feet in the home, the resale value increases by 60.6% which is statistically significant at
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the 1% level, and the square footage squared term is also statistically significant at the 1% level.
Age is statistically significant at the 1% level. A fireplace in a home increases the resale by
8.9%, holding all else constant. This value is consistent with the unmatched model. If a home is
new, the resale value decreases 6.2%. Neither miles to the coastline nor miles to the coastline
squared are statically significant. Lastly, a home along the coast increases resale value by 34.7%,
holding all else constant.
The next model is the 3 nearest neighbor B model. Like the 3NNB model for the
regression without including distance, this model displays the highest effect of new home
FORTIFIED Gold level designation on resale value. For an addition 1,000 square feet of a home,
the resale value increases by 53.6%, holding all else constant. The square footage per 1,000
squared term is also statistically significant and displays that the positive effect of square footage
lessens per additional 1,000 square foot. The results from this model show an incremental change
in half bathrooms increase the resale value of the home 14.6%, which is statistically significant
at the 5% level. The attribute of fireplace increases real price (2013$) by 8.2%, ceteris paribus. If
a home is new, the resale value of the home decreases by 5.9%. Like the previous models, both
miles to the coastline and its squared term are not statistically significant. In addition, the coast
effect on resale value is also not significant.
The 4 nearest neighbor A hedonic regression results show that an additional 1,000 square
feet on a home increases resale value by 59.4%, ceteris paribus, but this value in decreased due
to the square footage squared effect of -3.7% for an each addition 1,000 square feet. If a home is
considered new, the resale value decreases by 5.5%, given all else is held constant. If a home is
in a flood zone or along the coast, the resale value of the home increase by 14.5% and 30.2%
respectively, holding all else constant.
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The last model for the second regression is the 4 nearest neighbor B model. Like the 3NNA
model, the effect of a new plus FORTIFIED Gold level designation has a positive effect on
resale value, but only at the 10% level. The results from this model display the lowest effect of
FORTIFIED Gold level designation on resale value with an increase in resale value of 19%,
holding all else equal. A 1,000 square footage change increases resale value by 63.4%, ceteris
paribus, but diminishes by 3.9% for each additional 1,000 square feet. These values are
significant at the 1% level. This model also displays the effect of age on resale value. As the age
of the home marginally increases, the value of the home decreases by 1.7%, ceteris paribus. This
model shows that the characteristic of new decreases the resale value by approximately 6.5%,
holding all else constant.
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CHAPTER VIII
BENEFIT COST ANALYSIS
8.1

Background
The benefit of increased resale value is only one of the perceived benefits of a

FORTIFIED home. In this chapter, I analyze three different types of benefit cost analyses. First,
I conduct a benefit cost analysis for builders considering building homes to the FORTIFIED
Gold level. The regression results show that it is the builder who is accruing the range of
increased sale value, but they are also the individuals who pay for the FORTIFIED designation
level initial costs. In addition, I conduct a benefit cost analysis on FORTIFIED Roof and Silver
level homes to determine if the other two perceived benefits, decrease in expected damages and
decrease in insurance premiums, compare to the cost associated with each level. Lastly, I
conduct a benefit cost analysis for homeowners considering buying a FORTIFIED Gold level
home. Individuals considering purchasing a FORTIFIED Gold level home may be interested to
know if paying the additional cost of a FORTIFIED Gold level home will pay off over time.
For the benefit cost analysis for builders, I assume the builder builds the FORTIFIED
Gold level home and sells it in the same time period (i.e. within the same year). For the benefit
cost analyses for homeowners, I assume that a homeowner is deciding whether to buy a
FORTIFIED Gold home or retrofit their home to FORTIFIED Roof or Silver level designation
standards with expectations to sell the home after 30 years. I chose this timeframe because that is
the typical length of a mortgage and a roof is said to last roughly 30 years. After that period, a
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homeowner’s roof is ready to be replaced, and the homeowner has the choice to fortify the roof
again or go without. The reason to base this benefit cost analysis partly on the longevity of the
roof is that each level of FORTIFIED designation requires the FORTIFIED Roof level standards
to be met. I chose to use a 2.5% discount rate. Lastly, I assume that the homeowner is insured.
I calculate the total benefit for each analysis by adding the benefits that pertain to that particular
level then subtract the costs associated with the various levels. I then calculate the present value
costs.
8.2
8.2.1

Perceived Benefits of FORTIFIED Home Designation
Decrease in Expected Damages

The first perceived benefit of FORTIFIED Home designation is the decrease in expected
damages. NOAA (2019) states that the probability of a hurricane hitting the Alabama coastline is
once every 10 years. The term hurricane refers to “a tropical cyclone with winds of 74 miles per
hour or greater” (Merriam-Webster, 2020). NOAA’s statistics are also like Jagger el al. (2010)
who states that the probability of a hurricane hitting a particular Atlantic or Gulf Coast county
(e.g. Baldwin and Mobile County) ranges between 10% - 25% annually. Therefore, I assume 3
identical hurricanes will hit the area in the 30-year time period. According to Orooji and
Friedman (2017), a coastal residential home is likely to expect an average annual loss (AAL) of
0.01723 of the building value due to wind. Thus, homeowners can expect wind damage of 1.7%
of the home value every year. Therefore, a homeowner can expect damages of roughly 17.23%
of the home value when a hurricane is estimated to hit every 10 years. I assume the value of the
home is $1500,000. If a hurricane is expected every 10 years, homeowners can expect damages
of $25,845 each event.
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Homeowners with insurance are not expected to pay the full $25,845. Homeowners are
faced with a deductible between 1% and 5% of the home’s value. Therefore, if a storm where to
damage the $150,000 home, the homeowner would expect to pay $1,500 and $7,500. If the home
is predicted to accrue damages equal to $25,845 once every 10 years, the homeowner would be
paying the full deductible amount since $25,8450 is greater than the deductible range.
IBHS claimed through their wind simulation experiments that having a FORTIFIED
Roof level home can save on expected damage costs. In one experiment, they find that a nonFORTIFIED home experienced loss of $16,935, while a FORTIFIED Roof level home only
experienced losses of $5,408. This is a 68% decrease in damage costs. Therefore, a $150,000
FORTIFIED Roof home would expect a 68% decrease in expected damages from the $25,845
once every 10 years. Therefore, the homeowner could expect a damage value of $8,270
compared to $25,845. The expected damages associated with the FORTIFIED Roof designation
are still greater than the deductible cost. I conclude that there is no savings associated with
savings from expected damages given the assumptions I made. No research has been released on
how much expected damage reduction is associated with FORTIFIED Silver or Gold level
designation. Therefore, I use cannot assume that there is a further reduction in expected damages
associated with either FORTIFIED Silver or Gold level designations. Table 8.1 shows the steps
for my calculations.
Table 8.1

Expected Damage Calculations

Total Expected Damages

Calculation
(0.01723*10)*$1500,000

Total Cost ($)
25,845

(1%-5%)*$150,000

1,500-7,500

$34,460*0.68

17,574

Insurance Deductible
Decrease in Expected Damages for
FORTIFIED Roof
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8.2.2

Insurance Premium Savings
Another perceived benefit of FORTIFIED homes is the decrease in insurance premiums

in states that offer a discount (Table 2.2). For an example of insurance discount premiums, I use
Gulf Shores, Alabama as the area of interest. If a home is in Gulf Shores, Alabama, homeowners
can expect to pay an average insurance premium of $2,004 per year (Alabama Department of
Insurance, 2011). According to Coastal Insurance Working Group (2016), wind premiums
account for roughly 60 to 80 percent of the total insurance premium for the Alabama coastal
counties of Baldwin and Mobile. Using the information above, I find that homeowners’ pay
roughly $1,202-$1,603 for wind premiums annually. As previously mentioned, Alabama passed
the AL 2015-SB 254, which required insurance companies to offer discounts to homeowners
whose homes are FORTIFIED designated. The FORTIFIED designation discounts range from
20% to 50%, depending on the designation level and age of the roof (Table 2.1). Using the
discounts listed in Table 2.1, I can calculate the potential premium discount savings (Table 8.2).
For example, if the wind premium accounts for 60% of the homeowner’s total $2,004 insurance
premium, the wind premium would equal $1,202. The FORTIFIED discount is taken off the
wind premium. If the homeowner’s home is FORTFIED roof designated and the roof is less than
5 years old, the homeowner can expect a discount of 35% of the $1,202. The homeowner would
be saving a value of $421 annual.
Table 8.2

Range of Alabama Insurance Premium Savings Associated with FORTIFIED
Homes

FORTIFIED Level
Roof
Silver
Gold

Existing Roof > 5 Yrs. Old
$240-$321
$421-$561
$481-$641
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New or Existing Home
Roof  5 Yrs. Old
$421-$561
$541-$721
$601-$802

The range of savings from insurance premium discounts is between $240 and $802
depending on both FORTIFIED level designation and percentage of total premium that wind
encompasses. I check the sensitivity of using the lower and upper bounds of the savings
associated with the insurance premium discounts at each level (Tables A.1-A.3). The results
show that the present value for the savings associated with FORTIFIED Roof level designation
falls between $6,011 and $8,029. FORTIFIED Silver level designation is associated with a
present value savings in insurance premium costs between $9,693 and $12,797. Present value net
premium discount savings between $10,890 and $14,518 are associated with homes that achieve
FORTIFIED Gold level designation. In the tables regarding upper and lower bounds on
insurance premium savings in Appendix A, there is a bigger gap between the savings associated
in year 4 and 5 than between other years. This is because the discount lessens after the roof
reaches 5 years old.
8.2.3

Increase in Property Value

The last perceived benefit of FORTIFIED designation is the increase in property value. This
research finds that FORTIFIED Gold level designation of a new home has between a 0%-8.4%
increase on sale value, and FORTIFIED Roof level is not significant at any level. Like previous
benefits, I conduct a sensitivity analysis to determine how the range of the effect of FORITIFIED
Gold level designation affects the present value of increase in property resale value. To do this, I
check the sensitivity of using the lower and upper bounds of increased property value for new
homes associated with FORTIFIED Gold level designation. If a new home is FORTIFIED Gold
level designated, the home resale value increases between 0% and 8.4%, holding all else
constant. For a $1500,000, the new home resale value increases between $0 and $12,600 for
builders that sell the home in the same year as it is built.
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8.3
8.3.1

Costs Associated with FORTIFIED Home Designation
Cost Associated with FORTIFIED Gold Home Designation for Builders
Using the previous cost information discussed in Section 2.5, I can calculate the cost

builders pay to achieve FORTIFIED Gold level designation. IBHS states that the initial cost of
FORTIFIED Gold designation is roughly between 1% and 3% of construction cost. Given a
$150,000 home, FORTIFIED Gold level designation costs approximately between $1,500 and
$4,500. The cost associated with the evaluator fee falls between $150 and $600. Therefore, the
builder can expect a total cost for FORTIFIED Gold level designation to fall between $1,650 and
$6,600 for the construction and initial evaluator fee.
8.3.2

Costs Associated with FORTIFIED Gold Level Designation for Homeowners
The cost associated with FORTIFIED Gold level designation for homeowners is the

increase in cost associated with purchasing a FORTIFIED Gold level new home plus the
recurring evaluator fee every five years. Since this research finds that the increase in resale value
for a new FORTIFIED Gold level home falls between $0-$12,600, the homeowner is the
individual that pays for this increase. As mentioned previously, an evaluator is required every 5
years to ensure that the home is still meeting the requirements of the designation. I find that the
range of evaluator fees range from $150-$600 (Table 2.5). In total, the 5 additional evaluation
fees total between $750 and $3,000. The lower and upper bound present value evaluator fees of
the reoccurring evaluator fees range from $526 and $2,103 (Appendix A.4).
8.3.3

Cost Associated with FORTIFIED Roof and Silver for Homeowners
I can gather information regarding the initial cost and recurring evaluator costs associated

with FORITFIED Roof and Silver homes using Table 2.5. Due to the range of costs associated
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with FORTIFIED Roof designation, I assume that the cost to fortify a home to the FORTIFIED
Roof level is an additional cost between $500 and $2,100 (Table 2.4), plus an evaluator fee. I
chose not to use the total roof costs since homeowners must have a roof, but the type of roof is
dependent on their preference. The initial evaluator cost is accrued at the time of designation. So,
the initial cost to fortify a home to FORTIFIED Roof level falls between $650 and $2,700 (i.e.
construction cost plus initial evaluator fee). As mentioned previously, the additional 5 evaluator
fees that occur over the duration of the designation cost between $750 and $3,000. Like the
FORTIFIED Gold level designation, the net present value of the fees is $539 and $2,156.
The cost of FORTIFIED Silver level designation is between $3,000 and $4,000, and then
an evaluator fee is added to the cost. Therefore, the total initial designation charge associated
with FORTIFIED Silver level ranges between $3,150 and $4,600 depending upon the
designation/construction cost and evaluator fee (Multihazard Mitigation Council, 2017).
Evaluator fees are accrued every five years for FORTIFIED Silver level.
Lastly, Table 8.3 displays the costs associated with each of the three levels of designation
for homeowners and builders.
Table 8.3
Person

Homeowner

Homeowner

Description of Costs for Each FORTIFIED Level
Level

Roof

Silver

Cost Type

Calculation

Cost ($)

Initial

(500-2,100) + (150-600)

750-2,700

P.V. of
Costs ($)
650-2,700

Fees

(150-600)*5

750-3,000

539-2,156

Initial

(3,000-4,000) + (150-600)

3,150-4,600

3,150-4,600

Fees

(150-600)*5

750-3,000

539-2,156
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Table 8.3 (continued)
Person

Level

Homeowner

Gold

Builder

Gold

Cost Type

Calculation

Cost ($)

P.V. of
Costs ($)

Initial

(0%-8.4%)*$150,000

0-12,600

0-12,600

Fees

(150-600)*5

750-3,000

539-2,156

Initial

(1,500-4,500) + (150-600)

1,650-5,100

1,650-5,100

Note: Initial refers to the summation of the techniques added plus initial evaluator fee
Fees refers to the 5 addition evaluator fees during 30-year period

8.4

Benefit Cost Analyses
I perform benefit costs analyses for each of the FORTIFED designation levels. For each

analysis, I use the range of values associated with each benefit, initial cost, and reoccurring
evaluator costs for individuals such as homeowners or builders to understand how each category
alters the net present value of the FORTIFIED home.
8.4.1

BCA for Homeowners
Table 8.4 displays the benefit cost analysis associated with FORTIFIED Roof level

designation. The net present value of benefits associated with FORTIFIED Roof level
designation falls in the range of $6,011 and $8,029. The value is based solely off the decrease in
insurance premiums associated with FORTIFIED Roof level designation. Both decrease in
expected damages and increase in property value have benefits of $0. This is to the deductibles
covering the costs of the damage and no effect of FORTIFIED roof designation on resale value.
The net present value costs associated with the FORTIFIED Roof level designation is between
$1,189 and $4,856. The total net present value cost is a combination of the initial cost to reach
FORTIFIED Roof designation and the reoccurring evaluator fees than are charged every 5 years
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following the designation. The net present value for a FORTIFIED Roof level home is between
$1,155 and $6,840 for a 30-year period.
Table 8.4

Benefit Cost Analysis of FORTIFIED Roof Level (Present Value)

Benefits
Decrease in Expected Damages
Decrease in Insurance Premiums
Increase in Property Value

$0
$6,011-$8,029
$0

Present Value of Total Benefits

$6,011-$8,029

Costs
Initial Cost
Evaluator Fee Cost

($650-$2,700)
($539-$2,156)

Present Value of Total Costs
Net Present Value

($1,189-$4,856)
$1,155-$6,840

The net present value benefits associated with FORTIFIED Silver level designation
(Table 8.5) are similar to FORTIFIED Roof level in that the only benefit that contributes to the
net benefits is the decrease in insurance premiums. Therefore, the net benefit of FORTIFIED
Silver level designation is between $9,603 and $12,797. The net costs for FORTIFIED Silver
level home are within $3,456 and $5,824. The net present value of FORTIFIED Silver level
designation is between $2,847 and $9,108.
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Table 8.5

Benefit Cost Analysis of FORTIFIED Silver Level (Present Value)

Benefits
Decrease in Expected Damages
Decrease in Insurance Premiums
Increase in Property Value
Present Value of Total Benefits
Costs
Initial Cost
Evaluator Fee Cost
Present Value of Total Costs
Net Present Value

$0
$9,603-$12,797
$0
$9,603-$12,797
($3,150-$4,600)
($539-$2,156)
($3,456-$5,824)
$2,847-$9,108

The third benefit cost analysis performed is on the net present value of buying a
FORTIFIED Gold level designated new home (Table 8.6). Since the increase in resale value is
considered a benefit for builders, it is a cost to buyers. Therefore, the increase in cost for the
home is between $0-$12,600. The net benefits of FORTIFIED Gold designated new homes lie
between $10,891 and $14,518. Unlike the previous two analyses, the costs related to
FORTIFIED Gold level designation include the additional money spent to buy a FORTIFIED
Gold designated new home and the reoccurring evaluator fees. The net cost of two costs range
from $539-$14,756. The results show that the net present value of FORTIFIED Gold level
designation equals a value between -$3,865 and $13,979.
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Table 8.6

Homeowner’s Benefit Cost Analysis of FORTIFIED Gold Level (Present Value)

Benefits
Decrease in Expected Damages
Decrease in Insurance Premiums
Increase in Property Value
Present Value of Total Benefits
Costs
Additional Buying Cost
Evaluator Fee Cost
Present Value of Total Costs
Net Present Value

$0
$10,891-$14,518
$0
$10,891-$14,518
($0-$12,600)
($539-$2,156)
($539-$14,756)
($3,865)-$13,979

The benefit cost analysis associated with building a FORTIFIED Gold home is composed
on the net benefits of increased resale value and the initial costs associated with designation.
The research finds that the increase in resale value is between $0 and $12,600 depending on the
model used. Since the building accrue that benefit in the same year, the net present value of that
benefit is the same. The net present value of total costs associated with FORTIFIED Gold level
designation for builders is between the range of $1,650-$5,100. Therefore, the net present value
of FORTIFIED Gold level designation for building is within -$5,100 and $10,950.
Table 8.7

Builder’s Benefit Cost Analysis of FORTIFIED Gold Level (Present Value)

Benefits
Decrease in Expected Damages
Decrease in Insurance Premiums
Increase in Property Value
Present Value of Total Benefits
Costs
Initial Cost
Evaluator Fee Cost
Present Value of Total Costs
Net Present Value

$0
$0
$0-$12,600
$0-$12,600
($1,650-$5,100)
$0
($1,650-$5,100)
($5,100)-$10,950
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8.5
8.5.1

Altering Assumptions for Homeowners
Varying Years Before Sold

In this section, I evaluate how the net present values alter depending upon the year in which they
are sold. I use five-year sale increments in these tests but leave all other assumptions the same. I
assume the homeowner sales the home after year 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25. All other assumptions
such as homeowner is insured, and the discount rate of 2.5% still stands.
After performing the analysis for each increment of time (Tables B.1-B.16), I find that
the net present value of FORTIFIED Roof designation increases with time. Although the average
net present value provides adequate information regarding the net benefits of a FORTIFIED
designation level, the lower bound net present value results provide a better understanding of
how a conservative homeowner may choose the level of designation best for them. At 5 years,
the net present value of designation ranges from -$1,239 to $1,886, but the net present value
continues to rise over the 30-year period to end with a net present value between $1,155 and
$6,840. Figure 8.1 displays the increase in net present value over time. This graph indicates that
if a conservative homeowner is expecting to sell the home within roughly 17 years of
designation, the homeowner should not invest in FORTIFIED Roof level designation.
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Figure 8.1

Net Present Value of FORTIFIED Roof Level Designation Over 30 Years

The net present value of FORTIFIED Silver level designation is presented in Figure 8.2.
The lower bound of the net present value changes from a negative to positive value over the 30year period. The lower bound shows that if a homeowner sells the home before the first 15 years,
the net present value of FORTIFIED Silver level designation would be a negative value. Over
the years 20 through 30, a homeowner would see a positive net present value of FORTIFIED
Silver level designation.
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Figure 8.2

Net Present Value of FORTIFIED Silver Level Designation Over 30 Years

The net present value of FORTIFIED Gold level designation differs from the previous
two designations in that the lower bound net present value stays negative across all years.
(Figure 8.3). The lower bound of net present value of FORTIFIED Gold level designation falls
between -$10,056 and -$3,835. The upper bound net present values range from $3,984 and
$13,979. The results show that a conservative individual would choose not to purchase a
FORTIFIED Gold level new home compared to a non-FORTIFIED home. On the other hand, an
optimistic homeowner may choose to invest in a FORTIFIED Gold level new home since the
upper bound of net present value is positive across all time periods.
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Figure 8.3

Net Present Value of FORTIFIED Gold Level Designation Over 30 Years

After performing all three benefit costs analysis for the various FORTIFIED designation
levels over a 30-year period, the results show that FORTIFIED Roof and Silver level
designations have negative net present values that become net positive over the course of the 30year period. Homeowners may also want to understand how the different levels compare to each
other over the periods of time. I create a chart that compares the ranges of net present values of
each FORTIFIED designation level across time (Figure 8.4). The chart shows that all three levels
have a negative net present value until roughly year 15. At approximately the same time that the
net present values become positive for the lower two designations, the FORTIFIED Silver level
designation differentiates itself from the FORTIFIED Roof level designation and becomes
preferred to FORTIFIED Roof level designation. The figure displays that if a homeowner is
looking to sell their home before the 15-year period, the homeowner should not participate in the
FORTIFIED Home Program. Their net present value of doing so would result in a negative
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value. The results also show that FORTIFIED Gold level designation has the potential to have
the highest net present values of the three FORTIIFED designation levels, but it could also have
the lowest net present values across all time periods. All benefit costs analyses for the various
years can be found in Tables B.1-B.16.

Figure 8.4

8.5.2

Net Present Value of FORTIFIED Designation Levels Over 30 Years

Varying Discount Rates
I evaluate how varying discount rates affect the net present value of each FORTIFIED

designation level for a 30-year period. Altering discount rates allows me to evaluate individuals
NPV would change depending on individuals’ willingness to pay for FORTIFIED designation in
the present time period without receiving all the benefits in the present time period I set discount
rates from 2%-6% in increments of 2. Figure 8.5 displays how altering the discount rate affects
net present value of the FORTIFIED designation levels. I find that no matter the discount rate,
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the net present value of FORTIFIED Roof and Silver designation levels are net positive. At a
discount rate of approximately 6%, the results show that the lower bound net present value of
FORTIFIED Roof and Silver designations both approach a net present value of zero.
FORTIFIED Gold level designation has a negative net present for the 30-year period even with a
lower discount rate of 2% compared to the discount rate of 2.5%.

Figure 8.5

Net Present Values of FORTIFIED Levels with Varying Discount Rates
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CHAPTER IX
CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS
9.1

Conclusion
This research adds to current literature in many ways. Prior to this study, there is very

limited research that has been conducted on wind hazard mitigation. This research expands
previous studies by increasing the research geographically. I magnify the geographical area from
Awondo et al. (2019) by including Mobile County, Alabama to the study. In addition, this study
contributes to literature by using more recent data to study the FORTIFIED designation on
property value. This unique data set also allows me to control for a wide range of variables that
may be affecting sale price. These variables include if a home has a garage or if a home located
in a flood zone. By controlling for these additional variables, I am able to find a more accurate
depiction of how FORTIFIED designation affects property value.
By determining the effect of wind hazard mitigation on home values, I am able to provide
homeowners and builders with additional information they may use to make an educated
decision on whether or not they should consider taking action to mitigate homes against wind
exposures along the Alabama Gulf Coast. Unlike previous studies, this is the first study to
evaluate how individual levels of FORTIFIED designation affect property value. Looking at
individual levels of FORTIFIED designation allows for individuals such as homeowners to not
only make an educated decision on whether to fortify their home, but which level would be most
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beneficial in terms of net present value. It also allows for builders to understand how the
perceived benefit of increased resale value compares to the cost to fortify a home.
This study provides insight to individuals that FORTIFIED Gold level designation is the
only FORTIFIED designation level that may increase property value of a home, but only to a
new home. According to my results, both FORTIFIED Roof and Silver level designation do not
influence property value. Gold level designation increases property value for new homes up to
8.4%, holding all else constant. Although FORTIFIED Roof and Silver level designation do not
increase property value of a home, they are not necessarily a poor economic investment. In order
to find out if the various levels are economically sound investments, I perform a benefit cost
analysis to understand the full scope of benefits and costs to a homeowner or a builder.
If a homeowner plans to keep a FORTIFIED designated home for 30 years, I find that
FORTIFIED Roof and Silver lower bounds have positive net present values. Therefore, a
homeowner should consider FORTIFIED Roof or Silver level designations before choosing not
to participate in the program at all. At the 30-year time period, the homeowner should choose
FORTIFIED Silver level designation over FORTIFIED Roof level designation. This result
providing an interesting insight given that very few homeowners choose to designate their homes
to FORTIFIED Silver level. After analyzing how the results may change over 5-year increments,
the findings show that if a homeowner is planning to sell their home before roughly 15 years
after FORTIFIED Roof or Silver designation, the homeowner should not participate in the
program. After the 15-year mark, both FORTIFIED Roof and Silver level designations have
positive lower bound net present values with FORTIFIED Silver level designation having
slightly higher lower bound net present values compared to FORTIFIED Roof level designation.
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By altering the discount rates (i.e. 2%-6%), I find that homeowners should invest in either
FORTIFIED Roof or Silver designation levels over a 30-year period.
If a conservative homeowner is buying a newly built home, the homeowner should not
choose to purchase a FORTIFIED Gold level designation due to the net present value of the 30year period being negative.
Individuals may wonder “why roughly 86% of all FORTIFIED homes are in the state of
Alabama?” This question could be answered strictly to the premium discounts offered by
insurance companies in the state. Another reason for why most FORTIFIED homes are in
Alabama may be contributed by the grants given by the Strengthen Alabama Homes program.
The benefit cost analysis displays that there is a potential need for financial assistance, such as a
grant, for homeowners to experience positive net benefits over time. Therefore, a reduction in the
cost or no costs associated with FORTIFIED designation would potentially incentivize
homeowners to apply for the SAH program. This grant though would aid homeowners who only
plan to live in their home for a short period of time that results in their net present value being
negative without a grant.
9.2

Limitations and Future Research

There are limitations of my research. Lot size is not included as an independent variable in the
study. Lot size would likely enhance the analysis by explaining some of the real price of the
home. Another limitation of the research is the lack of FORTIFIED Silver level designations in
the dataset. By adding more FORTIFIED Silver level designation home to the dataset,
researchers would have the opportunity to see if Silver level designation influences property
value. An additional limitation is the lack of data on FORTIFIED Gold homes that resale at a
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later period. Since a majority of the FORTIFIED Gold homes are new when they are sold, the
research evaluates how the property value varies when builders sell the home not homeowners.
I focus only on Mobile and Baldwin County, Alabama. Future research may consider
studying how adding FORTIFIED homes from other states such as North Carolina and
Mississippi affect the results. As of February 2020, these two states rank second and third in the
number of FORTIFIED homes in each state. In addition, these states also offer insurance
premium discounts. Future research may also be interested in studying how FORTIFIED home
designation affects resale value in states where insurance premium discounts are not offered. If
discounts are not offered, the property value would likely decline.
Future research may also evaluate how the benefit cost analyses vary depending on the
value of the home. For instance, a FORTIFIED home with a higher value will receive a higher
insurance premium discount, but the home may also be subject to higher costs associated with
the FORTIFIED designation.
Since the results show that FORTIFIED designation does not always have a net present
value for homeowners, questions may arise regarding the benefit of FORTIFIED designation to
communities. Community leaders, policy-makers, and stakeholders may ask: if the benefits of
fortifying a home is not substantial enough for homeowners to take action, then is it worth the
state, communities, or others to step in and subsidize the FORTIFIED construction/retrofit of a
house? It would be important for leaders to analyze how much potential saving the states would
have in clean up savings, rescue services, and more. If the state finds it worth it to help
homeowners with the cost of fortifying their home to FORTIFIED Roof or Silver level
designations, homeowners may find the benefits of fortifying their house to mitigation against
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wind damages. The government may also find it beneficial to provide grants to home builders to
construct homes to the various levels of designation.
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APPENDIX A
PRESENT VALUE OF LOWER AND UPPER BOUND PREMIUM DISCOUNT SAVINGS
FOR THE FORTIFIED LEVELS
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Table A.1
Year
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
Total

Present Value of Lower and Upper Bound Premium Discount Savings for
FORTIFIED Roof Level
Lower Bound
$421.00
$410.73
$400.71
$390.94
$381.41
$212.13
$206.95
$201.90
$196.98
$192.17
$187.49
$182.91
$178.45
$174.10
$169.85
$165.71

Upper Bound
561.00
547.32
533.97
520.94
508.24
283.72
276.80
270.05
263.46
257.03
250.76
244.65
238.68
232.86
227.18
221.64

$161.67
$157.73
$153.88
$150.13
$146.47
$142.89
$139.41
$136.01
$132.69
$129.45
$126.30
$123.22
$120.21
$117.28

216.23
210.96
205.81
200.79
195.90
191.12
186.46
181.91
177.47
173.14
168.92
164.80
160.78
156.86

$6,010.77

$8,029.46
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Table A.2
Year
0

Present Value of Lower and Upper Bound Premium Discount Savings for
FORTIFIED Silver Level
Lower Bound
$541.00

Upper Bound
$721.00

1

$527.80

$703.41

2

$514.93

$686.26

3

$502.37

$669.52

4

$490.12

$653.19

5

$372.10

$495.84

6

$363.03

$483.75

7

$354.17

$471.95

8

$345.53

$460.44

9

$337.11

$449.21

10

$328.88

$438.25

11

$320.86

$427.56

12

$313.04

$417.13

13

$305.40

$406.96

14

$297.95

$397.03

15

$290.69

$387.35

16

$283.60

$377.90

17

$276.68

$368.69

18

$269.93

$359.69

19

$263.35

$350.92

20

$256.92

$342.36

21

$250.66

$334.01

22

$244.54

$325.87

23

$238.58

$317.92

24

$232.76

$310.16

25

$227.08

$302.60

26

$221.54

$295.22

27

$216.14

$288.02

28

$210.87

$280.99

29

$205.73

$274.14

$9,603.38

$12,797.36

Total
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Table A.3
Year
0

Present Value of Lower and Upper Bound Premium Discount Savings for
FORTIFIED Gold Level
Lower Bound
$601.00

Upper Bound
$802.00

1

$586.34

$782.44

2

$572.04

$763.36

3

$558.09

$744.74

4

$544.48

$726.57

5

$425.13

$566.55

6

$414.76

$552.73

7

$404.65

$539.25

8

$394.78

$526.10

9

$385.15

$513.27

10

$375.76

$500.75

11

$366.59

$488.53

12

$357.65

$476.62

13

$348.93

$464.99

14

$340.42

$453.65

15

$332.11

$442.59

16

$324.01

$431.79

17

$316.11

$421.26

18

$308.40

$410.99

19

$300.88

$400.96

20

$293.54

$391.18

21

$286.38

$381.64

22

$279.40

$372.33

23

$272.58

$363.25

24

$265.93

$354.39

25

$259.45

$345.75

26

$253.12

$337.32

27

$246.95

$329.09

28

$240.92

$321.06

29

$235.05

$313.23

$10,890.59

$14,518.40

Total
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APPENDIX B
BENEFIT COST ANALYSIS FOR HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATED WITH A RANGE OF
SALE YEARS
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Table B.1

5 Year Benefit Cost Analysis of FORTIFIED Roof Level (Present Value)

Benefits
Decrease in Expected Damages
Decrease in Insurance Premiums
Increase in Property Value

$0
$2,005-$2,671
$0

Present Value of Total Benefits

$2,005-$2,671

Costs
Initial Cost
Evaluator Fee Cost

($650-$2,700)
($136-$544)

Present Value of Total Costs
Net Present Value

($786-$3,244)
$(1,239)-$1,886
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Table B.2

5 Year Benefit Cost Analysis of FORTIFIED Silver Level (Present Value)

Benefits
Decrease in Expected Damages
Decrease in Insurance Premiums
Increase in Property Value
Present Value of Total Benefits
Costs
Initial Cost
Evaluator Fee Cost
Present Value of Total Costs
Net Present Value

$0
$2,576-$3,433
$0
$2,576-$3,433
($3,150-$4,600)
($136-$544)
($3,676-$6,703)
$(2,568)-$147
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Table B.3

5 Year Benefit Cost Analysis of FORTIFIED Gold Level (Present Value)

Benefits
Decrease in Expected Damages
Decrease in Insurance Premiums
Increase in Property Value
Present Value of Total Benefits
Costs
Initial Cost
Evaluator Fee Cost
Present Value of Total Costs
Net Present Value

$0
$3,088-$4,120
$0-$11,415
$3,088-$15,535
($0-$12,600)
($136-$544)
($136-$13,144)
$(10,056)-$3,984
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Table B.4

10 Year Benefit Cost Analysis of FORTIFIED Roof Level (Present Value)

Benefits
Decrease in Expected Damages
Decrease in Insurance Premiums
Increase in Property Value

$0
$3,015-$4,023
$0

Present Value of Total Benefits

$3,015-$4,023

Costs
Initial Cost
Evaluator Fee Cost

($650-$2,700)
($256-$1,024)

Present Value of Total Costs
Net Present Value

($906-$3,724)
$(709)-$3,117
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Table B.5

10 Year Benefit Cost Analysis of FORTIFIED Silver Level (Present Value)

Benefits
Decrease in Expected Damages
Decrease in Insurance Premiums
Increase in Property Value
Present Value of Total Benefits
Costs
Initial Cost
Evaluator Fee Cost
Present Value of Total Costs
Net Present Value

$0
$4,348-$5,795
$0
$4,348-$5,795
($3,150-$4,600)
($256-$1,024)
($3,406-$5,624)
$(1,276)-$2,389
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Table B.6

10 Year Benefit Cost Analysis of FORTIFIED Gold Level (Present Value)

Benefits
Decrease in Expected Damages
Decrease in Insurance Premiums
Increase in Property Value
Present Value of Total Benefits
Costs
Initial Cost
Evaluator Fee Cost
Present Value of Total Costs
Net Present Value

$0
$5,172-$7,084
$0-$10,089
$5,172-$17,173
($0-$12,600)
($256-$1,024)
($256-$13,624)
$(8,452)-$6,828
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Table B.7

15 Year Benefit Cost Analysis of FORTIFIED Roof Level (Present Value)

Benefits
Decrease in Expected Damages
Decrease in Insurance Premiums
Increase in Property Value
Present Value of Total Benefits
Costs
Initial Cost
Evaluator Fee Cost
Present Value of Total Costs
Net Present Value

$0
$3,908-$5,217
$0
$3,908-$5,217
($650-$2,700)
($362-$1,449)
($1,012-$4,205)
$(241)-$4,205
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Table B.8

15 Year Benefit Cost Analysis of FORTIFIED Roof Level (Present Value)

Benefits
Decrease in Expected Damages
Decrease in Insurance Premiums
Increase in Property Value

$0
$3,908-$5,217
$0

Present Value of Total Benefits

$3,908-$5,217

Costs
Initial Cost
Evaluator Fee Cost

($650-$2,700)
($362-$1,449)

Present Value of Total Costs
Net Present Value

($1,012-$4,149)
$(241)-$4,205
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Table B.9

15 Year Benefit Cost Analysis of FORTIFIED Silver Level (Present Value)

Benefits
Decrease in Expected Damages
Decrease in Insurance Premiums
Increase in Property Value
Present Value of Total Benefits
Costs
Initial Cost
Evaluator Fee Cost
Present Value of Total Costs
Net Present Value

$0
$5,914-$7,882
$0
$5,914-$7,882
($3,150-$4,600)
($362-$1,449)
($3,512-$6,049)
($135)-$4,370
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Table B.10

15 Year Benefit Cost Analysis of FORTIFIED Gold Level (Present Value)

Benefits
Decrease in Expected Damages
Decrease in Insurance Premiums
Increase in Property Value
Present Value of Total Benefits
Costs
Initial Cost
Evaluator Fee Cost
Present Value of Total Costs
Net Present Value

$0
$6,676-$8,902
$0-$8,917
$6,676-$17,819
($0-$12,600)
($362-$1,449)
($362-$14,049)
($7,373)-$8,540
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Table B.11

20 Year Benefit Cost Analysis of FORTIFIED Roof Level (Present Value)

Benefits
Decrease in Expected Damages
Decrease in Insurance Premiums
Increase in Property Value

$0
$ $4,697-$6,272
$0

Present Value of Total Benefits

$ $4,697-$6,272

Costs
Initial Cost
Evaluator Fee Cost

($650-$2,700)
($456-$1,824)

Present Value of Total Costs
Net Present Value

($1,106-$4,524)
$173-$5,166
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Table B.12

20 Year Benefit Cost Analysis of FORTIFIED Silver Level (Present Value)

Benefits
Decrease in Expected Damages
Decrease in Insurance Premiums
Increase in Property Value
Present Value of Total Benefits
Costs
Initial Cost
Evaluator Fee Cost
Present Value of Total Costs
Net Present Value

$0
$7,299-$9,726
$0
$7,299-$9,726
($3,150-$4,600)
($456-$1,824)
($3,606-$6,424)
$875-$6,120
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Table B.13

20 Year Benefit Cost Analysis of FORTIFIED Gold Level (Present Value)

Benefits
Decrease in Expected Damages
Decrease in Insurance Premiums
Increase in Property Value
Present Value of Total Benefits
Costs
Initial Cost
Evaluator Fee Cost
Present Value of Total Costs
Net Present Value

$0
$8,257-$11,009
$0-$7,881
$8,257-$18,890
($0-$12,600)
($456-$1,824)
($6,167-$14,424)
($6,167)-$10,553
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Table B.14

25 Year Benefit Cost Analysis of FORTIFIED Roof Level (Present Value)

Benefits
Decrease in Expected Damages
Decrease in Insurance Premiums
Increase in Property Value

$0
$5,394-$7,205
$0

Present Value of Total Benefits

$5,394-$7,205

Costs
Initial Cost
Evaluator Fee Cost

($650-$2,700)
($539-$2,156)

Present Value of Total Costs
Net Present Value

($1,189-$4,856)
$538-$6,016
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Table B.15

25 Year Benefit Cost Analysis of FORTIFIED Silver Level (Present Value)

Benefits
Decrease in Expected Damages
Decrease in Insurance Premiums
Increase in Property Value
Present Value of Total Benefits
Costs
Initial Cost
Evaluator Fee Cost
Present Value of Total Costs
Net Present Value

$0
$8,522-$11,356
$0
$8,522-$11,356
($3,150-$4,600)
($539-$2,156)
($3,689-$6,756)
$1,766-$7,667
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Table B.16

25 Year Benefit Cost Analysis of FORTIFIED Gold Level (Present Value)

Benefits
Decrease in Expected Damages
Decrease in Insurance Premiums
Increase in Property Value
Present Value of Total Benefits
Costs
Initial Cost
Evaluator Fee Cost
Present Value of Total Costs
Net Present Value

$0
$9,655-$12,872
$0-$6,966
$9,655-$19,838
($0-$12,600)
($539-$2,156)
($539-$14,756)
($5,101)-$12,333
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APPENDIX C
R-STUDIO AND STATA CODE

113

C.1

ZTRAX R-Studio Code

1 library(readxl)
2 library(data.table)
3
4 ## file path
5 dir <- "F:/Zillow_data_transaction_and_current/20190616/"
6 #dir <- "F:/Zillowdata/"
7
8 ## Pull in layout information
9 layoutZAsmt <- read_excel(file.path(dir,'//Layout.xlsx'),
10
sheet = 1,
11
col_types = c("text", "text", "numeric", "text", "text"))
12 layoutZTrans <- read_excel(file.path(dir,'//Layout.xlsx'),
13
sheet = 2,
14
col_types = c("text", "text", "numeric", "text", "text"))
15
16 ## ZAsmt fields name
17 col_manged_specific <- layoutZAsmt[layoutZAsmt$TableName == 'utBKManagedSpecific',
'FieldName']
18 col_building <- layoutZAsmt[layoutZAsmt$TableName == 'utBuilding', 'FieldName']
19 col_building_area <- layoutZAsmt[layoutZAsmt$TableName == 'utBuildingAreas',
'FieldName']
20 col_exterior_wall <- layoutZAsmt[layoutZAsmt$TableName == 'utExteriorWall',
'FieldName']
21 col_extra_feature <- layoutZAsmt[layoutZAsmt$TableName == 'utExtraFeature',
'FieldName']
22 col_garage <- layoutZAsmt[layoutZAsmt$TableName == 'utGarage', 'FieldName']
23 col_interior_flooring <- layoutZAsmt[layoutZAsmt$TableName == 'utInteriorFlooring',
'FieldName']
24 col_interior_wall <- layoutZAsmt[layoutZAsmt$TableName == 'utInteriorWall', 'FieldName']
25 col_lot_site <- layoutZAsmt[layoutZAsmt$TableName == 'utLotSiteAppeal', 'FieldName']
26 col_pool <- layoutZAsmt[layoutZAsmt$TableName == 'utPool', 'FieldName']
27 col_main <- layoutZAsmt[layoutZAsmt$TableName == 'utMain', 'FieldName']
28 col_namesProp <- layoutZTrans[layoutZTrans$TableName == 'utPropertyInfo', 'FieldName']
29 col_namesMainTr <- layoutZTrans[layoutZTrans$TableName == 'utMain', 'FieldName']
30
31 ###########################################################################
32 ##Step 1) utBuilding: leave single family residential only
33 ###########################################################################
34 ## Building file
35 building <- read.table(file.path(dir, "01/ZAsmt/Building.txt"),
36
#
nrows = rows2load,
37
sep = '|',
38
header = FALSE,
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39
stringsAsFactors = FALSE,
40
skipNul = TRUE,
# tells R to treat two ajacent delimiters as
dividing a column
41
comment.char="",
# tells R not to read any symbol as a comment
42
quote = "",
# this tells R not to read quotation marks as a
special symbol
43
col.names = unlist(col_building)
44 )
45
46 building <- building[, -which(names(building) %in% c("PropertyCountyLandUseCode",
47
"PropertyCountyLandUseDescription",
48
"PropertyStateLandUseDescription",
49
"PropertyStateLandUseCode",
50
"MortgageLenderName","TimeshareStndCode",
51
"Comments","StoryTypeStndCode",
52
"LoadId","FIPS","BatchID"))]
53
54 building <- building[building$PropertyLandUseStndCode == "RR101",]
55
56 #table(building$BuildingOrImprovementNumber)
57 # choose BuildingOrImprovementNumber = 1 or
58 # Remove obs with BuildingOrImprovementNumber > 1 (this is what is applied!)
59 # building <- building[building$BuildingOrImprovementNumber ==1, ]
60 droplist <- unique(building$RowID[building$BuildingOrImprovementNumber > 1])
61 building <- building[!(building$RowID %in% droplist),]
62
63 #building <- as.data.frame(building)
64
65 # for checking
66 #seedata <- building[building$RowID %in%
unique(building$RowID[building$BuildingOrImprovementNumber == 40]),]
67
68
69 ###########################################################################
70 ## Step 2) utBuildingAreas: leave the leang areas (see the example code)
71 ###########################################################################
72 ## building areas
73 area <- read.table(file.path(dir, "01/ZAsmt/BuildingAreas.txt"),
74
#
nrows = rows2load,
# this is set just to test it out.
Remove when code runs smoothly.
75
sep = '|',
76
header = FALSE,
77
stringsAsFactors = FALSE,
78
skipNul = TRUE,
# tells R to treat two ajacent delimiters
as dividing a column
115

79
comment.char="",
# tells R not to read any symbol as a
comment
80
quote = "",
# this tells R not to read quotation marks as a
special symbol
81
col.names = unlist(col_building_area)
82 )
83
84 area <- area[,c("RowID","BuildingAreaSequenceNumber",
"BuildingOrImprovementNumber",
85
"BuildingAreaStndCode","BuildingAreaSqFt")]
86
87 ## for checking
88 #seedata <- merge(seedata,area,by=c("RowID","BuildingOrImprovementNumber"),all.x = T)
89 #seedata <- as.data.table(seedata)
90 #setkeyv(seedata, c("RowID","BuildingOrImprovementNumber",
"BuildingAreaSequenceNumber"))
91 #write.csv(seedata,"seedata.csv",row.names = F)
92
93 ## I don't think we need to limit this.
94 ## Choose the maximum by RowID and BuildingOrImprovementNumber.
95 #area <- area[area$BuildingAreaStndCode %in% c('BAL', # Building Area Living
96 #
'BAF', # Building Area Finished
97 #
'BAE', # Effective Building Area
98 #
'BAG', # Gross Building Area
99 #
'BAJ', # Building Area Adjusted
100 #
'BAT', # Building Area Total
101 #
'BLF'),] # Building Area Finished Living
102
103 table(area$BuildingOrImprovementNumber) # BuildingOrImprovementNumber > 1 refers
to additional buildings on the parcel.
104
105 area <- as.data.table(area)
106
107 area2 <- area[ , list(sqfeet = max(BuildingAreaSqFt, na.rm = T)), by = c("RowID",
"BuildingOrImprovementNumber")]
108
109 rowIDlist <- unique(area$RowID)
110
111
112 area3 <- vector()
113 for (i in 1:length(rowIDlist)){
114 print(i)
115 tset <- area[area$RowID == rowIDlist[i],]
116 tset <- tset[order(-tset$BuildingAreaSqFt),]
117 #nsqft <- length(tset$BuildingAreaSqFt)
116

118
119 bandilist <- unique(tset$BuildingOrImprovementNumber)
120 for (j in 1:length(bandilist)){
121 tset2 <- tset[tset$BuildingOrImprovementNumber == bandilist[j],]
122
123 sqftcol <- matrix(c(NA,NA,NA),nrow=1)
124 if (is.na(tset2$BuildingAreaSqFt[1]) != 1){
125
sqftcol[1] <- tset2$BuildingAreaSqFt[1]
126 }
127 if (is.na(tset2$BuildingAreaSqFt[2]) != 1){
128
sqftcol[2] <- tset2$BuildingAreaSqFt[2]
129 }
130 if (is.na(tset2$BuildingAreaSqFt[3]) != 1){
131 sqftcol[3] <- tset2$BuildingAreaSqFt[3]
132 }
133 areares <- cbind(rowIDlist[i],tset2$BuildingOrImprovementNumber[j],sqftcol)
134 colnames(areares) <c("RowID","BuildingOrImprovementNumber","sqftmax1","sqftmax2","sqftmax3")
135 area3 <- rbind(area3,areares)
136 }
137 }
138
139
140 area[area$RowID == "EB9C6BD1-F080-E911-80C7-3863BB43E813",]
141
142 area4 <- area3[is.na(area3[,3]) != 1,]
143
144
145 sum((area2$sqfeet[1:5100]-as.numeric(area3[1:5100,3])) )
146
147 cbind(area2$sqfeet[5000:5100],area3[5000:5100,3])
148
149
150
151 length(area3[,3])
152
153
154 building <- merge(building,area,by=c("RowID","BuildingOrImprovementNumber"),all.x =
T)
155
156 ## save the memory storage
157 rm(area)
158
159 ## List for all single family residentals
160 rowIDlist <- unique(building$RowID)
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161
162 ##########################################################################
163 ## Step 3) utmain:
164 ##########################################################################
165 ## Main file
166 main <- read.table(file.path(dir, "01/ZAsmt/Main.txt"),
167
#
nrows = rows2load,
168
sep = '|',
169
header = FALSE,
170
stringsAsFactors = FALSE,
171
skipNul = TRUE,
# tells R to treat two ajacent delimiters as
dividing a column
172
comment.char="",
# tells R not to read any symbol as a comment
173
quote = "",
# this tells R not to read quotation marks as a
special symbol
174
col.names = unlist(col_main)
175 )
176
177 main <- main[,c("RowID","ImportParcelID","FIPS","State","County",
178
#
"ParcelSequenceNumber","AlternateParcelNumber",
"OldParcelNumber","ParcelNumberTypeStndCode",
179
"PropertyFullStreetAddress","PropertyCity","PropertyState","PropertyZip",
180
"PropertyZip4","TaxIDNumber","TaxAmount","TaxYear","LegalLot",
"LegalTownship",
181
"LegalDescription","LegalNeighborhoodSourceCode","NoOfBuildings",
182
"CensusTract","LotSizeAcres","LotSizeSquareFeet",
183
"PropertyAddressMatchcode","PropertyAddressGeoCodeMatchCode",
184
"PropertyAddressLatitude","PropertyAddressLongitude",
185
"PropertyAddressCensusTractAndBlock")]
186
187 # Keep only one record for each ImportPropertyID.
188 # ImportParcelID is the unique identifier of a parcel. Multiple entries for the same
ImportParcelID are due to updated records.
189 # The most recent record is identified by the greatest LoadID.
190 # **** This step may not be necessary for the published dataset as we intend to only
publish the updated records, but due dilligence demands we check.
191
192 #length(unique(main$ImportParcelID))
193 #dim(main)[1]
194
195 ## Leave single family residentals only
196 main <- main[main$RowID %in% rowIDlist,]
197
198 asmt <- merge(main,building,by="RowID",all.x = T)
199
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200 rm(building,main,col_building,col_building_area,col_main)
201
202 ## This is for the first mask in Trans
203 parcelIDlist <- unique(asmt$ImportParcelID)
204
205
206 ##########################################################################
207 ## Step 4) utmain:
208 ##########################################################################
209 ## Main file in ZTrans
210 # Load main table in Ztrans database, which provides information on real estate events
211 trans <- read.table(file.path(dir, "01/ZTrans/Main.txt"),
212
#
nrows = rows2load,
# this is set just to test it out.
Remove when code runs smoothly.
213
sep = '|',
214
header = FALSE,
215
stringsAsFactors = FALSE,
216
skipNul = TRUE,
# tells R to treat two ajacent delimiters
as dividing a column
217
comment.char="",
# tells R not to read any symbol as a
comment
218
quote = "",
# this tells R not to read quotation marks
as a special symbol
219
col.names = unlist(col_namesMainTr)
220 )
221
222 trans <- trans[,c("TransId", "DataClassStndCode","RecordingDate",
"RecordingDocumentNumber",
223
"DocumentTypeStndCode","DocumentDate","SignatureDate",
"EffectiveDate",
224
"SalesPriceAmount","SalesPriceAmountStndCode","CityTransferTax",
225
"CountyTransferTax","StateTransferTax","TotalTransferTax",
226
"IntraFamilyTransferFlag","TransferTaxExemptFlag",
"PropertyUseStndCode",
227
"AssessmentLandUseStndCode","OccupancyStatusStndCode",
"LoanAmount",
228
"LoanAmountStndCode","MaximumLoanAmount",
"LoanTypeStndCode")]
229
230 # Keep only one record for each TransID.
231 # TransID is the unique identifier of a transaction.
232 # Multiple entries for the same TransID are due to updated records.
233 # The most recent record is identified by the greatest LoadID.
234 # **** This step may not be necessary for the published dataset as we intend to only publish
most updated record.
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235
236 # Keep only events which are deed transfers (excludes mortgage records, foreclosures, etc.
See documentation.)
237 trans <- trans[trans$DataClassStndCode %in% c('D', 'H'), ]
238
239 ##########################################################################
240 ## Step 5) utPropertyInfo
241 ##########################################################################
242 # Load PropertyInfo table for later merge
243 propTrans <- read.table(file.path(dir, "01/ZTrans/PropertyInfo.txt"),
244
#
nrows = rows2load,
# this is set just to test it
out. Remove when code runs smoothly.
245
sep = '|',
246
header = FALSE,
247
stringsAsFactors = FALSE,
248
skipNul = TRUE,
# tells R to treat two ajacent
delimiters as dividing a column
249
comment.char="",
# tells R not to read any symbol as a
comment
250
quote = "",
# this tells R not to read quotation
marks as a special symbol
251
col.names = unlist(col_namesProp)
252 )
253
254 propTrans <- propTrans[ ,c("TransId","AssessorParcelNumber",
255
#
"PropertyFullStreetAddress",
256
#
"PropertyCity","PropertyState","PropertyZip",
"PropertyZip4",
257
#
"PropertySequenceNumber",
258
#
"PropertyAddressLatitude",
"PropertyAddressLongitude",
259
"PropertyAddressCensusTractAndBlock",
260
"PropertyAddressCBSACode",
"PropertyAddressCBSADivisionCode",
261
"ImportParcelID")]
262
263 # Keep only one record for each TransID and PropertySequenceNumber.
264 # TransID is the unique identifier of a transaction, which could have multiple properties
sequenced by PropertySequenceNumber.
265 # Multiple entries for the same TransID and PropertySequenceNumber are due to updated
records.
266 # The most recent record is identified by the greatest LoadID.
267 # **** This step may not be necessary for the published dataset as we intend to only
publish most updated record.
268 #propTrans <- as.data.table(propTrans)
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269
270 #setkeyv(propTrans, c("TransId", "PropertySequenceNumber"))
271 #keepRows <- propTrans[ ,.I[.N], by = c("TransId", "PropertySequenceNumber")]
272 #propTrans <- propTrans[keepRows[[2]], ]
273 #propTrans[ , LoadID:= NULL]
274
275 # Drop transactions of multiple parcels (transIDs associated with PropertySequenceNumber
> 1)
276 #dropTrans <- unique(propTrans[PropertySequenceNumber > 1, TransId])
277 #propTrans <- propTrans[!(TransId %in% dropTrans), ] # ! is "not"
278
279 transComplete <- merge(trans, propTrans, by = "TransId", all.X=T)
280
281 rm(trans,propTrans,col_namesMainTr,col_namesProp)
282
283 transComplete <- transComplete[is.na(transComplete$ImportParcelID) != 1,]
284
285 transComplete <- transComplete[transComplete$ImportParcelID %in% parcelIDlist,]
286
287 parcelIDlist2 <- unique(transComplete$ImportParcelID)
288
289 asmt <- asmt[asmt$ImportParcelID %in% parcelIDlist2,]
290
291 testing <- merge(asmt,transComplete,by="ImportParcelID",all.x=T)
292
293 ## Keep DocumentTypeStndCode = "WRDE" or "DEED" only
294 testing <- testing[testing$DocumentTypeStndCode %in% c("WRDE","DEED"),]
295
296 ## remove empty addresss
297 testing <- testing[!(testing$PropertyFullStreetAddress == ""),]
298
299 ## Remove more than 10 times sales record
300 testing$kset <- paste(testing$PropertyFullStreetAddress,testing$PropertyCity,
301
testing$PropertyState,testing$PropertyZip, sep = " ")
302 kk <- table(testing$kset)
303 droplist <- names(kk[(kk >= 10) == 1])
304
305 testing <- testing[!(testing$kset %in% droplist),]
306
307 testing <- testing[,1:90]
308
309 ## Drop SalesPriceAmount >= 10,000
310 testing <- testing[is.na(testing$SalesPriceAmount) != 1,]
311 testing <- testing[testing$SalesPriceAmount > 10000,]
312
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313 ##########################################################################
314 ## Step 6) Leave Baltwin and Mobile AL only
315 ##########################################################################
316 testing <- testing[testing$FIPS %in% c(1003,1097),]
317
318 table(testing$County)
319
320 rowIDlist2 <- unique(testing$RowID)
321
322###########################################################################
323 ## Step 7) Additional Variables
324 ##########################################################################
325 ## utBKManagedSpecific file
326 specific <- read.table(file.path(dir, "01/ZAsmt/BKManagedSpecific.txt"),
327
#
nrows = rows2load,
328
sep = '|',
329
header = FALSE,
330
stringsAsFactors = FALSE,
331
skipNul = TRUE,
# tells R to treat two ajacent delimiters as
dividing a column
332
comment.char="",
# tells R not to read any symbol as a comment
333
quote = "",
# this tells R not to read quotation marks as a
special symbol
334
col.names = unlist(col_manged_specific)
335 )
336
337 specific <- specific[,c("RowID","LotSizeUnit","LotSizeorArea")]
338
339 testing2 <- merge(testing,specific,by="RowID",all.x = T)
340
341 ## LotSiteAppeal file
342 site <- read.table(file.path(dir, "01/ZAsmt/LotSiteAppeal.txt"),
343
#
nrows = rows2load,
344
sep = '|',
345
header = FALSE,
346
stringsAsFactors = FALSE,
347
skipNul = TRUE,
# tells R to treat two ajacent delimiters as dividing
a column
348
comment.char="",
# tells R not to read any symbol as a comment
349
quote = "",
# this tells R not to read quotation marks as a special
symbol
350
col.names = unlist(col_lot_site)
351 )
352
353 site <- site[,c("RowID","LotSiteAppealStndCode")]
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354
355 testing2 <- merge(testing2,site,by="RowID",all.x = T)
356
357 ## Pool file
358 pool <- read.table(file.path(dir, "01/ZAsmt/Pool.txt"),
359
#
nrows = rows2load,
360
sep = '|',
361
header = FALSE,
362
stringsAsFactors = FALSE,
363
skipNul = TRUE,
# tells R to treat two adjacent delimiters as
dividing a column
364
comment.char="",
# tells R not to read any symbol as a comment
365
quote = "",
# this tells R not to read quotation marks as a
special symbol
366
col.names = unlist(col_pool)
367 )
368
369 pool <- pool[,c("RowID","BuildingOrImprovementNumber","PoolStndCode","PoolSize")]
370
371 pool <- pool[pool$BuildingOrImprovementNumber == 1, ]
372
373 pool <- pool[,c("RowID","PoolStndCode","PoolSize")]
374
375 pool <- pool[pool$RowID %in% rowIDlist2,]
376
377 pool2 <- as.data.table(pool)
378 pool2 <- pool2[ , list(PoolSize = max(PoolSize, na.rm = T)), by = c("RowID")]
379
380 for (i in 1:length(pool2$RowID)){
381 print(i)
382 temp <- pool[pool$RowID %in% pool2$RowID[i],]
383 pool2$PoolStndCode[i] <- temp$PoolStndCode[temp$PoolSize == pool2$PoolSize[i]][1]
384 }
385
386 testing2 <- merge(testing2,pool2,by="RowID",all.x = T)
387
388 save(testing2,file="testing2.rda")
389 #########
390
391 rowIDlist2 <- unique(testing2$RowID)
392
393
394 ## ExteriorWall fine
395 ewall <- read.table(file.path(dir, "01/ZAsmt/ExteriorWall.txt"),
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396
#
nrows = rows2load,
# this is set just to test it
out. Remove when code runs smoothly.
397
sep = '|',
398
header = FALSE,
399
stringsAsFactors = FALSE,
400
skipNul = TRUE,
# tells R to treat two ajacent delimiters
as dividing a column
401
comment.char="",
# tells R not to read any symbol as a
comment
402
quote = "",
# this tells R not to read quotation marks
as a special symbol
403
col.names = unlist(col_exterior_wall)
404 )
405
406 ewall <- ewall[,c("RowID","BuildingOrImprovementNumber",
407
"ExteriorWallStndCode","ExteriorWallPercent")]
408
409 ewall <- ewall[ewall$BuildingOrImprovementNumber == 1, ]
410
411 ewall <- ewall[,c("RowID","ExteriorWallStndCode","ExteriorWallPercent")]
412
413 ewall <- ewall[ewall$RowID %in% rowIDlist2,]
414
415 templist <- unique(ewall$RowID)
416
417 ewall2 <- data.frame(RowID = templist)
418
419 for (i in 1:length(ewall2$RowID)){
420 print(i)
421 temp <- ewall[ewall$RowID %in% ewall2$RowID[i],]
422 ewall2$ExteriorWallStndCode[i] <- temp$ExteriorWallStndCode[1]
423 ewall2$ExteriorWallPercent[i] <- temp$ExteriorWallPercent[1]
424 }
425
426 testing2 <- merge(testing2,ewall2,by="RowID",all.x = T)
427
428 ## InteriorFlooring file
429 floor <- read.table(file.path(dir, "01/ZAsmt/InteriorFlooring.txt"),
430
#
nrows = rows2load,
# this is set just to test
it out. Remove when code runs smoothly.
431
sep = '|',
432
header = FALSE,
433
stringsAsFactors = FALSE,
434
skipNul = TRUE,
# tells R to treat two ajacent delimiters
as dividing a column
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435
comment.char="",
# tells R not to read any symbol as a
comment
436
quote = "",
# this tells R not to read quotation marks
as a special symbol
437
col.names = unlist(col_interior_flooring)
438 )
439
440 floor <- floor[,c("RowID","BuildingOrImprovementNumber",
441
"InteriorFlooringTypeStndCode","FlooringPercent")]
442
443 floor <- floor[floor$BuildingOrImprovementNumber == 1, ]
444
445 floor <- floor[,c("RowID","InteriorFlooringTypeStndCode","FlooringPercent")]
446
447 floor <- floor[floor$RowID %in% rowIDlist2,]
448
449 templist <- unique(floor$RowID)
450
451 floor2 <- data.frame(RowID = templist)
452
453 for (i in 1:length(floor2$RowID)){
454 print(i)
455 temp <- floor[floor$RowID %in% floor2$RowID[i],]
456 floor2$InteriorFlooringTypeStndCode[i] <- temp$InteriorFlooringTypeStndCode[1]
457 floor2$FlooringPercent[i] <- temp$FlooringPercent[1]
458 }
459
460 testing2 <- merge(testing2,floor2,by="RowID",all.x = T)
461
462 ## garage file
463 garage <- read.table(file.path(dir, "01/ZAsmt/Garage.txt"),
464
#
nrows = rows2load,
# this is set just to test it
out. Remove when code runs smoothly.
465
sep = '|',
466
header = FALSE,
467
stringsAsFactors = FALSE,
468
skipNul = TRUE,
# tells R to treat two ajacent
delimiters as dividing a column
469
comment.char="",
# tells R not to read any symbol as a
comment
470
quote = "",
# this tells R not to read quotation marks
as a special symbol
471
col.names = unlist(col_garage)
472 )
473
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474 garage <- garage[,c("RowID","BuildingOrImprovementNumber",
"GarageSequenceNumber",
475
"GarageStndCode","GarageAreaSqFt","GarageNoOfCars")]
476
477 garage <- garage[garage$RowID %in% rowIDlist2,]
478
479 garage <- garage[garage$BuildingOrImprovementNumber == 1, ]
480
481 garage2 <- data.frame(RowID = unique(garage$RowID))
482
483 for (i in 1:length(garage2$RowID)){
484 print(i)
485 temp <- garage[garage$RowID %in% garage2$RowID[i],]
486 garage2$GarageAreaSqFt[i] <- sum(temp$GarageAreaSqFt,na.rm = T)
487 if(garage2$GarageAreaSqFt[i] == 0){
488 garage2$GarageAreaSqFt[i] <- NA
489 }
490
491 garage2$GarageNoOfCars[i] <- sum(temp$GarageNoOfCars,na.rm = T)
492 if(garage2$GarageNoOfCars[i] == 0){
493 garage2$GarageNoOfCars[i] <- NA
494 }
495
496 garage2$GarageStndCode[i] <- temp$GarageStndCode[1]
497 if (max(temp$GarageAreaSqFt,na.rm = T) != -Inf){
498 garage2$GarageStndCode[i] <- temp$GarageStndCode[temp$GarageAreaSqFt ==
max(temp$GarageAreaSqFt,na.rm = T)]
499 }
500 }
501
502 testing2 <- merge(testing2,garage2,by="RowID",all.x = T)
503
504 ## ExtraFeature fine
505 feature <- read.table(file.path(dir, "01/ZAsmt/ExtraFeature.txt"),
506
#
nrows = rows2load,
# this is set just to test
it out. Remove when code runs smoothly.
507
sep = '|',
508
header = FALSE,
509
stringsAsFactors = FALSE,
510
skipNul = TRUE,
# tells R to treat two ajacent
delimiters as dividing a column
511
comment.char="",
# tells R not to read any symbol as a
comment
512
quote = "",
# this tells R not to read quotation marks
as a special symbol
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513
col.names = unlist(col_extra_feature)
514 )
515
516 feature <- feature[,c("RowID","BuildingOrImprovementNumber",
517
"ExtraFeatureSequenceNumber","ExtraFeaturesStndCode",
518
"ExtraFeaturesSqFt","ExtraFeaturesLinearFt")]
519
520 feature <- feature [feature$RowID %in% rowIDlist2,]
521
522 feature <- feature[feature$BuildingOrImprovementNumber == 1, ]
523
524 feature <- feature[,c("RowID","ExtraFeatureSequenceNumber","ExtraFeaturesStndCode",
525
"ExtraFeaturesSqFt","ExtraFeaturesLinearFt")]
526
527 feature2 <- data.frame(RowID = unique(feature$RowID))
528
529 for (i in 1:length(feature2$RowID)){
530 print(i)
531 temp <- feature[feature$RowID %in% feature2$RowID[i],]
532
533 feature2$ExtraFeaturesSqFt[i] <- sum(temp$ExtraFeaturesSqFt,na.rm = T)
534 if(feature2$ExtraFeaturesSqFt[i] == 0){
535
feature2$ExtraFeaturesSqFt[i] <- NA
536 }
537
538 feature2$ExtraFeaturesLinearFt[i] <- sum(temp$ExtraFeaturesLinearFt,na.rm = T)
539 if(feature2$ExtraFeaturesLinearFt[i] == 0){
540 feature2$ExtraFeaturesLinearFt[i] <- NA
541 }
542
543 feature2$ExtraFeaturesStndCode[i] <- temp$ExtraFeaturesStndCode[1]
544 if (max(temp$ExtraFeaturesSqFt,na.rm = T) != -Inf){
545 feature2$ExtraFeaturesStndCode[i] <temp$ExtraFeaturesStndCode[temp$ExtraFeaturesSqFt == max(temp$ExtraFeaturesSqFt,na.rm
= T)]
546 }
547 }
548
549 testing2 <- merge(testing2,feature2,by="RowID",all.x = T)
550
551 BaldwinMobile_AL <- testing2
552
553 table(BaldwinMobile_AL$County)
554
555 write.csv(BaldwinMobile_AL,"BaldwinMobile_AL.csv",row.names = F)
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C.2

R-Studio Code for Creation of Square Footage

1 library(readxl)
2 library(data.table)
3
4 ## file path
5 dir <- "F:/Zillow_data_transaction_and_current/20190616/"
6 #dir <- "F:/Zillowdata/"
7
8 ## Pull in layout information
9 layoutZAsmt <- read_excel(file.path(dir,'//Layout.xlsx'),
10
sheet = 1,
11
col_types = c("text", "text", "numeric", "text", "text"))
12 layoutZTrans <- read_excel(file.path(dir,'//Layout.xlsx'),
13
sheet = 2,
14
col_types = c("text", "text", "numeric", "text", "text"))
15
16 ## ZAsmt fields name
17 col_manged_specific <- layoutZAsmt[layoutZAsmt$TableName == 'utBKManagedSpecific',
'FieldName']
18 col_building <- layoutZAsmt[layoutZAsmt$TableName == 'utBuilding', 'FieldName']
19 col_building_area <- layoutZAsmt[layoutZAsmt$TableName == 'utBuildingAreas',
'FieldName']
20 col_exterior_wall <- layoutZAsmt[layoutZAsmt$TableName == 'utExteriorWall',
'FieldName']
21 col_extra_feature <- layoutZAsmt[layoutZAsmt$TableName == 'utExtraFeature',
'FieldName']
22 col_garage <- layoutZAsmt[layoutZAsmt$TableName == 'utGarage', 'FieldName']
23 col_interior_flooring <- layoutZAsmt[layoutZAsmt$TableName == 'utInteriorFlooring',
'FieldName']
24 col_interior_wall <- layoutZAsmt[layoutZAsmt$TableName == 'utInteriorWall', 'FieldName']
25 col_lot_site <- layoutZAsmt[layoutZAsmt$TableName == 'utLotSiteAppeal', 'FieldName']
26 col_pool <- layoutZAsmt[layoutZAsmt$TableName == 'utPool', 'FieldName']
27 col_main <- layoutZAsmt[layoutZAsmt$TableName == 'utMain', 'FieldName']
28 col_namesProp <- layoutZTrans[layoutZTrans$TableName == 'utPropertyInfo', 'FieldName']
29 col_namesMainTr <- layoutZTrans[layoutZTrans$TableName == 'utMain', 'FieldName']
30
31
32
33 area <- read.table(file.path(dir, "01/ZAsmt/BuildingAreas.txt"),
34
#
nrows = rows2load,
# this is set just to test it out.
Remove when code runs smoothly.
35
sep = '|',
36
header = FALSE,
37
stringsAsFactors = FALSE,
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38
skipNul = TRUE,
# tells R to treat two ajacent delimiters as
dividing a column
39
comment.char="",
# tells R not to read any symbol as a
comment
40
quote = "",
# this tells R not to read quotation marks as a
special symbol
41
col.names = unlist(col_building_area)
42 )
43
44 area <- area[,c("RowID","BuildingAreaSequenceNumber",
"BuildingOrImprovementNumber",
45
"BuildingAreaStndCode","BuildingAreaSqFt")]
46
47 master <- read.csv("BaldwinMobile_AL.csv")
48
49 rowIDlist <- unique(master$RowID)
50
51 area3 <- vector()
52 for (i in 1:length(rowIDlist)){
53 print(i)
54 tset <- area[area$RowID == rowIDlist[i],]
55 tset <- tset[order(-tset$BuildingAreaSqFt),]
56 #nsqft <- length(tset$BuildingAreaSqFt)
57
58 bandilist <- unique(tset$BuildingOrImprovementNumber)
59
60 if ( length(bandilist) != 0 ){
61 for (j in 1:length(bandilist)){
62
tset2 <- tset[tset$BuildingOrImprovementNumber == bandilist[j],]
63
64
sqftcol <- matrix(c(NA,NA,NA),nrow=1)
65
if (is.na(tset2$BuildingAreaSqFt[1]) != 1){
66
sqftcol[1] <- tset2$BuildingAreaSqFt[1]
67
}
68
if (is.na(tset2$BuildingAreaSqFt[2]) != 1){
69
sqftcol[2] <- tset2$BuildingAreaSqFt[2]
70
}
71
if (is.na(tset2$BuildingAreaSqFt[3]) != 1){
72
sqftcol[3] <- tset2$BuildingAreaSqFt[3]
73
}
74
areares <- cbind(rowIDlist[i],tset2$BuildingOrImprovementNumber[j],sqftcol)
75
colnames(areares) <- c("RowID","BuildingOrImprovementNumber","sqftmax1",
"sqftmax2","sqftmax3")
76
area3 <- rbind(area3,areares)
77 }
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78 }
79 }
80
81
82 sqft123 <- area3
83 write.csv(sqft123,"sqft123.csv",row.names = F)
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C.3

Stata Code for Zillow Data Preparation

1 * code to prep Zillow dataset
2 clear all
3 cd "C:\Users\Dan\Dropbox (AgEcon Miss State)\Wind ProprietaryData\Zillow"
4 import delimited BaldwinMobile_AL.csv
5
6 * update square footage data
7 merge m:1 rowid using sqft123
8 replace sqftmax1 = "" if sqftmax1 == "NA"
9 replace sqftmax2 = "" if sqftmax2=="NA"
10 replace sqftmax3 = "" if sqftmax3=="NA" | sqftmax3 == "."
11 replace sqfeet = "" if sqfeet == "NA" | sqfeet == "-Inf"
12 destring sqftmax1, replace
13 destring sqftmax2, replace
14 destring sqftmax3, replace
15 destring sqfeet, replace
16 rename sqfeet sqft_orig
17 gen sqfeet = sqftmax2
18 replace sqfeet = sqftmax3 if sqftmax2 == .
19 replace sqfeet = sqftmax1 if sqftmax2 == . & sqftmax3 == .
20 replace sqfeet = sqft_orig if sqftmax2 == . & sqftmax3 == . & sqftmax1 == .
21 drop buildingorimprovementnumber sqftmax1 sqftmax2 sqftmax3 sqft_orig
22
23 tostring sqfeet, replace
24 tostring legalneighborhoodsourcecode, replace
25 tostring noofbuildings, replace
26 tostring noofunits, replace
27 tostring buildingclassstndcode, replace
28 tostring totalrooms, replace
29 tostring totalbedrooms, replace
30 tostring fullbath, replace
31 tostring halfbath, replace
32 tostring totalcalculatedbathcount, replace
33 tostring legaltownship, replace
34 tostring propertyaddressmatchcode, replace
35 tostring propertyaddressgeocodematchcode, replace
36 tostring loanamount, replace
37
38 *Change variable names
39 rename v88 propaddcensustractblock
40 rename propertycity city
41 rename propertyzip zipcode
42 drop propertystate
43
44 *Correct city names
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45 replace city = upper(city)
46 replace county = upper(county)
47
48 replace city = "BAYOU LA BATRE" if city == "BAYOU LABATRE"
49 replace city = "MAGNOLIA SPRINGS" if city == "MAGNOLIA SPGS"
50 replace city = "POINT CLEAR" if city == "PT CLEAR"
51
52 *Implement Wasi & Flaaen address routine
53 stnd_address propertyfullstreetaddress, gen (streetadd_stnd pobox unit_std bldg floor)
54 drop propertyfullstreetaddress pobox unit_std bldg floor
55
56 order streetadd_stnd city county state zipcode, after(rowid)
57
58 *Correct typos found using fuzzy matching
59
60 * Fill in blanks using info found online (Shea)
61
62 *Data corrections moved from Master do-file
63
64 save Data_Zillow, replace
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C.4

Stata Code of IBHS Data Preparation

1 * code to prep IBHS dataset
2
3 clear all
4 cd "C:\Users\Dan\Dropbox (AgEcon Miss State)\Wind Proprietary Data\IBHS"
5
6 *import historical IBHS data from Excel
7 import excel "Historical FORTIFIED Data MSU ROI Project.xlsx", sheet("Sheet1") firstrow
8 cd "C:\Users\Dan\Dropbox (AgEcon Miss State)\Wind ProprietaryData\IBHS
9 save historical, replace
10 clear all
11
12 *import quarterly updates
13 import excel "Second Quarter FORTIFIED Data MSU ROI Project.xlsx", sheet("Sheet1")
firstrow
14 save Q2, replace
15 clear all
16
17 import excel "Third Quarter FORTIFIED Data MSU ROI Project.xlsx", sheet("Sheet1")
firstrow
18 save Q3, replace
19 clear all
20
21 import excel "Fourth Quarter 2019 FORTIFIED Data MSU ROI Project.xlsx",
sheet("Sheet1") firstrow
22 save Q4, replace
23
24 use historical, clear
25 append using Q2
26 append using Q3
27 append using Q4
28
29 *format data in prep for merge with Zillow data
30
31 * make all variables lower-case
32 rename *, lower
33
34 drop fortifiedid programtype
35
36 * combine "designation" and "status" variables
37 replace designation = status if designation == ""
38 drop status
39
40 *encode designation
41 encode designation, gen(fortified_code)
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42 drop designation
43
44 rename postalcode zipcode
45
46 *Abbreviate state variables
47 replace state = "AL" if state == "Alabama"
48 replace state = "MS" if state == "Mississippi"
49 replace state = "NC" if state == "North Carolina"
50
51 drop if state == "MS"
52 drop if state == "NC"
53
54 *Implement Wasi & Flaaen address routine
55 stnd_address propertyaddress, gen(streetadd_stnd pobox unit_std bldg floor)
56 drop propertyaddress pobox unit_std bldg floor
57
58 * Fix address typos
59
60 rename city city_orig
61 gen city = upper(city_orig)
62 drop city_orig
63
64 * Fix city name typos
65 replace city = strtrim(city)
66 replace city = subinstr(city, ",", "", .)
67 replace city = subinstr(city, ".", "", .)
68 replace city = subinstr(city, "?", "", .)
69
70 replace city = "BAY MINETTE" if city == "BAY MINNETTE"
71 replace city = "BAY ST LOUIS" if city == "BAY SAINT LOUIS"
72 replace city = "BILOXI" if city == "BILXOI"
73 replace city = "CHICKASAW" if city == "CHICKSAW"
74 replace city = "DIAMONDHEAD" if city == "D" | city == "DIAMOND HEAD"
75 replace city = "DAUPHIN ISLAND" if city == "DAPHIN ISLAND" | city == "DAUPHIN"
76 replace city = "DAPHNE" if city == "DAPHNA" | city == "DAPNE"
77 replace city = "D'IBERVILLE" if city == "DIBERVILLE"
78 replace city = "FAIRHOPE" if city == "FIARHOPE" | city ==
"FAIRHOOE" | city == "FAIRHOP" | city == "FAITHOPE" | city == "FARIHOPE"
79 replace city = "FOLEY" if city == "FOLYE"
80 replace city = "FT MORGAN" if city == "FORT MORGAN"
81 replace city = "GRAND BAY" if city == "GARND BAY" | city == "GRANDBAY"
82 replace city = "GULF SHORES" if city == "GULF SHORE"
83 replace city = "IRVINGTON" if city == "IRVINGTONE"
84 replace city = "LILLIAN" if city == "LILLIN"
85 replace city = "LOXLEY" if city == "LOLEY" | city == "LOXELY"
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86 replace city = "MCLAIN" if city == "MC LAIN"
87 replace city = "MOBILE" if city == "MO BILE" | city == "MOBLIE" | city == "SOUTH
MOBILE"
88 replace city = "MOSS POINT" if city == "MOSSI POINT"
89 replace city = "OCEAN SPRINGS" if city == "OCEANSPRINGS"
90 replace city = "ORANGE BEACH" if city == "ORAGNE BEACH" | city ==
"ORANG BEACH" | city == "ORANGE BEAACH" | city == "ORANGE BEACCH" | city ==
"ORANGES BEACH"
91 replace city = "PRICHARD" if city == "PRIRCHARD"
92 replace city = "ROBERTSDALE" if city == "ROBERSDALE" | city == "ROBERTSALE"
93 replace city = "SILVERHILL" if city == "SILVER HILL" | city == "SIVERHILL"
94 replace city = "SPANISH FORT" if city == "SPANISH FT"
95
96 *Add counties
97 generate county = "ESCAMBIA" if city == "ATMORE"
98replace county = "MOBILE" if city == "AXIS"
99 replace county = "BALDWIN" if city == "BALDWIN COUNTY"
100 replace county = "BALDWIN" if city == "BAY MINETTE"
101 replace county = "MOBILE" if city == "BAYOU LA BATRE"
102 replace county = "BALDWIN" if city == "BON SECOUR"
103 replace county = "ESCAMBIA" if city == "BREWTON"
104 replace county = "WASHINGTON" if city == "CHATOM"
105 replace county = "MOBILE" if city == "CHICKASAW"
106 replace county = "MOBILE" if city == "CHUNCHULA"
107 replace county = "MOBILE" if city == "CITRONELLE"
108 Replace county = "MOBILE" if city == "CODEN"
109 replace county = "MOBILE" if city == "CREOLA"
110 replace county = "BALDWIN" if city == "DAPHNE"
111 replace county = "MOBILE" if city == "DAUPHIN ISLAND"
112 replace county = "MOBILE" if city == "EIGHT MILE"
113 replace county = "BALDWIN" if city == "ELBERTA"
114 replace county = "COFFEE" if city == "ENTERPRISE"
115 replace county = "BALDWIN" if city == "FAIRHOPE"
116 replace county = "BALDWIN" if city == "FOLEY"
117 replace county = "BALDWIN" if city == "FT MORGAN"
118 replace county = "MOBILE" if city == "GRAND BAY"
119 replace county = "BALDWIN" if city == "GULF SHORES"
120 replace county = "MOBILE" if city == "IRVINGTON"
121 replace county = "CLARKE" if city == "JACKSON"
122 replace county = "BALDWIN" if city == "LILLIAN"
123 replace county = "BALDWIN" if city == "LOXLEY"
124 replace county = "BALDWIN" if city == "MAGNOLIA SPRINGS"
125 replace county = "MOBILE" if city == "MOBILE"
126 replace county = "BALDWIN" if city == "MONTROSE"
127 replace county = "LEE" if city == "OPELIKA"
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128 replace county = "BALDWIN" if city == "ORANGE BEACH"
129 replace county = "BALDWIN" if city == "PERDIDO"
130 replace county = "BALDWIN" if city == "PERDIDO BEACH"
131 replace county = "BALDWIN" if city == "POINT CLEAR"
132 replace county = "MOBILE" if city == "PRICHARD"
133 replace county = "BALDWIN" if city == "ROBERTSDALE"
134 replace county = "LEE" if city == "SALEM"
135 replace county = "MOBILE" if city == "SARALAND"
136 replace county = "MOBILE" if city == "SATSUMA"
137 replace county = "BALDWIN" if city == "SEMINOLE"
138 replace county = "MOBILE" if city == "SEMMES"
139 replace county = "BALDWIN" if city == "SILVERHILL"
140 replace county = "LEE" if city == "SMITHS STATION"
141 replace county = "BALDWIN" if city == "SPANISH FORT"
142 replace county = "MOBILE" if city == "ST ELMO"
143 replace county = "BALDWIN" if city == "STAPLETON"
144 replace county = "BALDWIN" if city == "STOCKTON"
145 replace county = "BALDWIN" if city == "SUMMERDALE"
146 replace county = "MOBILE" if city == "THEODORE"
147 replace county = "TUSCALOOSA" if city == "TUSCALOOSA"
148 replace county = "MOBILE" if city == "WHISTLER"
149 replace county = "MOBILE" if city == "WILMER"
150
151 replace county = "HANCOCK" if city == "BAY ST LOUIS"
152 replace county = "HARRISON" if city == "BILOXI"
153 replace county = "PEARL RIVER" if city == "CARRIERE"
154 replace county = "HARRISON" if city == "D'IBERVILLE"
155 replace county = "HANCOCK" if city == "DIAMONDHEAD"
156 replace county = "JACKSON" if city == "GAUTIER"
157 replace county = "HARRISON" if city == "GULFPORT"
158 replace county = "HANCOCK" if city == "KILN"
159 replace county = "GREENE" if city == "LEAKESVILLE"
160 replace county = "HARRISON" if city == "LONG BEACH"
161 replace county = "GEORGE" if city == "LUCEDALE"
162 replace county = "GREENE" if city == "MCLAIN"
163 replace county = "JACKSON" if city == "MOSS POINT"
164 replace county = "JACKSON" if city == "OCEAN SPRINGS"
165 replace county = "JACKSON" if city == "PASCAGOULA"
166 replace county = "HARRISON" if city == "PASS CHRISTIAN"
167 replace county = "STONE" if city == "PERKINSTON"
168 replace county = "HARRISON" if city == "SAUCIER"
169 replace county = "GREENE/WAYNE" if city == "STATE LINE"
170 replace county = "JACKSON" if city == "VANCLEAVE"
171 replace county = "HANCOCK" if city == "WAVELAND"
172 replace county = "STONE" if city == "WIGGINS"
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173
174 order streetadd_stnd city state, before(zipcode)
175
176 * drop observations with no street address
177 drop if streetadd_stnd == ""
178
179 * fix date variables ("floor" function drops decimals on dates)
180 gen fortified_date = floor(designationdate)
181 gen fortified_exp_date = floor(designationexpirationdate)
182 drop designationdate designationexpirationdate
183
184 format fortified_date %d
185 format fortified_exp_date %d
186
187 * deal with duplicates
188 * first deal with exact duplicates (except for FortifiedID)
189 duplicates tag streetadd_stnd city state zipcode fortified_code fortified_date
fortified_exp_date, gen(dups_exact)
190 tab dups_exact
191 duplicates drop
192 drop dups_exact
193
194 * check for duplicate addresses
195 duplicates tag streetadd_stnd city state zipcode, gen(dups_address)
196 tab dups_address
197 sort streetadd_stnd city state zipcode fortified_date, stable
198 *list dups_address streetadd_stnd zipcode fortified_code fortified_date fortified_exp_date if
dups_address > 1
199
200 *deal with overlaps and lapses (note this does not drop properties with different Fortified
levels)
201 by streetadd_stnd city state zipcode fortified_code, sort: egen earliest_fort_date =
min(fortified_date) if dups_address == 1
202 by streetadd_stnd city state zipcode fortified_code, sort: egen latest_fort_date =
max(fortified_date) if dups_address == 1
203 by streetadd_stnd city state zipcode fortified_code, sort: egen earliest_exp_date =
min(fortified_exp_date) if dups_address == 1
204 by streetadd_stnd city state zipcode fortified_code, sort: egen latest_exp_date =
max(fortified_exp_date) if dups_address == 1
205
206 gen overlap = 1 if (earliest_exp_date >= latest_fort_date) & (dups_address == 1)
207 tab overlap
208
209 gen lapse = 1 if (earliest_exp_date < latest_fort_date) & (dups_address == 1)
210 tab lapse
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211
212 replace fortified_date = earliest_fort_date if overlap == 1
213 replace fortified_exp_date = latest_exp_date if overlap == 1
214 duplicates drop
215
216 *update duplicates list
217 drop dups_address
218 duplicates tag streetadd_stnd city state zipcode, gen(dups_address)
219 * print Shea's list of troublemakers
220 list streetadd_stnd city zipcode fortified_code fortified_date fortified_exp_date if
dups_address > 0
221
222 *Shea's manual fixes
223
224 Label list fortified_code
225
226*If there were a lapsed time, we just went with the lastest time period*
227
228 *If there are multiple fortified types, we went with latest date type. We did not include dates
of other types*
229
230* Dan's manual fixes
231
232
233 drop earliest_fort_date latest_fort_date earliest_exp_date latest_exp_date overlap lapse
dups_address
234
235 duplicates drop
236
237 save Dataset_IBHS_ALL, replace
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C.5

Stata Combined Dataset Preparation

1 cd "C:\Users\Dan\Dropbox (AgEcon Miss State)\Wind ProprietaryData\Zillow"
2 use "/Users/shea_gould/Desktop/Data_Zillow.dta", clear
3
4 cd "C:\Users\Dan\Dropbox (AgEcon Miss State)\Wind ProprietaryData\Master"
5 save "/Users/shea_gould/Desktop/Data_Master", replace
6
7 cd "C:\Users\Dan\Dropbox (AgEcon Miss State)\Wind ProprietaryData\IBHS"
8 drop _merge
9 merge m:1 streetadd_stnd city state zipcode using
"/Users/shea_gould/Desktop/Dataset_IBHS_ALL.dta"
10 drop if _merge == 2
11 drop _merge
12
13 cd "C:\Users\Dan\Dropbox (AgEcon Miss State)\Wind ProprietaryData\Master"
14 save "/Users/shea_gould/Desktop/Data_Master", replace
15
16 * flood zone and distance to coast
17 *latitude and longitude
18 replace propertyaddresslatitude = "" if propertyaddresslatitude == "NA"
19 destring propertyaddresslatitude, replace
20 rename propertyaddresslatitude latitude
21
22 replace propertyaddresslongitude = "" if propertyaddresslongitude == "NA"
23 destring propertyaddresslongitude, replace
24 rename propertyaddresslongitude longitude
25
26 cd "C:\Users\Dan\Dropbox (AgEcon Miss State)\Wind ProprietaryData\GEOINFO"
27 merge m:1 rowid using "/Users/shea_gould/Desktop/geoinfo.dta"
28
29 cd "C:\Users\Dan\Dropbox (AgEcon Miss State)\Wind ProprietaryData\Master"
30 save "/Users/shea_gould/Desktop/Data_Master", replace
31
32 gen miles_to_coast_sq = distmiles^2
33
34 gen coast = 1 if distmiles < 0.5
35 replace coast = 0 if distmiles >= 0.5
36 replace coast = . if distmiles == .
37
38 rename distmiles miles_to_coast
39
40 gen vzone = 1 if fld_zone == "VE"
41 replace vzone = 0 if fld_zone != "VE"
42
43 gen azone = 1 if fld_zone == "A" | fld_zone == "AE"
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44 replace azone = 0 if fld_zone != "A" & fld_zone != "AE"
45
46 *zipcode
47 replace propertyzip4 = "" if propertyzip4 == "NA"
48 destring propertyzip4, replace
49
50 *stories
51 replace noofstories = "" if noofstories == "NA"
52 destring noofstories, replace
53 gen stories_sq = (noofstories)^2
54
55 rename noofstories stories
56
57 *bedrooms
58 replace totalbedrooms = "" if totalbedrooms == "NA"
59 destring totalbedrooms, replace
60 gen bedrooms_sq = totalbedrooms^2
61
62 rename totalbedrooms bedrooms
63
64 *bath
65 replace fullbath = "" if fullbath == "NA"
66 replace halfbath = "" if halfbath == "NA"
67 replace totalcalculatedbathcount = "" if totalcalculatedbathcount == "NA"
68 destring fullbath, replace
69 destring halfbath, replace
70 destring totalcalculatedbathcount, replace
71 replace totalcalculatedbathcount = fullbath + halfbath if
totalcalculatedbathcount == .
72 replace halfbath = 0 if halfbath == .
73
74 gen newhalfbath = (totalcalculatedbathcount - fullbath)
75 replace halfbath = newhalfbath if halfbath == .
76 drop newhalfbath
77
78 rename totalcalculatedbathcount bathrooms
79
80 gen fullbath_sq = fullbath^2
81 gen halfbath_sq = halfbath^2
82
83 *elevator
84 gen elevator = 1 if elevatorstndcode == "Y"
85 replace elevator = 0 if elevatorstndcode == ""
86 drop elevatorstndcode
87
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88 *fireplace
89 gen fireplace = 1 if fireplaceflag == "Y"
90 replace fireplace = 0 if fireplaceflag == ""
91 drop fireplaceflag
92
93 *garage
94 replace garagenoofcars = "" if garagenoofcars=="NA"
95 destring garagenoofcars, replace
96 gen garage = 1 if garagestndcode == "GR"
97 replace garage = 0 if garagestndcode == "CP" | garagestndcode == "NA" | garagestndcode ==
"MX"
98 replace garage = 0 if garagenoofcars == 0
99 replace garagenoofcars = 0 if garagenoofcars== .
100
101 *pool
102 replace poolsize = "" if poolsize=="NA"
103 destring poolsize, replace
104 replace poolsize = 0 if poolsize== .
105
106 gen pool = 1 if poolstndcode == "POL"
107 replace pool = 1 if poolstndcode == "ENP"
108 replace pool = 1 if poolstndcode == "HTP"
109 replace pool = 1 if poolstndcode == "INP"
110 replace pool = 1 if poolstndcode == "SHP"
111 replace pool = 1 if poolstndcode == "SLP"
112 replace pool = 1 if poolstndcode == "VLP"
113 replace pool = 0 if pool != 1
114
115 * dates and age
116 *fill in missing document dates with recording dates
117 gen sale_date_using = documentdate
118 replace sale_date_using = recordingdate if documentdate == ""
119 gen sale_date = date(sale_date_using, "YMD")
120 drop sale_date_using
121
122 gen sale_year = year(sale_date)
123 gen sale_month = month(sale_date)
124
125 replace yearbuilt = "" if yearbuilt == "NA"
126 destring yearbuilt, replace
127
128 replace effectiveyearbuilt = "" if effectiveyearbuilt == "NA"
129 destring effectiveyearbuilt, replace
130
131 replace yearremodeled = "" if yearremodeled == "NA"
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132 destring yearremodeled, replace
133
134 format sale_date %d
135 format fortified_date %d
136 format fortified_exp_date %d
137 format sale_date %td
138
139 gen age =(sale_year-yearbuilt)
140 gen age_neg = 1 if age < 0
141 replace age = 0 if age < 0
142 gen age_sq = age^2
143
144 gen yearbuilt_sq = (yearbuilt)^2
145
146 gen new = 1 if age == 0 | age == 1
147 replace new = 0 if age != 1 & age != 0
148 replace new = . if age == .
149
150 gen sale_quarter = 1 if sale_month <= 3
151 replace sale_quarter = 2 if sale_month >= 4 & sale_month <= 6
152 replace sale_quarter = 3 if sale_month >= 7 & sale_month <= 9
153 replace sale_quarter = 4 if sale_month >= 10 & sale_month <= 12
154
155 gen sale_year_sq = (sale_year)^2
156 gen sale_month_sq = (sale_month)^2
157
158 gen monthjan = 1 if sale_month == 1
159 replace monthjan = 0 if monthjan == .
160
161 gen monthfeb = 1 if sale_month == 2
162 replace monthfeb = 0 if monthfeb == .
163
164 gen monthmar = 1 if sale_month == 3
165 replace monthmar = 0 if monthmar == .
166
167 gen monthapr = 1 if sale_month == 4
168 replace monthapr = 0 if monthapr == .
169
170 gen monthmay = 1 if sale_month == 5
171 replace monthmay = 0 if monthmay == .
172
173 gen monthjune = 1 if sale_month == 6
174 replace monthjune = 0 if monthjune == .
175
176 gen monthjuly = 1 if sale_month == 7
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177 replace monthjuly = 0 if monthjuly == .
178
179 gen monthaug = 1 if sale_month == 8
180 replace monthaug = 0 if monthaug == .
181
182 gen monthsep = 1 if sale_month == 9
183 replace monthsep = 0 if monthsep == .
184
185 gen monthoct = 1 if sale_month == 10
186 replace monthoct = 0 if monthoct == .
187
188 gen monthnov = 1 if sale_month == 11
189 replace monthnov = 0 if monthnov == .
190
191 gen monthdec = 1 if sale_month == 12
192 replace monthdec = 0 if monthdec == .
193
194 gen saleyear95 = 1 if sale_year == 1995
195 replace saleyear95 = 0 if saleyear95 == .
196
197 gen saleyear96 = 1 if sale_year == 1996
198 replace saleyear96 = 0 if saleyear96 == .
199
200 gen saleyear97 = 1 if sale_year == 1997
201 replace saleyear97 = 0 if saleyear97 == .
202
203 gen saleyear98 = 1 if sale_year == 1998
204 replace saleyear98 = 0 if saleyear98 == .
205
206 gen saleyear99 = 1 if sale_year == 1999
207 replace saleyear99 = 0 if saleyear99 == .
208
209 gen saleyear00 = 1 if sale_year == 2000
210 replace saleyear00 = 0 if saleyear00 == .
211
212 gen saleyear01 = 1 if sale_year == 2001
213 replace saleyear01 = 0 if saleyear01 == .
214
215 gen saleyear02 = 1 if sale_year == 2002
216 replace saleyear02 = 0 if saleyear02 == .
217
218 gen saleyear03 = 1 if sale_year == 2003
219 replace saleyear03 = 0 if saleyear03 == .
220
221 gen saleyear04 = 1 if sale_year == 2004
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222 replace saleyear04 = 0 if saleyear04 == .
223
224 gen saleyear05 = 1 if sale_year == 2005
225 replace saleyear05 = 0 if saleyear05 == .
226
227 gen saleyear06 = 1 if sale_year == 2006
228 replace saleyear06 = 0 if saleyear06 == .
229
230 gen saleyear07 = 1 if sale_year == 2007
231 replace saleyear07 = 0 if saleyear07 == .
232
233 gen saleyear08 = 1 if sale_year == 2008
234 replace saleyear08 = 0 if saleyear08 == .
235
236 gen saleyear09 = 1 if sale_year == 2009
237 replace saleyear09 = 0 if saleyear09 == .
238
239 gen saleyear10 = 1 if sale_year == 2010
240 replace saleyear10 = 0 if saleyear10 == .
241
242 gen saleyear11 = 1 if sale_year == 2011
243 replace saleyear11 = 0 if saleyear11 == .
244
245 gen saleyear12 = 1 if sale_year == 2012
246 replace saleyear12 = 0 if saleyear12 == .
247
248 gen saleyear13 = 1 if sale_year == 2013
249 replace saleyear13 = 0 if saleyear13 == .
250
251 gen saleyear14 = 1 if sale_year == 2014
252 replace saleyear14 = 0 if saleyear14 == .
253
254 gen saleyear15 = 1 if sale_year == 2015
255 replace saleyear15 = 0 if saleyear15 == .
256
257 gen saleyear16 = 1 if sale_year == 2016
258 replace saleyear16 = 0 if saleyear16 == .
259
260 gen saleyear17 = 1 if sale_year == 2017
261 replace saleyear17 = 0 if saleyear17 == .
262
263 gen saleyear18 = 1 if sale_year == 2018
264 replace saleyear18 = 0 if saleyear18 == .
265
266 gen saleyear19 = 1 if sale_year == 2019
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267 replace saleyear19 = 0 if saleyear19 == .
268
269 *square footage
270 destring sqfeet, replace
271 gen sqftper1000 = sqfeet/1000
272 gen sqftper1000_sq = (sqftper1000)^2
273 gen sqfeetsq = (sqfeet)^2
274
275 * lot size
276 *Lotsizeunit did not contain FFs in it, so we must move the FFs
from lotsizeorarea to the lotsizeunit**
277 replace lotsizeacres = "" if lotsizeacres == "NA"
278 destring lotsizeacres, replace
279
280 replace lotsizesquarefeet = "" if lotsizesquarefeet == "NA"
281 destring lotsizesquarefeet, replace
282
283 generate splitat = strpos(lotsizeorarea,"FF")
284 replace lotsizeunit = "FF" if splitat > 0
285 drop splitat
286 replace lotsizeorarea = subinstr(lotsizeorarea, "FF", "",.)
287 replace lotsizeorarea = subinstr(lotsizeorarea, "AC", "",.)
288 replace lotsizeorarea = subinstr(lotsizeorarea, "SF", "",.)
289 replace lotsizeorarea = subinstr(lotsizeorarea, "NA", "",.)
290 replace lotsizeorarea = subinstr(lotsizeorarea, " ", " ",.)
291 replace lotsizeorarea = stritrim(lotsizeorarea)
292
293 destring lotsizeorarea, replace
294 order lotsizeorarea lotsizeunit, after (lotsizesquarefeet)
295
296 **If we make the assumption that a FF property is a square lot, then we can solve for the
lotsize square feet*
297 replace lotsizesquarefeet = lotsizeorarea^2 if lotsizeorarea >0 & lotsizeunit =="FF"
298
299 *census tract-block groups
300 *replace propertyaddresscensustractandblo = "" if propertyaddresscensustractandblo ==
"NA"
301 *destring propertyaddresscensustractandblo, replace
302 rename propertyaddresscensustractandblo census_tract_block
303
304 gen state_code = "01"
305 gen county_code = "003" if county == "BALDWIN"
306 replace county_code = "097" if county == "MOBILE"
307 gen census_info = census_tract_block
308 replace census_info = subinstr(census_info,".","",.)
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309 gen census_tract = substr(census_info, 5, 6)
310 gen census_block = substr(census_info, 11, 4)
311 drop census_info
312 destring census_block, replace
313 replace census_block = census_block * 1000 if census_block < 10
314 replace census_block = census_block * 100 if census_block < 100
315 replace census_block = census_block * 10 if census_block < 1000
316 tostring census_block, replace
317 gen census_info = state_code + county_code + census_tract +
census_block
318 replace census_info = "" if census_tract == "" | census_block == "."
319 encode census_info, gen(census_id)
320 drop state_code county_code census_tract_block census_info
321
322 egen censustract_year_qtr = group(census_tract sale_year quarter)
323 encode census_tract, gen(cen_tract)
324
325 *price
326 rename salespriceamount price
327
328 *Real Price in 2013$*
329 gen realprice = price * 1.53 if sale_year == 1995
330 replace realprice = price * 1.49 if sale_year == 1996
331 replace realprice = price * 1.45 if sale_year == 1997
332 replace realprice = price * 1.43 if sale_year == 1998
333 replace realprice = price * 1.40 if sale_year == 1999
334 replace realprice = price * 1.35 if sale_year == 2000
335 replace realprice = price * 1.32 if sale_year == 2001
336 replace realprice = price * 1.30 if sale_year == 2002
337 replace realprice = price * 1.27 if sale_year == 2003
338 replace realprice = price * 1.23 if sale_year == 2004
339 replace realprice = price * 1.19 if sale_year == 2005
340 replace realprice = price * 1.16 if sale_year == 2006
341 replace realprice = price * 1.12 if sale_year == 2007
342 replace realprice = price * 1.08 if sale_year == 2008
343 replace realprice = price * 1.09 if sale_year == 2009
344 replace realprice = price * 1.07 if sale_year == 2010
345 replace realprice = price * 1.04 if sale_year == 2011
346 replace realprice = price * 1.01 if sale_year == 2012
347 replace realprice = price if sale_year == 2013
348 replace realprice = price * 0.98 if sale_year == 2014
349 replace realprice = price * 0.98 if sale_year == 2015
350 replace realprice = price * 0.97 if sale_year == 2016
351 replace realprice = price * 0.95 if sale_year == 2017
352 replace realprice = price * 0.93 if sale_year == 2018
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353 replace realprice = price * 0.91 if sale_year == 2019
354
355 order realprice, after (price)
356 gen ln_realprice = ln(realprice)
357 gen log_price = ln(price)
358 gen log_rprice = ln(realprice)
359
360 *fortified
361 *fortified for DiD
362
363 tabulate fortified_code, gen(fortified)
364 rename fortified1 roof
365 rename fortified2 gold
366 rename fortified3 silver
367 replace roof = 0 if roof == .
368 replace silver = 0 if silver == .
369 replace gold = 0 if gold == .
370
371 gen fortified = roof + silver + gold
372
373 gen date_dist = fortified_date - sale_date
374
375 gen roof_atsale = roof
376 replace roof_atsale = 0 if (date_dist > 365 | date_dist == . | roof_atsale == .) & roof == 1
377
378 gen silver_atsale = silver
379 replace silver_atsale = 0 if (date_dist > 365 | date_dist == . | silver_atsale == .) & silver == 1
380
381 gen gold_atsale = gold
382 replace gold_atsale = 0 if (date_dist > 365 | date_dist == . | gold_atsale == .) & gold == 1
383
384 gen fortified_atsale = 1 if roof_atsale == 1 | silver_atsale == 1 | gold_atsale == 1
385 replace fortified_atsale = 0 if fortified_atsale ==.
386
387 gen roof_expired = 1 if (fortified_exp_date < sale_date) & fortified_exp_date != . &
sale_date != . & roof == 1
388 gen silver_expired = 1 if (fortified_exp_date < sale_date) & fortified_exp_date != . &
sale_date != . & silver == 1
389 gen gold_expired = 1 if (fortified_exp_date < sale_date) & fortified_exp_date != . &
sale_date != . & gold == 1
390 replace roof_expired = 0 if roof_expired == .
391 replace silver_expired = 0 if silver_expired == .
392 replace gold_expired = 0 if gold_expired == .
393
394 * Pool Silver FORTIFIED with Roof/Bronze
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395 gen roof_silver = roof + silver
396 gen roof_silver_atsale = roof_atsale + silver_atsale
397
398 gen new_gold_atsale = new * gold_atsale
399 gen new_roof_atsale = new * roof_atsale
400 gen new_roof_silver_atsale = new * roof_silver_atsale
401
402 * Future Fortified
403 gen future_fortified = fortified
404 replace future_fortified = 0 if gold_atsale == 1 |roof_silver_atsale == 1
405
406 rename streetadd_stnd address
407
408 **************************************************************************
409 * Drop Unneeded Variables and Order Kept Ones
410 drop legallot legaldescription propertylandusestndcode censustract noofunits
occupancystatusstndcodex buildingqualitystndcode buildingqualitystndcodeoriginal
buildingconditionstndcode architecturalstylestndcode totalkitchens threequarterbath quarterbath
totalactualbathcount bathsourcestndcode totalbathplumbingfixtures waterstndcode
sewerstndcode signaturedate effectivedate intrafamilytransferflag transfertaxexemptflag
maximumloanamount propertyaddresscbsacode propertyaddresscbsadivisioncode
fireplacetypestndcode fireplacenumber loadid transid recordingdocumentnumber citytransfertax
countytransfertax statetransfertax totaltransfertax assessmentlandusestndcode
occupancystatusstndcodey loanamountstndcode propaddcensustractblock lotsizeacres
importparcelid propertyzip4 taxidnumber taxamount taxyear legaltownship
legalneighborhoodsourcecode propertyaddressmatchcode propertyaddressgeocodematchcode
buildingclassstndcode roofcoverstndcode roofstructuretypestndcode
heatingtypeorsystemstndcode airconditioningtypeorsystemstndc foundationtypestndcode
dataclassstndcode documenttypestndcode salespriceamountstndcode propertyusestndcode
loanamount loantypestndcode assessorparcelnumber lotsiteappealstndcode poolstndcode
exteriorwallstndcode exteriorwallpercent interiorflooringtypestndcode flooringpercent
garageareasqft garagestndcode extrafeaturessqft extrafeatureslinearft extrafeaturesstndcode
_merge recordingdate documentdate distm nearestlon nearestlat
411
412 order county, after(city)
413 order latitude longitude census_id census_tract cen_tract census_block censustract_year_qtr
fortified_code fortified_date fortified_exp_date fortified gold silver roof gold_atsale silver_atsale
roof_atsale roof_expired silver_expired gold_expired future_fortified sale_date sale_year
sale_quarter sale_month monthjan-monthdec saleyear95-saleyear19 price realprice
ln_realprice log_price log_rprice sqfeet yearbuilt effectiveyearbuilt age new yearremodeled,
after(fips)
414 order pool garage garagenoofcars elevator fireplace, after(poolsize)
415 order vzone, after(flood)
416 order coast, after(miles_to_coast)
417
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418 ************************************************************
419 * DROP UNUSABLE OBSERVATIONS
420 drop if city=="ALPHARETTA"
421 drop if city=="ATMORE"
422 drop if city=="BIRMINGHAM"
423 drop if city=="GADSDEN"
424 drop if city=="HUNTSVILLE"
425 drop if city=="MADISON"
426 drop if city=="NEW BROCKTON"
427 drop if city=="THOMASVILLE"
428 drop if city=="URIAH"
429
430 * transactions with duplicate / erroneous price info
431 drop if address == "3185 CRESTWOOD DR" & price == 11734327
432 drop if address == "9515 BRISTOW CT" & price == 26072700
433
434 save "/Users/shea_gould/Desktop/Data_Master", replace
435
436 ******************************************************************
437 * INSPECT INCOMPLETE OBS
438 count if census_tract == "" | yearbuilt == . | sqfeet == . | bedrooms == . | bathrooms == . |
fullbath == . | halfbath == . |
439
440 count if census_tract == ""
441 count if yearbuilt == .
442 count if sqfeet == .
443 count if bedrooms == .
444 count if fullbath == .
445 count if halfbath== .
446 count if stories == .
447 count if garage == .
448 count if miles_to_coast == .
449 count if flood == .
450 count if realprice == .
451 count if roof == .
452 count if gold == .
453 count if age == .
454 count if pool == .
455 count if fireplace == .
456
457 drop if census_tract == ""
458 drop if yearbuilt == .
459 drop if sqfeet == .
460 drop if bedrooms == .
461 drop if fullbath == .
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462 drop if halfbath == .
463 drop if stories == .
464 drop if garage == .
465 drop if miles_to_coast == .
466 drop if flood == .
467 drop if age == .
468
469 save "/Users/shea_gould/Desktop/Data_Master", replace
470 */
471 ********************************************************************
472 *Summarize Full Dataset after Omitting Incomplete Observations
473 sum realprice yearbuilt sqftper1000 bedrooms fullbath halfbath stories garage
miles_to_coast flood roof_silver gold roof_silver_atsale gold_atsale age pool fireplace sale_year
sale_month census_tract
474
475 ********************************************************************
476 * DROP OUTLIERS
477 drop if bathrooms == 0
478 drop if bedrooms == 0 | bedrooms > 12
479 drop if sale_year < 1995
480 drop if stories < 1 | stories > 5
481 drop if sqfeet < 400 | sqfeet > 15000
482 drop if age_neg == 1
483
484 summarize realprice, detail
485 drop if realprice < 16005 | realprice > 637000
486
487 save "/Users/shea_gould/Desktop/Data_Master", replace
488
489 ********************************************************************
490 *Summarize Full Dataset after Omitting Incomplete and Outlier
Observations
491 sum realprice roof_atsale gold_atsale yearbuilt age new sqftper1000 pool stories bedrooms
fullbath halfbath fireplace garage miles_to_coast flood sale_year sale_quarter sale_month
census_tract if fortified_atsale == 1
492 sum realprice roof_atsale gold_atsale yearbuilt age new sqftper1000 pool stories bedrooms
fullbath halfbath fireplace garage miles_to_coast flood sale_year sale_quarter sale_month
census_tract if fortified_atsale != 1
493
494 count if fortified == 1
495 count if roof_atsale == 1
496 count if silver_atsale == 1
497 count if roof_silver_atsale == 1
498 count if gold_atsale == 1
499
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500 ********************************************************************
501 *GRAPHS USED
502 scatter realprice noofstories
503 scatter realprice age
504 scatter log_rprice sqfeet
505 scatter realprice totalbedrooms
506 scatter realprice sale_month
507 scatter log_rprice distmiles
508 scatter log_rprice sale_quarter
509
510 ********************************************************************
511 *t-tests: Never Fortified vs Future-Fortified
512 *t-tests BEFORE matching
513 use "/Users/shea_gould/Desktop/Data_Master", clear
514 *method 1
515 ttest price if fortified != 1, by(future_fortified)
516
517 *method 2
518 * drop non-future fortified homes > X distance from a fortified home
519 *Matching treatments with controls
520 * generate unique ID
521 drop if fortified == 1
522 sort future_fortified, stable
523 gen id = _n
524
525 save "/Users/shea_gould/Desktop/Data_ttests", replace
526
527 *first split future-fortified and non-future-fortified obs into separate datasets
528 keep if future_fortified == 0
529 save "/Users/shea_gould/Desktop/Data_non-future_fortified.dta", replace
530
531 use "/Users/shea_gould/Desktop/Data_ttests.dta", clear
532 keep if future_fortified == 1
533 save "/Users/shea_gould/Desktop/Data_future_fortified", replace
534
535 * generate 10 nearest neighbors
536 geonear id latitude longitude using "/Users/shea_gould/Desktop/Data_non
future_fortified.dta", n(id latitude longitude) nearcount(10) miles
537
538 save "/Users/shea_gould/Desktop/Data_future_fortified.dta", replace
539 append using "/Users/shea_gould/Desktop/Data_non-future_fortified.dta"
540
541 vlookup id, gen(fneighbor1) key(nid1) value(zipcode)
542 vlookup id, gen(fneighbor2) key(nid2) value(zipcode)
543 vlookup id, gen(fneighbor3) key(nid3) value(zipcode)
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544 vlookup id, gen(fneighbor4) key(nid4) value(zipcode)
545 vlookup id, gen(fneighbor5) key(nid5) value(zipcode)
546 vlookup id, gen(fneighbor6) key(nid6) value(zipcode)
547 vlookup id, gen(fneighbor7) key(nid7) value(zipcode)
548 vlookup id, gen(fneighbor8) key(nid8) value(zipcode)
549 vlookup id, gen(fneighbor9) key(nid9) value(zipcode)
550 vlookup id, gen(fneighbor10) key(nid10) value(zipcode)
551
552 gen fneighbor = 1 if fneighbor1 != . | fneighbor2 != . | fneighbor3
553
554 sort id, stable
555
556 save "/Users/shea_gould/Desktop/Data_ttests", replace
557
558 replace fneighbor = 1 if future_fortified == 1
559 replace fneighbor = 0 if fneighbor == .
560 *drop if fneighbor == . & ffneighbor == .
561
562 drop fneighbor1 fneighbor2 fneighbor3 fneighbor4 fneighbor5 fneighbor6 fneighbor7
fneighbor8 fneighbor9 fneighbor10
563
564 vlookup nid1, gen(nid1price) key(id) value(price)
565 vlookup nid2, gen(nid2price) key(id) value(price)
566 vlookup nid3, gen(nid3price) key(id) value(price)
567 vlookup nid4, gen(nid4price) key(id) value(price)
568 vlookup nid5, gen(nid5price) key(id) value(price)
569 vlookup nid6, gen(nid6price) key(id) value(price)
570 vlookup nid7, gen(nid7price) key(id) value(price)
571 vlookup nid8, gen(nid8price) key(id) value(price)
572 vlookup nid9, gen(nid9price) key(id) value(price)
573 vlookup nid10, gen(nid10price) key(id) value(price)
574
575 gen avepriceofneighbors = (nid1price + nid2price + nid3price +nid4price + nid5price +
nid6price + nid7price + nid8price +nid9price + nid10price) / 10
576
577 ttest price = avepriceofneighbors
578
579 *t-tests AFTER matching
580 *method 1
581 * METHOD 1 DOES NOT APPLY AFTER MATCHING
582
583 *method 2
584 use "/Users/shea_gould/Desktop/Data_ttests.dta", clear
585
586 drop nid1-mi_to_nid10
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587
588 *Use teffects nmatch to find nearest neighbors (optimized matching)
589 *match 1
590 teffects nnmatch (price i.sale_year i.sale_quarter sqftper1000 sqftper1000_sq bedrooms
fullbath halfbath age age_sq new stories fireplace garage flood) (future_fortified), nneighbor(5)
gen(nid)
591
592 *match 2
593 *teffects nnmatch (price sqfeet sqfeetsq bedrooms fullbath pool latitude longitude
i.sale_year) (future_fortified), atet nneighbor(3) gen(nid)
594
595 scalar nmax = e(k_nnmax)
596 scalar nnbr = e(k_nneighbor)
597
598 forvalues i = 1(1)`=nmax' {
599 vlookup nid`i', gen(nid`i'price) key(id) value(price)
600 }
601 egen avgpriceneighbors = rowmean(nid1price-nid`=nmax'price)
602
603 ttest price = avgpriceneighbors if future_fortified == 1
604
605 *******************************************************************
606 ********************************************************************
607 *t-tests: Fortified vs Non-Fortified (excluding future-fortified)
608 *t-tests BEFORE matching
609 use "/Users/shea_gould/Desktop/Data_Master", clear
610 *method 1
611 ttest price if future_fortified != 1, by(fortified)
612
613 *method 2
614 * drop non-future fortified homes > X distance from a fortified home
615 *Matching treatments with controls
616 * generate unique ID
617 drop if future_fortified == 1
618 sort fortified, stable
619 gen id = _n
620
621 save "/Users/shea_gould/Desktop/Data_ttests", replace
622
623 *first split future-fortified and non-future-fortified obs into separate datasets
624 keep if fortified == 0
625 save "/Users/shea_gould/Desktop/Data_non-fortified.dta", replace
626
627 use "/Users/shea_gould/Desktop/Data_ttests", clear
628 keep if fortified == 1
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629 save "/Users/shea_gould/Desktop/Data_fortified", replace
630
631 * generate 10 nearest neighbors
632 geonear id latitude longitude using "/Users/shea_gould/Desktop/Data_nonfuture_fortified.dta", n(id latitude longitude) nearcount(10) miles
633
634 save "/Users/shea_gould/Desktop/Data_fortified.dta", replace
635 append using "/Users/shea_gould/Desktop/Data_non-fortified"
636
637 vlookup id, gen(fneighbor1) key(nid1) value(zipcode)
638 vlookup id, gen(fneighbor2) key(nid2) value(zipcode)
639 vlookup id, gen(fneighbor3) key(nid3) value(zipcode)
640 vlookup id, gen(fneighbor4) key(nid4) value(zipcode)
641 vlookup id, gen(fneighbor5) key(nid5) value(zipcode)
642 vlookup id, gen(fneighbor6) key(nid6) value(zipcode)
643 vlookup id, gen(fneighbor7) key(nid7) value(zipcode)
644 vlookup id, gen(fneighbor8) key(nid8) value(zipcode)
645 vlookup id, gen(fneighbor9) key(nid9) value(zipcode)
646 vlookup id, gen(fneighbor10) key(nid10) value(zipcode)
647
648 gen fneighbor = 1 if fneighbor1 != . | fneighbor2 != . | fneighbor3 != . | fneighbor4 != . |
fneighbor5 != . | fneighbor6 != . | fneighbor7 != . | fneighbor8 != . | fneighbor9 != . | fneighbor10
!= .
649
650 sort id, stable
651
652 save "/Users/shea_gould/Desktop/Data_ttests", replace
653
654 replace fneighbor = 1 if fortified == 1
655 replace fneighbor = 0 if fneighbor == .
656 *drop if fneighbor == . & ffneighbor == .
657
658 drop fneighbor1 fneighbor2 fneighbor3 fneighbor4 fneighbor5 fneighbor6 fneighbor7
fneighbor8 fneighbor9 fneighbor10
659
660 vlookup nid1, gen(nid1price) key(id) value(price)
661 vlookup nid2, gen(nid2price) key(id) value(price)
662 vlookup nid3, gen(nid3price) key(id) value(price)
663 vlookup nid4, gen(nid4price) key(id) value(price)
664 vlookup nid5, gen(nid5price) key(id) value(price)
665 vlookup nid6, gen(nid6price) key(id) value(price)
666 vlookup nid7, gen(nid7price) key(id) value(price)
667 vlookup nid8, gen(nid8price) key(id) value(price)
668 vlookup nid9, gen(nid9price) key(id) value(price)
669 vlookup nid10, gen(nid10price) key(id) value(price)
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670
671 gen avepriceofneighbors = (nid1price + nid2price + nid3price + nid4price + nid5price +
nid6price + nid7price + nid8price + nid9price + nid10price) / 10
672
673 ttest price = avepriceofneighbors
674
675 *t-tests AFTER matching
676 *method 1
677* METHOD 1 DOES NOT APPLY AFTER MATCHING
678
679 *method 2
680 use "/Users/shea_gould/Desktop/Data_ttests.dta", clear
681
682 drop nid1-mi_to_nid10
683
684 *Use teffects nmatch to find nearest neighbors (optimized matching)
685 *match 1
686 teffects nnmatch (price i.sale_year i.sale_quarter sqftper1000 sqftper1000_sq bedrooms
fullbath halfbath age age_sq new stories fireplace garage flood) (fortified), nneighbor(5) gen(nid)
687
688 *match 2
689 *teffects nnmatch (price sqfeet sqfeetsq bedrooms fullbath pool latitude longitude
i.sale_year) (fortified), atet nneighbor(3) gen(nid)
690
691 scalar nmax = e(k_nnmax)
692 scalar nnbr = e(k_nneighbor)
693
694 forvalues i = 1(1)`=nmax' {
695 vlookup nid`i', gen(nid`i'price) key(id) value(price)
696 }
697 egen avgpriceneighbors = rowmean(nid1price-nid`=nmax'price)
698
699 ttest price = avgpriceneighbors if fortified == 1
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C.6

R-Studio Code for Creation of Flood Zone

1 library(haven)
2 library(sp)
3 library(maptools)
4 library(rgdal)
5 library(rgeos)
6 library(sf)
7 library(geosphere)
8 library(maps)
9 library(dplyr)
10 library(raster)
11
12
13 master <- read.csv("BaldwinMobile_AL.csv")
14
15 rowidlist <- unique(master$RowID)
16 temp <- master[,c("RowID","PropertyAddressLongitude","PropertyAddressLatitude")]
17 rm(master)
18
19 property <- vector()
20 for (i in 1:length(rowidlist)){
21 print(i)
22 temp2 <- temp[temp$RowID == rowidlist[i],]
23 property <- rbind(property,temp2[1,])
24 }
25
26 rm(temp,temp2)
27
28 property2 <- na.omit(property)
29
30
31 county <- readOGR("E:/Shea_work/CoGenAll_GCS12/CoUS_GCS12.shp")
32 county$atlas_stco <- as.numeric(levels(county$atlas_stco))[county$atlas_stco]
33 county$st <- trunc(county$atlas_stco/1000)
34
35 allcts <- county[county$atlas_stco %in% c(1003,1097,12033,28039,28041,28059,1025,
1099,1053,1129,
36
28111,28131),]
37
38 allcts <- county[(county$atlas_stco %in% c(1003,1097,12033,28039,28041,28059,1025,
1099,1053,1129,
39
28111,28131) | county$st ==1),]
40
41 allcts <- county[county$st %in% c(1,28),]
42
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43 plot(allcts)
44
45 chul <- gConvexHull(allcts)
46
47 twocts <- county[county$atlas_stco %in% c(1003,1097),]
48
49 chul2 <- gConvexHull(twocts)
50
51
52
53 png("convexhull.png")
54 plot(chul)
55 plot(twocts,add=T)
56 points(pts,pch='.',col="blue")
57 dev.off()
58
59 pts <- as.matrix(property2[,2:3],ncol=2)
60 dist <- dist2Line(pts,chul)
61 res <- cbind(pts,dist)
62
63 plot(chul2)
64 plot(twocts,add=T)
65 for (i in 1:length(res[,1])){
66 segments(res[i,1],res[i,2],res[i,4],res[i,5])
67 }
68
69 res <- cbind(as.character(property2$RowID),res[,1:5])
70 res <- as.data.frame(res)
71 colnames(res) <- c("rowid","longitude","latitude","distm","nearestlon","nearestlat")
72
73 res$longitude <- as.numeric(levels(res$longitude))[res$longitude]
74 res$latitude <- as.numeric(levels(res$latitude))[res$latitude]
75 res$distm <- as.numeric(levels(res$distm))[res$distm]
76 res$nearestlat <- as.numeric(levels(res$nearestlat))[res$nearestlat]
77 res$nearestlon <- as.numeric(levels(res$nearestlon))[res$nearestlon]
78 res$distmiles <- res$distm/1609
79
80
81 res2 <- res
82 res2 <- res2[res2$latitude <31.8,]
83 res2 <- res2[res2$longitude < -87,]
84
85 plot(chul)
86 plot(twocts,add=T)
87 points(res2$longitude,res2$latitude,pch='.',col="blue")
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88
89 res <- res2
90
91 pts <- as.matrix(res[,2:3],ncol=2)
92
93 ## flood zone
94 mobilefz <- readOGR("E:/floodzone_Mobile/S_FLD_HAZ_AR.shp")
95 mobilefz <- mobilefz[,c("FLD_ZONE","ZONE_SUBTY")]
96
97 pts2 <- SpatialPoints(pts)
98 proj4string(pts2) <- CRS(projection(mobilefz))
99 tempMobile <- over(pts2,mobilefz)
100
101 baldwinfz <- readOGR("E:/floodzone_Baldwin/S_FLD_HAZ_AR.shp")
102 baldwinfz <- baldwinfz[,c("FLD_ZONE","ZONE_SUBTY")]
103
104 proj4string(pts2) <- CRS(projection(baldwinfz))
105 tempBaldwin <- over(pts2,baldwinfz)
106
107 temp <- cbind(tempMobile,tempBaldwin)
108 for (i in 1:length(temp[,1])){
109 print(i)
110 if ((is.na(temp[i,1]) == 1) & (is.na(temp[i,2]) ==1)){
111 temp[i,1] <- temp[i,3]
112 temp[i,2] <- temp[i,4]
113 }
114 }
115
116 temp <- temp[,1:2]
117
118 res <- cbind(res,temp)
119
120 res$flood <- 0
121 res$flood[res$FLD_ZONE %in% c("A","AE","VE")] <- 1
122 floodzone <- res[res$flood == 1,]
123
124
125 png("floodzone.png")
126 plot(twocts)
127 points(res$longitude,res$latitude,pch='.')
128 points(floodzone$longitude,floodzone$latitude,col="pink",pch=16,cex=0.5)
129 dev.off()
130
131
132 unique(res$FLD_ZONE)
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133
134 length(res$rowid[res$FLD_ZONE %in% c("A","AE","VE")])
135
136
137 geoinfo <- res
138 write.csv(geoinfo,"geoinfo.csv",row.names = F)
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C.7

Stata Code for Matching Procedure

1 *For 3 neighbors Matching*
2 *Test 1*
3 clear all
4 set more off
5 cd "C:\Users\Dan\Dropbox (AgEcon Miss State)\Wind ProprietaryData\Master"
6 use Data_Master.dta, clear
7
8 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
9
10 sort fortified, stable
11 gen row_id = _n
12 order row_id, first
13
14 *Continous geography distance*
15 gen fortified_miles_to_coast = fortified * miles_to_coast
16 gen roof_miles_to_coast = roof * miles_to_coast
17 gen gold_miles_to_coast = gold * miles_to_coast
18
19 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
20
21 * Compare the covariates in the treated and control group
22 summarize sqfeet sqfeetsq bedrooms fullbath pool latitude longitude age saleyear13
saleyear14 saleyear15 saleyear16 saleyear17 saleyear18 saleyear19 monthjan monthfeb
monthmar monthapr monthmay monthjune monthjuly monthaug monthsep monthoct monthnov
monthdec fortified
23
24 *Use teffects nnmatch to find nearest neighbors
25 teffects nnmatch (realprice sqfeet sqfeetsq bedrooms fullbath pool latitude longitude age
saleyear13 saleyear14 saleyear15 saleyear16 saleyear17 saleyear18 saleyear19 monthjan
monthfeb monthmar monthapr monthmay monthjune monthjuly monthaug monthsep monthoct
monthnov monthdec) (fortified), atet nneighbor(3) gen(mnid)
26
27 scalar nmax = e(k_nnmax)
28
29 tebalance summarize
30
31 matrix X = r(table)
32 matrix D = X[1...,2]
33 matrix sssd_mu = D'*D
34 matrix list sssd_mu
35
36 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
37
38 *count up neighbors and identify them
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39 drop if fortified == 0
40 keep mnid*
41
42 *Need to update group(#) with number of rows in dataset
43 stack mnid*, group(`=nmax')
44
45 drop _stack
46 sort mnid1
47 by mnid1, sort: egen count1 = count(mnid1)
48 duplicates drop
49 drop if mnid1 == .
50 rename mnid1 row_id
51 save Neighbors.dta, replace
52
53 use Data_Master_matched.dta, clear
54 merge 1:1 row_id using Neighbors.dta
55 replace count1 = 1 if fortified == 1
56 drop if count1 == .
57 expand count1, gen(dup_ob)
58 drop mnid* count1 _merge dup_ob
59 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
60
61 imb realprice sqfeet sqfeetsq bedrooms fullbath pool latitude age stories flood cen_tract
yearbuilt fireplace sale_year sale_month, treatment(fortified)
62 scalar L1 = r(L1)
63 scalar list L1
64
65
66 *Test 2*
67 clear all
68 set more off
69 cd "C:\Users\Dan\Dropbox (AgEcon Miss State)\Wind ProprietaryData\Master"
70 use Data_Master.dta, clear
71
72 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
73
74 sort fortified, stable
75 gen row_id = _n
76 order row_id, first
77
78 *Continous geography distance*
79 gen fortified_miles_to_coast = fortified * miles_to_coast
80 gen roof_miles_to_coast = roof * miles_to_coast
81 gen gold_miles_to_coast = gold * miles_to_coast
82
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83 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
84
85 * Compare the covariates in the treated and control group
86 summarize sqfeet sqfeetsq bedrooms bedrooms_sq fullbath pool latitude longitude age age_sq
saleyear13 saleyear14 saleyear15 saleyear16 saleyear17 saleyear18 saleyear19 monthjan
monthfeb monthmar monthapr monthmay monthjune monthjuly monthaug monthsep monthoct
monthnov monthdec fortified
87
88 *Use teffects nnmatch to find nearest neighbors
89 teffects nnmatch (realprice sqfeet sqfeetsq bedrooms bedrooms_sq fullbath pool latitude
longitude age age_sq saleyear13 saleyear14 saleyear15 saleyear16 saleyear17 saleyear18
saleyear19 monthjan monthfeb monthmar monthapr monthmay monthjune monthjuly monthaug
monthsep monthoct monthnov monthdec) (fortified), atet nneighbor(3) gen(mnid)
90
91 scalar nmax = e(k_nnmax)
92
93 tebalance summarize
94
95 matrix X = r(table)
96 matrix D = X[1...,2]
97 matrix sssd_mu = D'*D
98 matrix list sssd_mu
99
100 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
101
102 *count up neighbors and identify them
103 drop if fortified == 0
104 keep mnid*
105
106 *Need to update group(#) with number of rows in dataset
107 stack mnid*, group(`=nmax')
108
109 drop _stack
110 sort mnid1
111 by mnid1, sort: egen count1 = count(mnid1)
112 duplicates drop
113 drop if mnid1 == .
114 rename mnid1 row_id
115 save Neighbors.dta, replace
116
117 use Data_Master_matched.dta, clear
118 merge 1:1 row_id using Neighbors.dta
119 replace count1 = 1 if fortified == 1
120 drop if count1 == .
121 expand count1, gen(dup_ob)
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122 drop mnid* count1 _merge dup_ob
123 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
124
125 imb realprice sqfeet sqfeetsq bedrooms fullbath pool latitude age stories flood cen_tract
yearbuilt fireplace sale_year sale_month, treatment(fortified)
126 scalar L1 = r(L1)
127 scalar list L1
128
129
130 *Test 3*
131 clear all
132 set more off
133 cd "C:\Users\Dan\Dropbox (AgEcon Miss State)\Wind ProprietaryData\Master"
134 use Data_Master.dta, clear
135
136 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
137
138 sort fortified, stable
139 gen row_id = _n
140 order row_id, first
141
142 *Continous geography distance*
143 gen fortified_miles_to_coast = fortified * miles_to_coast
144 gen roof_miles_to_coast = roof * miles_to_coast
145 gen gold_miles_to_coast = gold * miles_to_coast
146
147 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
148
149 * Compare the covariates in the treated and control group
150 summarize sqfeet sqfeetsq bedrooms bedrooms_sq fullbath pool latitude longitude age
age_sq stories saleyear13 saleyear14 saleyear15 saleyear16 saleyear17 saleyear18 saleyear19
monthjan monthfeb monthmar monthapr monthmay monthjune monthjuly monthaug monthsep
monthoct monthnov monthdec fortified
151
152 *Use teffects nnmatch to find nearest neighbors
153 teffects nnmatch (realprice sqfeet sqfeetsq bedrooms bedrooms_sq fullbath pool latitude
longitude age age_sq stories saleyear13 saleyear14 saleyear15 saleyear16 saleyear17 saleyear18
saleyear19 monthjan monthfeb monthmar monthapr monthmay monthjune monthjuly monthaug
monthsep monthoct monthnov monthdec) (fortified), atet nneighbor(3) gen(mnid)
154
155 scalar nmax = e(k_nnmax)
156
157 tebalance summarize
158
159 matrix X = r(table)
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160 matrix D = X[1...,2]
161 matrix sssd_mu = D'*D
162 matrix list sssd_mu
163
164 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
165
166 *count up neighbors and identify them
167 drop if fortified == 0
168 keep mnid*
169
170 *Need to update group(#) with number of rows in dataset
171 stack mnid*, group(`=nmax')
172
173 drop _stack
174 sort mnid1
175 by mnid1, sort: egen count1 = count(mnid1)
176 duplicates drop
177 drop if mnid1 == .
178 rename mnid1 row_id
179 save Neighbors.dta, replace
180
181 use Data_Master_matched.dta, clear
182 merge 1:1 row_id using Neighbors.dta
183 replace count1 = 1 if fortified == 1
184 drop if count1 == .
185 expand count1, gen(dup_ob)
186 drop mnid* count1 _merge dup_ob
187 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
188
189 imb realprice sqfeet sqfeetsq bedrooms fullbath pool latitude age stories flood cen_tract
yearbuilt fireplace sale_year sale_month, treatment(fortified)
190 scalar L1 = r(L1)
191 scalar list L1
192
193
194 *Test 4*
195 clear all
196 set more off
197 cd "C:\Users\Dan\Dropbox (AgEcon Miss State)\Wind ProprietaryData\Master"
198 use Data_Master.dta, clear
199
200 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
201
202 sort fortified, stable
203 gen row_id = _n
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204 order row_id, first
205
206 *Continous geography distance*
207 gen fortified_miles_to_coast = fortified * miles_to_coast
208 gen roof_miles_to_coast = roof * miles_to_coast
209 gen gold_miles_to_coast = gold * miles_to_coast
210
211 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
212
213 * Compare the covariates in the treated and control group
214 summarize sqfeet sqfeetsq bedrooms bedrooms_sq fullbath pool latitude longitude age
age_sq stories flood saleyear13 saleyear14 saleyear15 saleyear16 saleyear17 saleyear18
saleyear19 monthjan monthfeb monthmar monthapr monthmay monthjune monthjuly monthaug
monthsep monthoct monthnov monthdec fortified
215
216 *Use teffects nnmatch to find nearest neighbors
217 teffects nnmatch (realprice sqfeet sqfeetsq bedrooms bedrooms_sq fullbath pool latitude
longitude age age_sq stories flood saleyear13 saleyear14 saleyear15 saleyear16 saleyear17
saleyear18 saleyear19 monthjan monthfeb monthmar monthapr monthmay monthjune monthjuly
monthaug monthsep monthoct monthnov monthdec) (fortified), atet nneighbor(3) gen(mnid)
218
219 scalar nmax = e(k_nnmax)
220
221 tebalance summarize
222
223 matrix X = r(table)
224 matrix D = X[1...,2]
225 matrix sssd_mu = D'*D
226 matrix list sssd_mu
227
228 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
229
230 *count up neighbors and identify them
231 drop if fortified == 0
232 keep mnid*
233
234 *Need to update group(#) with number of rows in dataset
235 stack mnid*, group(`=nmax')
236
237 drop _stack
238 sort mnid1
239 by mnid1, sort: egen count1 = count(mnid1)
240 duplicates drop
241 drop if mnid1 == .
242 rename mnid1 row_id
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243 save Neighbors.dta, replace
244
245 use Data_Master_matched.dta, clear
246 merge 1:1 row_id using Neighbors.dta
247 replace count1 = 1 if fortified == 1
248 drop if count1 == .
249 expand count1, gen(dup_ob)
250 drop mnid* count1 _merge dup_ob
251 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
252
253 imb realprice sqfeet sqfeetsq bedrooms fullbath pool latitude age stories flood cen_tract
yearbuilt fireplace sale_year sale_month, treatment(fortified)
254 scalar L1 = r(L1)
255 scalar list L1
256
257
258 *Test 5*
259 clear all
260 set more off
261 cd "C:\Users\Dan\Dropbox (AgEcon Miss State)\Wind ProprietaryData\Master"
262 use Data_Master.dta, clear
263
264 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
265
266 sort fortified, stable
267 gen row_id = _n
268 order row_id, first
269
270 *Continous geography distance*
271 gen fortified_miles_to_coast = fortified * miles_to_coast
272 gen roof_miles_to_coast = roof * miles_to_coast
273 gen gold_miles_to_coast = gold * miles_to_coast
274
275 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
276
277 * Compare the covariates in the treated and control group
278 summarize sqfeet sqfeetsq bedrooms bedrooms_sq fullbath pool latitude longitude age
age_sq stories flood cen_tract saleyear13 saleyear14 saleyear15 saleyear16 saleyear17
saleyear18 saleyear19 monthjan monthfeb monthmar monthapr monthmay monthjune monthjuly
monthaug monthsep monthoct monthnov monthdec fortified
279
280 *Use teffects nnmatch to find nearest neighbors
281 teffects nnmatch (realprice sqfeet sqfeetsq bedrooms bedrooms_sq fullbath pool latitude
longitude age age_sq stories flood cen_tract saleyear13 saleyear14 saleyear15 saleyear16
saleyear17 saleyear18 saleyear19 monthjan monthfeb monthmar monthapr monthmay monthjune
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monthjuly monthaug monthsep monthoct monthnov monthdec) (fortified), atet nneighbor(3)
gen(mnid)
282
283 scalar nmax = e(k_nnmax)
284
285 tebalance summarize
286
287 matrix X = r(table)
288 matrix D = X[1...,2]
289 matrix sssd_mu = D'*D
290 matrix list sssd_mu
291
292 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
293
294 *count up neighbors and identify them
295 drop if fortified == 0
296 keep mnid*
297
298 *Need to update group(#) with number of rows in dataset
299 stack mnid*, group(`=nmax')
300
301 drop _stack
302 sort mnid1
303 by mnid1, sort: egen count1 = count(mnid1)
304 duplicates drop
305 drop if mnid1 == .
306 rename mnid1 row_id
307 save Neighbors.dta, replace
308
309 use Data_Master_matched.dta, clear
310 merge 1:1 row_id using Neighbors.dta
311 replace count1 = 1 if fortified == 1
312 drop if count1 == .
313 expand count1, gen(dup_ob)
314 drop mnid* count1 _merge dup_ob
315 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
316
317 imb realprice sqfeet sqfeetsq bedrooms fullbath pool latitude age
318 scalar L1 = r(L1)
319 scalar list L1
320
321
322 *Test 6*
323 clear all
324 set more off
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325 cd "C:\Users\Dan\Dropbox (AgEcon Miss State)\Wind Proprietary Data\Master"
326 use Data_Master.dta, clear
327
328 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
329
330 sort fortified, stable
331 gen row_id = _n
332 order row_id, first
333
334 *Continuous geography distance*
335 gen fortified_miles_to_coast = fortified * miles_to_coast
336 gen roof_miles_to_coast = roof * miles_to_coast
337 gen gold_miles_to_coast = gold * miles_to_coast
338
339 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
340
341 * Compare the covariates in the treated and control group
342 summarize sqfeet sqfeetsq bedrooms bedrooms_sq fullbath pool latitude longitude age
age_sq stories flood cen_tract yearbuilt saleyear13 saleyear14 saleyear15 saleyear16 saleyear17
saleyear18 saleyear19 monthjan monthfeb monthmar monthapr monthmay monthjune
monthjuly monthaug monthsep monthoct monthnov monthdec fortified
343
344 *Use teffects nnmatch to find nearest neighbors
345 teffects nnmatch (realprice sqfeet sqfeetsq bedrooms bedrooms_sq fullbath pool latitude
longitude age age_sq stories flood cen_tract yearbuilt saleyear13 saleyear14 saleyear15
saleyear16 saleyear17 saleyear18 saleyear19 monthjan monthfeb monthmar monthapr monthmay
monthjune monthjuly monthaug monthsep monthoct monthnov monthdec) (fortified), atet
nneighbor(3) gen(mnid)
346
347 scalar nmax = e(k_nnmax)
348
349 tebalance summarize
350
351 matrix X = r(table)
352 matrix D = X[1...,2]
353 matrix sssd_mu = D'*D
354 matrix list sssd_mu
355
356 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
357
358 *count up neighbors and identify them
359 drop if fortified == 0
360 keep mnid*
361
362 *Need to update group(#) with number of rows in dataset
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363 stack mnid*, group(`=nmax')
364
365 drop _stack
366 sort mnid1
367 by mnid1, sort: egen count1 = count(mnid1)
368 duplicates drop
369 drop if mnid1 == .
370 rename mnid1 row_id
371 save Neighbors.dta, replace
372
373 use Data_Master_matched.dta, clear
374 merge 1:1 row_id using Neighbors.dta
375 replace count1 = 1 if fortified == 1
376 drop if count1 == .
377 expand count1, gen(dup_ob)
378 drop mnid* count1 _merge dup_ob
379 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
380
381 imb realprice sqfeet sqfeetsq bedrooms fullbath pool latitude age stories flood cen_tract
yearbuilt fireplace sale_year sale_month, treatment(fortified)
382 scalar L1 = r(L1)
383 scalar list L1
384
385
386 *Test 7*
387 clear all
388 set more off
389 cd "C:\Users\Dan\Dropbox (AgEcon Miss State)\Wind ProprietaryData\Master"
390 use Data_Master.dta, clear
391
392 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
393
394 sort fortified, stable
395 gen row_id = _n
396 order row_id, first
397
398 *Continous geography distance*
399 gen fortified_miles_to_coast = fortified * miles_to_coast
400 gen roof_miles_to_coast = roof * miles_to_coast
401 gen gold_miles_to_coast = gold * miles_to_coast
402
403 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
404
405 * Compare the covariates in the treated and control group
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406 summarize sqfeet sqfeetsq bedrooms bedrooms_sq fullbath pool latitude longitude age
age_sq stories flood cen_tract yearbuilt fireplace saleyear13 saleyear14 saleyear15 saleyear16
saleyear17 saleyear18 saleyear19 monthjan monthfeb monthmar monthapr monthmay
monthjune monthjuly monthaug monthsep monthoct monthnov monthdec fortified
407
408 *Use teffects nnmatch to find nearest neighbors
409 teffects nnmatch (realprice sqfeet sqfeetsq bedrooms bedrooms_sq fullbath pool latitude
longitude age age_sq stories flood cen_tract yearbuilt fireplace saleyear13 saleyear14 saleyear15
saleyear16 saleyear17 saleyear18 saleyear19 monthjan monthfeb monthmar monthapr monthmay
monthjune monthjuly monthaug monthsep monthoct monthnov monthdec) (fortified), atet
nneighbor(3) gen(mnid)
410
411 scalar nmax = e(k_nnmax)
412
413 tebalance summarize
414
415 matrix X = r(table)
416 matrix D = X[1...,2]
417 matrix sssd_mu = D'*D
418 matrix list sssd_mu
419
420 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
421
422 *count up neighbors and identify them
423 drop if fortified == 0
424 keep mnid*
425
426 *Need to update group(#) with number of rows in dataset
427 stack mnid*, group(`=nmax')
428
429 drop _stack
430 sort mnid1
431 by mnid1, sort: egen count1 = count(mnid1)
432 duplicates drop
433 drop if mnid1 == .
434 rename mnid1 row_id
435 save Neighbors.dta, replace
436
437 use Data_Master_matched.dta, clear
438 merge 1:1 row_id using Neighbors.dta
439 replace count1 = 1 if fortified == 1
440 drop if count1 == .
441 expand count1, gen(dup_ob)
442 drop mnid* count1 _merge dup_ob
443 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
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444
445 imb realprice sqfeet sqfeetsq bedrooms fullbath pool latitude age
stories flood cen_tract yearbuilt fireplace sale_year sale_month,
treatment(fortified)
446 scalar L1 = r(L1)
447 scalar list L1
448
449 *Test 8*
450 clear all
451 set more off
452 cd "C:\Users\Dan\Dropbox (AgEcon Miss State)\Wind ProprietaryData\Master"
453 use Data_Master.dta, clear
454
455 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
456
457 sort fortified, stable
458 gen row_id = _n
459 order row_id, first
460
461 *Continous geography distance*
462 gen fortified_miles_to_coast = fortified * miles_to_coast
463 gen roof_miles_to_coast = roof * miles_to_coast
464 gen gold_miles_to_coast = gold * miles_to_coast
465
466 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
467
468 * Compare the covariates in the treated and control group
469 summarize sqfeet sqfeetsq bedrooms bedrooms_sq fullbath pool latitude longitude age
age_sq stories flood cen_tract yearbuilt fireplace garage saleyear13 saleyear14 saleyear15
saleyear16 saleyear17 saleyear18 saleyear19 monthjan monthfeb monthmar monthapr monthmay
monthjune monthjuly monthaug monthsep monthoct monthnov monthdec fortified
470
471 *Use teffects nnmatch to find nearest neighbors
472 teffects nnmatch (realprice sqfeet sqfeetsq bedrooms bedrooms_sq fullbath pool latitude
longitude age age_sq stories flood cen_tract yearbuilt fireplace garage saleyear13 saleyear14
saleyear15 saleyear16 saleyear17 saleyear18 saleyear19 monthjan monthfeb monthmar monthapr
monthmay monthjune monthjuly monthaug monthsep monthoct monthnov monthdec) (fortified),
atet nneighbor(3) gen(mnid)
473
474 scalar nmax = e(k_nnmax)
475
476 tebalance summarize
477
478 matrix X = r(table)
479 matrix D = X[1...,2]
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480 matrix sssd_mu = D'*D
481 matrix list sssd_mu
482
483 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
484
485 *count up neighbors and identify them
486 drop if fortified == 0
487 keep mnid*
488
489 *Need to update group(#) with number of rows in dataset
490 stack mnid*, group(`=nmax')
491
492 drop _stack
493 sort mnid1
494 by mnid1, sort: egen count1 = count(mnid1)
495 duplicates drop
496 drop if mnid1 == .
497 rename mnid1 row_id
498 save Neighbors.dta, replace
499
500 use Data_Master_matched.dta, clear
501 merge 1:1 row_id using Neighbors.dta
502 replace count1 = 1 if fortified == 1
503 drop if count1 == .
504 expand count1, gen(dup_ob)
505 drop mnid* count1 _merge dup_ob
506 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
507
508 imb realprice sqfeet sqfeetsq bedrooms fullbath pool latitude age stories flood cen_tract
yearbuilt fireplace sale_year sale_month, treatment(fortified)
509 scalar L1 = r(L1)
510 scalar list L1
511
512 *For 4 neighbors*
513 *Test 1*
514 clear all
515 set more off
516 cd "C:\Users\Dan\Dropbox (AgEcon Miss State)\Wind ProprietaryData\Master"
517 use Data_Master.dta, clear
518
519 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
520
521 sort fortified, stable
522 gen row_id = _n
523 order row_id, first
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524
525 *Continous geography distance*
526 gen fortified_miles_to_coast = fortified * miles_to_coast
527 gen roof_miles_to_coast = roof * miles_to_coast
528 gen gold_miles_to_coast = gold * miles_to_coast
529
530 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
531
532 * Compare the covariates in the treated and control group
533 summarize sqfeet sqfeetsq bedrooms fullbath pool latitude longitude age saleyear13
saleyear14 saleyear15 saleyear16 saleyear17 saleyear18 saleyear19 monthjan monthfeb
monthmar monthapr monthmay monthjune monthjuly monthaug monthsep monthoct monthnov
monthdec fortified
534
535 *Use teffects nnmatch to find nearest neighbors
536 teffects nnmatch (realprice sqfeet sqfeetsq bedrooms fullbath pool latitude longitude age
saleyear13 saleyear14 saleyear15 saleyear16 saleyear17 saleyear18 saleyear19 monthjan
monthfeb monthmar monthapr monthmay monthjune monthjuly monthaug monthsep monthoct
monthnov monthdec) (fortified), atet nneighbor(4) gen(mnid)
537
538 scalar nmax = e(k_nnmax)
539
540 tebalance summarize
541
542 matrix X = r(table)
543 matrix D = X[1...,2]
544 matrix sssd_mu = D'*D
545 matrix list sssd_mu
546
547 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
548
549 *count up neighbors and identify them
550 drop if fortified == 0
551 keep mnid*
552
553 *Need to update group(#) with number of rows in dataset
554 stack mnid*, group(`=nmax')
555
556 drop _stack
557 sort mnid1
558 by mnid1, sort: egen count1 = count(mnid1)
559 duplicates drop
560 drop if mnid1 == .
561 rename mnid1 row_id
562 save Neighbors.dta, replace
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563
564 use Data_Master_matched.dta, clear
565 merge 1:1 row_id using Neighbors.dta
566 replace count1 = 1 if fortified == 1
567 drop if count1 == .
568 expand count1, gen(dup_ob)
569 drop mnid* count1 _merge dup_ob
570 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
571
572 imb realprice sqfeet sqfeetsq bedrooms fullbath pool latitude age stories flood cen_tract
yearbuilt fireplace sale_year sale_month, treatment(fortified)
573 scalar L1 = r(L1)
574 scalar list L1
575
576
577 *Test 2*
578 clear all
579 set more off
580 cd "C:\Users\Dan\Dropbox (AgEcon Miss State)\Wind ProprietaryData\Master"
581 use Data_Master.dta, clear
582
583 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
584
585 sort fortified, stable
586 gen row_id = _n
587 order row_id, first
588
589 *Continous geography distance*
590 gen fortified_miles_to_coast = fortified * miles_to_coast
591 gen roof_miles_to_coast = roof * miles_to_coast
592 gen gold_miles_to_coast = gold * miles_to_coast
593
594 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
595
596 * Compare the covariates in the treated and control group
597 summarize sqfeet sqfeetsq bedrooms bedrooms_sq fullbath pool latitude longitude age
age_sq saleyear13 saleyear14 saleyear15 saleyear16 saleyear17 saleyear18 saleyear19 monthjan
monthfeb monthmar monthapr monthmay monthjune monthjuly monthaug monthsep monthoct
monthnov monthdec fortified
598
599 *Use teffects nnmatch to find nearest neighbors
600 teffects nnmatch (realprice sqfeet sqfeetsq bedrooms bedrooms_sq fullbath pool latitude
longitude age age_sq saleyear13 saleyear14 saleyear15 saleyear16 saleyear17 saleyear18
saleyear19 monthjan monthfeb monthmar monthapr monthmay monthjune monthjuly monthaug
monthsep monthoct monthnov monthdec) (fortified), atet nneighbor(4) gen(mnid)
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601
602 scalar nmax = e(k_nnmax)
603
604 tebalance summarize
605
606 matrix X = r(table)
607 matrix D = X[1...,2]
608 matrix sssd_mu = D'*D
609 matrix list sssd_mu
610
611 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
612
613 *count up neighbors and identify them
614 drop if fortified == 0
615 keep mnid*
616
617 *Need to update group(#) with number of rows in dataset
618 stack mnid*, group(`=nmax')
619
620 drop _stack
621 sort mnid1
622 by mnid1, sort: egen count1 = count(mnid1)
623 duplicates drop
624 drop if mnid1 == .
625 rename mnid1 row_id
626 save Neighbors.dta, replace
627
628 use Data_Master_matched.dta, clear
629 merge 1:1 row_id using Neighbors.dta
630 replace count1 = 1 if fortified == 1
631 drop if count1 == .
632 expand count1, gen(dup_ob)
633 drop mnid* count1 _merge dup_ob
634 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
635
636 imb realprice sqfeet sqfeetsq bedrooms fullbath pool latitude age stories flood cen_tract
yearbuilt fireplace sale_year sale_month, treatment(fortified)
637 scalar L1 = r(L1)
638 scalar list L1
639
640
641 *Test 3*
642 clear all
643 set more off
644 cd "C:\Users\Dan\Dropbox (AgEcon Miss State)\Wind ProprietaryData\Master"
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645 use Data_Master.dta, clear
646
647 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
648
649 sort fortified, stable
650 gen row_id = _n
651 order row_id, first
652
653 *Continous geography distance*
654 gen fortified_miles_to_coast = fortified * miles_to_coast
655 gen roof_miles_to_coast = roof * miles_to_coast
656 gen gold_miles_to_coast = gold * miles_to_coast
657
658 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
659
660 * Compare the covariates in the treated and control group
661 summarize sqfeet sqfeetsq bedrooms bedrooms_sq fullbath pool latitude longitude age
age_sq stories saleyear13 saleyear14 saleyear15 saleyear16 saleyear17 saleyear18 saleyear19
monthjan monthfeb monthmar monthapr monthmay monthjune monthjuly monthaug monthsep
monthoct monthnov monthdec fortified
662
663 *Use teffects nnmatch to find nearest neighbors
664 teffects nnmatch (realprice sqfeet sqfeetsq bedrooms bedrooms_sq fullbath pool latitude
longitude age age_sq stories saleyear13 saleyear14 saleyear15 saleyear16 saleyear17 saleyear18
saleyear19 monthjan monthfeb monthmar monthapr monthmay monthjune monthjuly
monthaug monthsep monthoct monthnov monthdec) (fortified), atet nneighbor(4) gen(mnid)
665
666 scalar nmax = e(k_nnmax)
667
668 tebalance summarize
669
670 matrix X = r(table)
671 matrix D = X[1...,2]
672 matrix sssd_mu = D'*D
673 matrix list sssd_mu
674
675 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
676
677 *count up neighbors and identify them
678 drop if fortified == 0
679 keep mnid*
680
681 *Need to update group(#) with number of rows in dataset
682 stack mnid*, group(`=nmax')
683
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684 drop _stack
685 sort mnid1
686 by mnid1, sort: egen count1 = count(mnid1)
687 duplicates drop
688 drop if mnid1 == .
689 rename mnid1 row_id
690 save Neighbors.dta, replace
691
692 use Data_Master_matched.dta, clear
693 merge 1:1 row_id using Neighbors.dta
694 replace count1 = 1 if fortified == 1
695 drop if count1 == .
696 expand count1, gen(dup_ob)
697 drop mnid* count1 _merge dup_ob
698 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
699
700 imb realprice sqfeet sqfeetsq bedrooms fullbath pool latitude age
701 scalar L1 = r(L1)
702 scalar list L1
703
704
705 *Test 4*
706 clear all
707 set more off
708 cd "C:\Users\Dan\Dropbox (AgEcon Miss State)\Wind Proprietary Data\Master"
709 use Data_Master.dta, clear
710
711 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
712
713 sort fortified, stable
714 gen row_id = _n
715 order row_id, first
716
717 *Continous geography distance*
718 gen fortified_miles_to_coast = fortified * miles_to_coast
719 gen roof_miles_to_coast = roof * miles_to_coast
720 gen gold_miles_to_coast = gold * miles_to_coast
721
722 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
723
724 * Compare the covariates in the treated and control group
725 summarize sqfeet sqfeetsq bedrooms bedrooms_sq fullbath pool latitude longitude age
age_sq stories flood saleyear13 saleyear14 saleyear15 saleyear16 saleyear17 saleyear18
saleyear19 monthjan monthfeb monthmar monthapr monthmay monthjune monthjuly monthaug
monthsep monthoct monthnov monthdec fortified
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726
727 *Use teffects nnmatch to find nearest neighbors
728 teffects nnmatch (realprice sqfeet sqfeetsq bedrooms bedrooms_sq fullbath pool latitude
longitude age age_sq stories flood saleyear13 saleyear14 saleyear15 saleyear16 saleyear17
saleyear18 saleyear19 monthjan monthfeb monthmar monthapr monthmay monthjune monthjuly
monthaug monthsep monthoct monthnov monthdec) (fortified), atet nneighbor(4) gen(mnid)
729
730 scalar nmax = e(k_nnmax)
731
732 tebalance summarize
733
734 matrix X = r(table)
735 matrix D = X[1...,2]
736 matrix sssd_mu = D'*D
737 matrix list sssd_mu
738
739 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
740
741 *count up neighbors and identify them
742 drop if fortified == 0
743 keep mnid*
744
745 *Need to update group(#) with number of rows in dataset
746 stack mnid*, group(`=nmax')
747
748 drop _stack
749 sort mnid1
750 by mnid1, sort: egen count1 = count(mnid1)
751 duplicates drop
752 drop if mnid1 == .
753 rename mnid1 row_id
754 save Neighbors.dta, replace
755
756 use Data_Master_matched.dta, clear
757 merge 1:1 row_id using Neighbors.dta
758 replace count1 = 1 if fortified == 1
759 drop if count1 == .
760 expand count1, gen(dup_ob)
761 drop mnid* count1 _merge dup_ob
762 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
763
764 imb realprice sqfeet sqfeetsq bedrooms fullbath pool latitude age stories flood cen_tract
yearbuilt fireplace sale_year sale_month, treatment(fortified)
765 scalar L1 = r(L1)
766 scalar list L1
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767
768
769 *Test 5*
770 clear all
771 set more off
772 cd "C:\Users\Dan\Dropbox (AgEcon Miss State)\Wind ProprietaryData\Master"
773 use Data_Master.dta, clear
774
775
776 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
777
778 sort fortified, stable
779 gen row_id = _n
780 order row_id, first
781
782 *Continous geography distance*
783 gen fortified_miles_to_coast = fortified * miles_to_coast
784 gen roof_miles_to_coast = roof * miles_to_coast
785 gen gold_miles_to_coast = gold * miles_to_coast
786
787 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
788
789 * Compare the covariates in the treated and control group
790 summarize sqfeet sqfeetsq bedrooms bedrooms_sq fullbath pool latitude longitude age
age_sq stories flood cen_tract saleyear13 saleyear14 saleyear15 saleyear16 saleyear17
saleyear18 saleyear19 monthjan monthfeb monthmar monthapr monthmay monthjune monthjuly
monthaug monthsep monthoct monthnov monthdec fortified
791
792 *Use teffects nnmatch to find nearest neighbors
793 teffects nnmatch (realprice sqfeet sqfeetsq bedrooms bedrooms_sq fullbath pool latitude
longitude age age_sq stories flood cen_tract saleyear13 saleyear14 saleyear15 saleyear16
saleyear17 saleyear18 saleyear19 monthjan monthfeb monthmar monthapr monthmay monthjune
monthjuly monthaug monthsep monthoct monthnov monthdec) (fortified), atet nneighbor(4)
gen(mnid)
794
795 scalar nmax = e(k_nnmax)
796
797 tebalance summarize
798
799 matrix X = r(table)
800 matrix D = X[1...,2]
801 matrix sssd_mu = D'*D
802 matrix list sssd_mu
803
804 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
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805
806 *count up neighbors and identify them
807 drop if fortified == 0
808 keep mnid*
809
810 *Need to update group(#) with number of rows in dataset
811 stack mnid*, group(`=nmax')
812
813 drop _stack
814 sort mnid1
815 by mnid1, sort: egen count1 = count(mnid1)
816 duplicates drop
817 drop if mnid1 == .
818 rename mnid1 row_id
819 save Neighbors.dta, replace
820
821 use Data_Master_matched.dta, clear
822 merge 1:1 row_id using Neighbors.dta
823 replace count1 = 1 if fortified == 1
824 drop if count1 == .
825 expand count1, gen(dup_ob)
826 drop mnid* count1 _merge dup_ob
827 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
828
829 imb realprice sqfeet sqfeetsq bedrooms fullbath pool latitude age stories flood cen_tract
yearbuilt fireplace sale_year sale_month, treatment(fortified)
830 scalar L1 = r(L1)
831 scalar list L1
832
833
834 *Test 6*
835 clear all
836 set more off
837 cd "C:\Users\Dan\Dropbox (AgEcon Miss State)\Wind ProprietaryData\Master"
838 use Data_Master.dta, clear
839
840 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
841
842 sort fortified, stable
843 gen row_id = _n
844 order row_id, first
845
846 *Continous geography distance*
847 gen fortified_miles_to_coast = fortified * miles_to_coast
848 gen roof_miles_to_coast = roof * miles_to_coast
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849 gen gold_miles_to_coast = gold * miles_to_coast
850
851 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
852
853 * Compare the covariates in the treated and control group
854 summarize sqfeet sqfeetsq bedrooms bedrooms_sq fullbath pool latitude longitude age
age_sq stories flood cen_tract yearbuilt saleyear13 saleyear14 saleyear15 saleyear16 saleyear17
saleyear18 saleyear19 monthjan monthfeb monthmar monthapr monthmay monthjune
monthjuly monthaug monthsep monthoct monthnov monthdec fortified
855
856 *Use teffects nnmatch to find nearest neighbors
857 teffects nnmatch (realprice sqfeet sqfeetsq bedrooms bedrooms_sq fullbath pool latitude
longitude age age_sq stories flood cen_tract yearbuilt saleyear13 saleyear14 saleyear15
saleyear16 saleyear17 saleyear18 saleyear19 monthjan monthfeb monthmar monthapr monthmay
monthjune monthjuly monthaug monthsep monthoct monthnov monthdec) (fortified), atet
nneighbor(4) gen(mnid)
858
859 scalar nmax = e(k_nnmax)
860
861 tebalance summarize
862
863 matrix X = r(table)
864 matrix D = X[1...,2]
865 matrix sssd_mu = D'*D
866 matrix list sssd_mu
867
868 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
869
870 *count up neighbors and identify them
871 drop if fortified == 0
872 keep mnid*
873
874 *Need to update group(#) with number of rows in dataset
875 stack mnid*, group(`=nmax')
876
877 drop _stack
878 sort mnid1
879 by mnid1, sort: egen count1 = count(mnid1)
880 duplicates drop
881 drop if mnid1 == .
882 rename mnid1 row_id
883 save Neighbors.dta, replace
884
885 use Data_Master_matched.dta, clear
886 merge 1:1 row_id using Neighbors.dta
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887 replace count1 = 1 if fortified == 1
888 drop if count1 == .
889 expand count1, gen(dup_ob)
890 drop mnid* count1 _merge dup_ob
891 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
892
893 imb realprice sqfeet sqfeetsq bedrooms fullbath pool latitude age stories flood cen_tract
yearbuilt fireplace sale_year sale_month, treatment(fortified)
894 scalar L1 = r(L1)
895 scalar list L1
896
897
898 *Test 7*
899 clear all
900 set more off
901 cd "C:\Users\Dan\Dropbox (AgEcon Miss State)\Wind ProprietaryData\Master"
902 use Data_Master.dta, clear
903
904 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
905
906 sort fortified, stable
907 gen row_id = _n
908 order row_id, first
909
910 *Continous geography distance*
911 gen fortified_miles_to_coast = fortified * miles_to_coast
912 gen roof_miles_to_coast = roof * miles_to_coast
913 gen gold_miles_to_coast = gold * miles_to_coast
914
915 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
916
917 * Compare the covariates in the treated and control group
918 summarize sqfeet sqfeetsq bedrooms bedrooms_sq fullbath pool latitude longitude age
age_sq stories flood cen_tract yearbuilt fireplace saleyear13 saleyear14 saleyear15 saleyear16
saleyear17 saleyear18 saleyear19 monthjan monthfeb monthmar monthapr monthmay
monthjune monthjuly monthaug monthsep monthoct monthnov monthdec
919
920 *Use teffects nnmatch to find nearest neighbors
921 teffects nnmatch (realprice sqfeet sqfeetsq bedrooms bedrooms_sq fullbath pool latitude
longitude age age_sq stories flood cen_tract yearbuilt fireplace saleyear13 saleyear14 saleyear15
saleyear16 saleyear17 saleyear18 saleyear19 monthjan monthfeb monthmar monthapr monthmay
monthjune monthjuly monthaug monthsep monthoct monthnov monthdec) (fortified), atet
nneighbor(4) gen(mnid)
922
923 scalar nmax = e(k_nnmax)
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924
925 tebalance summarize
926
927 matrix X = r(table)
928 matrix D = X[1...,2]
929 matrix sssd_mu = D'*D
930 matrix list sssd_mu
931
932 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
933
934 *count up neighbors and identify them
935 drop if fortified == 0
936 keep mnid*
937
938 *Need to update group(#) with number of rows in dataset
939 stack mnid*, group(`=nmax')
940
941 drop _stack
942 sort mnid1
943 by mnid1, sort: egen count1 = count(mnid1)
944 duplicates drop
945 drop if mnid1 == .
946 rename mnid1 row_id
947 save Neighbors.dta, replace
948
949 use Data_Master_matched.dta, clear
950 merge 1:1 row_id using Neighbors.dta
951 replace count1 = 1 if fortified == 1
952 drop if count1 == .
953 expand count1, gen(dup_ob)
954 drop mnid* count1 _merge dup_ob
955 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
956
957 imb realprice sqfeet sqfeetsq bedrooms fullbath pool latitude age stories flood cen_tract
yearbuilt fireplace sale_year sale_month, treatment(fortified)
958 scalar L1 = r(L1)
959 scalar list L1
960
961 *Test 8*
962 clear all
963 set more off
964 cd "C:\Users\Dan\Dropbox (AgEcon Miss State)\Wind Proprietary
Data\Master"
965 use Data_Master.dta, clear
966
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967 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
968
969 sort fortified, stable
970 gen row_id = _n
971 order row_id, first
972
973 *Continous geography distance*
974 gen fortified_miles_to_coast = fortified * miles_to_coast
975 gen roof_miles_to_coast = roof * miles_to_coast monthmar monthapr monthmay monthjune
monthjuly monthaug monthsep monthoct monthnov monthdec) (fortified), atet nneighbor(4)
gen(mnid)
985
986 scalar nmax = e(k_nnmax)
987
988 tebalance summarize
989
990 matrix X = r(table)
991 matrix D = X[1...,2]
992 matrix sssd_mu = D'*D
993 matrix list sssd_mu
994
995 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
996
997 *count up neighbors and identify them
998 drop if fortified == 0
999 keep mnid*
1000
1001 *Need to update group(#) with number of rows in dataset
1002 stack mnid*, group(`=nmax')
1003
1004 drop _stack
1005 sort mnid1
1006 by mnid1, sort: egen count1 = count(mnid1)
1007 duplicates drop
1008 drop if mnid1 == .
1009 rename mnid1 row_id
1010 save Neighbors.dta, replace
1011
1012 use Data_Master_matched.dta, clear
1013 merge 1:1 row_id using Neighbors.dta
1014 replace count1 = 1 if fortified == 1
1015 drop if count1 == .
1016 expand count1, gen(dup_ob)
1017 drop mnid* count1 _merge dup_ob
1018 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
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1019
1020 imb realprice sqfeet sqfeetsq bedrooms fullbath pool latitude age stories flood cen_tract
yearbuilt fireplace sale_year sale_month, treatment(fortified)
1021 scalar L1 = r(L1)
1022 scalar list L1
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C.8

Stata Code for Regressions

1 *Regressions on Unmatched Data*
2 clear all
3 set more off
4 use "/Users/shea_gould/Desktop/Data_Master.dta", clear
5
6 save Data_Unmatched.dta, replace
7
8 sort fortified_atsale, stable
9 gen row_id = _n
10 order row_id, first
11
12 *Continous geography distance*
13 gen fortified_miles_to_coast = fortified * miles_to_coast
14 gen roof_miles_to_coast = roof * miles_to_coast
15 gen gold_miles_to_coast = gold * miles_to_coast
16
17 save Data_Unmatched.dta, replace
18
19 sum realprice yearbuilt age new sqftper1000 pool stories bedrooms fullbath halfbath fireplace
garage miles_to_coast flood sale_year sale_quarter sale_month census_tract if
fortified_atsale != 1
20
21 * Estimate matched FE regression
22 xtset censustract_year_qtr
23
24 *Two regressions we focus on. One includes distance variables and
the other does not*
25 xtreg ln_realprice roof_silver gold roof_silver_atsale gold_atsale new_gold_atsale
sqftper1000 sqftper1000_sq bedrooms bedrooms_sq age age_sq pool stories stories_sq flood
garage fireplace fullbath fullbath_sq halfbath halfbath_sq new, fe vce(cluster
censustract_year_qtr)
26 scalar adjR2 = e(r2_a)
27 scalar list adjR2
28
29 xtreg ln_realprice roof_silver gold roof_silver_atsale gold_atsale new_gold_atsale
sqftper1000 sqftper1000_sq bedrooms bedrooms_sq age age_sq pool stories stories_sq flood
garage fireplace fullbath fullbath_sq halfbath halfbath_sq new miles_to_coast miles_to_coast_sq
coast, fe vce(cluster censustract_year_qtr)
30 scalar adjR2 = e(r2_a)
31 scalar list adjR2
32
33
34 *This file is used to take the best matching options for both 3 & 4 neighbors and test different
regression models*
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35 *For 3 neighbors*
36 *Test 1*
37 clear all
38 set more off
39 cd "C:\Users\Dan\Dropbox (AgEcon Miss State)\Wind Proprietary Data\Master"
40 use "/Users/shea_gould/Desktop/Data_Master.dta", clear
41
42 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
43
44 sort fortified, stable
45 gen row_id = _n
46 order row_id, first
47
48 *Continous geography distance*
49 gen fortified_miles_to_coast = fortified * miles_to_coast
50 gen roof_miles_to_coast = roof * miles_to_coast
51 gen gold_miles_to_coast = gold * miles_to_coast
52
53
54 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
55
56 * Compare the covariates in the treated and control group
57 summarize sqfeet sqfeetsq bedrooms fullbath pool latitude longitude age saleyear13
saleyear14 saleyear15 saleyear16 saleyear17 saleyear18 saleyear19 monthjan monthfeb
monthmar monthapr monthmay monthjune monthjuly monthaug monthsep monthoct monthnov
monthdec fortified
58
59 *Use teffects nnmatch to find nearest neighbors
60 teffects nnmatch (realprice sqfeet sqfeetsq bedrooms fullbath pool latitude longitude age
saleyear13 saleyear14 saleyear15 saleyear16 saleyear17 saleyear18 saleyear19 monthjan
monthfeb monthmar monthapr monthmay monthjune monthjuly monthaug monthsep monthoct
monthnov monthdec) (fortified), atet nneighbor(3) gen(mnid)
61
62 scalar nmax = e(k_nnmax)
63
64 tebalance summarize
65
66 matrix X = r(table)
67 matrix D = X[1...,2]
68 matrix sssd_mu = D'*D
69 matrix list sssd_mu
70
71 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
72
73 *count up neighbors and identify them
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74 drop if fortified == 0
75 keep mnid*
76
77 *Need to update group(#) with number of rows in dataset
78 stack mnid*, group(`=nmax')
79
80 drop _stack
81 sort mnid1
82 by mnid1, sort: egen count1 = count(mnid1)
83 duplicates drop
84 drop if mnid1 == .
85 rename mnid1 row_id
86 save Neighbors.dta, replace
87
88 use Data_Master_matched.dta, clear
89 merge 1:1 row_id using Neighbors.dta
90 replace count1 = 1 if fortified == 1
91 drop if count1 == .
92 expand count1, gen(dup_ob)
93 drop mnid* count1 _merge dup_ob
94 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
95
96 imb realprice sqfeet sqfeetsq bedrooms fullbath pool latitude age stories flood cen_tract
yearbuilt fireplace sale_year sale_month, treatment(fortified)
97 scalar L1 = r(L1)
98 scalar list L1
99
100 sum realprice yearbuilt age new sqftper1000 pool stories bedrooms fullbath halfbath
fireplace garage miles_to_coast flood sale_year sale_quarter sale_month census_tract if
fortified_atsale != 1
101
102 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
103
104 * Estimate matched FE regression
105 xtset censustract_year_qtr
106
107 *Two regressions we focus on. One includes distance variables and the other does not*
108 xtreg ln_realprice roof_silver gold roof_silver_atsale gold_atsale new_gold_atsale
sqftper1000 sqftper1000_sq bedrooms bedrooms_sq age age_sq pool stories stories_sq flood
garage fireplace fullbath fullbath_sq halfbath halfbath_sq new, fe vce(cluster
censustract_year_qtr)
109 scalar adjR2 = e(r2_a)
110 scalar list adjR2
111
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112 xtreg ln_realprice roof_silver gold roof_silver_atsale gold_atsale new_gold_atsale
sqftper1000 sqftper1000_sq bedrooms bedrooms_sq age age_sq pool stories stories_sq flood
garage fireplace fullbath fullbath_sq halfbath halfbath_sq new miles_to_coast miles_to_coast_sq
coast, fe vce(cluster censustract_year_qtr)
113 scalar adjR2 = e(r2_a)
114 scalar list adjR2
115
116 *Test 2*
117 clear all
118 set more off
119 cd "C:\Users\Dan\Dropbox (AgEcon Miss State)\Wind ProprietaryData\Master"
120 use "/Users/shea_gould/Desktop/Data_Master.dta", clear
121
122
123 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
124
125 sort fortified, stable
126 gen row_id = _n
127 order row_id, first
128
129 *Continous geography distance*
130 gen fortified_miles_to_coast = fortified * miles_to_coast
131 gen roof_miles_to_coast = roof * miles_to_coast
132 gen gold_miles_to_coast = gold * miles_to_coast
133
134 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
135
136 * Compare the covariates in the treated and control group
137 summarize sqfeet sqfeetsq bedrooms bedrooms_sq fullbath pool latitude longitude age
age_sq saleyear13 saleyear14 saleyear15 saleyear16 saleyear17 saleyear18 saleyear19 monthjan
monthfeb monthmar monthapr monthmay monthjune monthjuly monthaug monthsep monthoct
monthnov monthdec fortified
138
139 *Use teffects nnmatch to find nearest neighbors
140 teffects nnmatch (realprice sqfeet sqfeetsq bedrooms bedrooms_sq fullbath pool latitude
longitude age age_sq saleyear13 saleyear14 saleyear15 saleyear16 saleyear17 saleyear18
saleyear19 monthjan monthfeb monthmar monthapr monthmay monthjune monthjuly monthaug
monthsep monthoct monthnov monthdec) (fortified), atet nneighbor(3) gen(mnid)
141
142 scalar nmax = e(k_nnmax)
143
144 tebalance summarize
145
146 matrix X = r(table)
147 matrix D = X[1...,2]
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148 matrix sssd_mu = D'*D
149 matrix list sssd_mu
150 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
151
152
153 *count up neighbors and identify them
154 drop if fortified == 0
155 keep mnid*
156
157 *Need to update group(#) with number of rows in dataset
158 stack mnid*, group(`=nmax')
159
160 drop _stack
161 sort mnid1
162 by mnid1, sort: egen count1 = count(mnid1)
163 duplicates drop
164 drop if mnid1 == .
165 rename mnid1 row_id
166 save Neighbors.dta, replace
167
168 use Data_Master_matched.dta, clear
169 merge 1:1 row_id using Neighbors.dta
170 replace count1 = 1 if fortified == 1
171 drop if count1 == .
172 expand count1, gen(dup_ob)
173 drop mnid* count1 _merge dup_ob
174 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
175
176 imb realprice sqfeet sqfeetsq bedrooms fullbath pool latitude age stories flood cen_tract
yearbuilt fireplace sale_year sale_month, treatment(fortified)
177 scalar L1 = r(L1)
178 scalar list L1
179
180 sum realprice yearbuilt age new sqftper1000 pool stories bedrooms fullbath halfbath
fireplace garage miles_to_coast flood sale_year sale_quarter sale_month census_tract if
fortified_atsale != 1
181
182 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
183
184 * Estimate matched FE regression
185 xtset censustract_year_qtr
186
187 *Two regressions we focus on. One includes distance variables and the other does not*
190

188 xtreg ln_realprice roof_silver gold roof_silver_atsale gold_atsale new_gold_atsale
sqftper1000 sqftper1000_sq bedrooms bedrooms_sq age age_sq pool stories stories_sq flood
garage fireplace fullbath fullbath_sq halfbath halfbath_sq new, fe vce(cluster
censustract_year_qtr)
189 scalar adjR2 = e(r2_a)
190 scalar list adjR2
191
192 xtreg ln_realprice roof_silver gold roof_silver_atsale gold_atsale new_gold_atsale
sqftper1000 sqftper1000_sq bedrooms bedrooms_sq age age_sq pool stories stories_sq flood
garage fireplace fullbath fullbath_sq halfbath halfbath_sq new miles_to_coast miles_to_coast_sq
coast, fe vce(cluster censustract_year_qtr)
193 scalar adjR2 = e(r2_a)
194 scalar list adjR2
195
196
197 *For 4 neighbors*
198 *Test 4*
199 clear all
200 set more off
201 cd "C:\Users\Dan\Dropbox (AgEcon Miss State)\Wind Proprietary Data\Master"
202 use "/Users/shea_gould/Desktop/Data_Master.dta", clear
203
204
205 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
206
207 sort fortified, stable
208 gen row_id = _n
209 order row_id, first
210
211 *Continous geography distance*
212 gen fortified_miles_to_coast = fortified * miles_to_coast
213 gen roof_miles_to_coast = roof * miles_to_coast
214 gen gold_miles_to_coast = gold * miles_to_coast
215
216 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
217
218 * Compare the covariates in the treated and control group
219 summarize sqfeet sqfeetsq bedrooms bedrooms_sq fullbath pool latitude longitude age
age_sq stories flood saleyear13 saleyear14 saleyear15 saleyear16 saleyear17 saleyear18
saleyear19 monthjan monthfeb monthmar monthapr monthmay monthjune monthjuly monthaug
monthsep monthoct monthnov monthdec fortified
220
221 *Use teffects nnmatch to find nearest neighbors
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222 teffects nnmatch (realprice sqfeet sqfeetsq bedrooms bedrooms_sq fullbath pool latitude
longitude age age_sq stories flood saleyear13 saleyear14 saleyear15 saleyear16 saleyear17
saleyear18 saleyear19 monthjan monthfeb monthmar monthapr monthmay monthjune
monthjuly monthaug monthsep monthoct monthnov monthdec) (fortified), atet nneighbor(4)
gen(mnid)
223
224 scalar nmax = e(k_nnmax)
225
226 tebalance summarize
227
228 matrix X = r(table)
229 matrix D = X[1...,2]
230 matrix sssd_mu = D'*D
231 matrix list sssd_mu
232
233 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
234
235 *count up neighbors and identify them
236 drop if fortified == 0
237 keep mnid*
238
239 *Need to update group(#) with number of rows in dataset
240 stack mnid*, group(`=nmax')
241
242 drop _stack
243 sort mnid1
244 by mnid1, sort: egen count1 = count(mnid1)
245 duplicates drop
246 drop if mnid1 == .
247 rename mnid1 row_id
248 save Neighbors.dta, replace
249
250 use Data_Master_matched.dta, clear
251 merge 1:1 row_id using Neighbors.dta
252 replace count1 = 1 if fortified == 1
253 drop if count1 == .
254 expand count1, gen(dup_ob)
255 drop mnid* count1 _merge dup_ob
256 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
257
258 imb realprice sqfeet sqfeetsq bedrooms fullbath pool latitude age stories flood cen_tract
yearbuilt fireplace sale_year sale_month, treatment(fortified)
259 scalar L1 = r(L1)
260 scalar list L1
261
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262 sum realprice yearbuilt age new sqftper1000 pool stories bedrooms fullbath halfbath
fireplace garage miles_to_coast flood sale_year sale_quarter sale_month census_tract if
fortified_atsale != 1
263
264 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
265
266 * Estimate matched FE regression
267 xtset censustract_year_qtr
268
269 *Two regressions we focus on. One includes distance variables and the other does not*
270 xtreg ln_realprice roof_silver gold roof_silver_atsale gold_atsale new_gold_atsale
sqftper1000 sqftper1000_sq bedrooms bedrooms_sq age age_sq pool stories stories_sq flood
garage fireplace fullbath fullbath_sq halfbath halfbath_sq new, fe vce(cluster
censustract_year_qtr)
271 scalar adjR2 = e(r2_a)
272 scalar list adjR2
273
274 xtreg ln_realprice roof_silver gold roof_silver_atsale gold_atsale new_gold_atsale
sqftper1000 sqftper1000_sq bedrooms bedrooms_sq age age_sq pool stories stories_sq flood
garage fireplace fullbath fullbath_sq halfbath halfbath_sq new miles_to_coast miles_to_coast_sq
coast, fe vce(cluster censustract_year_qtr)
275 scalar adjR2 = e(r2_a)
276 scalar list adjR2
277
278 *Test 8*
279 clear all
280 set more off
281 cd "C:\Users\Dan\Dropbox (AgEcon Miss State)\Wind ProprietaryData\Master"
282 use Data_Master.dta, clear
283
284
285 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
286
287 sort fortified, stable
288 gen row_id = _n
289 order row_id, first
290
291 *Continous geography distance*
292 gen fortified_miles_to_coast = fortified * miles_to_coast
293 gen roof_miles_to_coast = roof * miles_to_coast
294 gen gold_miles_to_coast = gold * miles_to_coast
295
296 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
297
298 * Compare the covariates in the treated and control group
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299 summarize sqfeet sqfeetsq bedrooms bedrooms_sq fullbath pool latitude longitude age
age_sq stories flood cen_tract yearbuilt fireplace garage saleyear13 saleyear14 saleyear15
saleyear16 saleyear17 saleyear18 saleyear19 monthjan monthfeb monthmar monthapr monthmay
monthjune monthjuly monthaug monthsep monthoct monthnov monthdec fortified
300
301 *Use teffects nnmatch to find nearest neighbors
302 teffects nnmatch (realprice sqfeet sqfeetsq bedrooms bedrooms_sq fullbath pool latitude
longitude age age_sq stories flood cen_tract yearbuilt fireplace garage saleyear13 saleyear14
saleyear15 saleyear16 saleyear17 saleyear18 saleyear19 monthjan monthfeb monthmar monthapr
monthmay monthjune monthjuly monthaug monthsep monthoct monthnov monthdec) (fortified),
atet nneighbor(4) gen(mnid)
303
304 scalar nmax = e(k_nnmax)
305
306 tebalance summarize
307
308 matrix X = r(table)
309 matrix D = X[1...,2]
310 matrix sssd_mu = D'*D
311 matrix list sssd_mu
312
313 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
314
315 *count up neighbors and identify them
316 drop if fortified == 0
317 keep mnid*
318
319 *Need to update group(#) with number of rows in dataset
320 stack mnid*, group(`=nmax')
321
322 drop _stack
323 sort mnid1
324 by mnid1, sort: egen count1 = count(mnid1)
325 duplicates drop
326 drop if mnid1 == .
327 rename mnid1 row_id
328 save Neighbors.dta, replace
329
330 use Data_Master_matched.dta, clear
331 merge 1:1 row_id using Neighbors.dta
332 replace count1 = 1 if fortified == 1
333 drop if count1 == .
334 expand count1, gen(dup_ob)
335 drop mnid* count1 _merge dup_ob
336 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
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337
338 imb realprice sqfeet sqfeetsq bedrooms fullbath pool latitude age stories flood cen_tract
yearbuilt fireplace sale_year sale_month, treatment(fortified)
339 scalar L1 = r(L1)
340 scalar list L1
341
342 sum realprice yearbuilt age new sqftper1000 pool stories bedrooms fullbath halfbath
fireplace garage miles_to_coast flood sale_year sale_quarter sale_month census_tract if
fortified_atsale != 1
343
344 save Data_Master_matched.dta, replace
345
346 * Estimate matched FE regression
347 xtset censustract_year_qtr
348
349 *Two regressions we focus on. One includes distance variables and the other does not*
350 xtreg ln_realprice roof_silver gold roof_silver_atsale gold_atsale new_gold_atsale
sqftper1000 sqftper1000_sq bedrooms bedrooms_sq age age_sq pool stories stories_sq flood
garage fireplace fullbath fullbath_sq halfbath halfbath_sq new, fe vce(cluster
censustract_year_qtr)
351 scalar adjR2 = e(r2_a)
352 scalar list adjR2
353
354 xtreg ln_realprice roof_silver gold roof_silver_atsale gold_atsale new_gold_atsale
sqftper1000 sqftper1000_sq bedrooms bedrooms_sq age age_sq pool stories stories_sq flood
garage fireplace fullbath fullbath_sq halfbath halfbath_sq new miles_to_coast miles_to_coast_sq
coast, fe vce(cluster censustract_year_qtr)
355 scalar adjR2 = e(r2_a)
356 scalar list adjR2
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